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Abstract 
Attitudes towards and Perceptions of Women Managers and Their 
Communication Competencies in the Sultanate of Oman 
This study was concerned with the under-representation of women in leadership 
positions in the Sultanate of Oman. In particular, it focused on the attitudes of 
Omani people towards women as managers and the perceptions of these 
managers‘ communication competencies. It also explored reasons for the 
underrepresentation of women in managerial positions.   
The study investigated the topic through a feminist-research lens and used a 
mixed-method approach that included both quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies to collect the data. For quantitative data, a questionnaire survey 
was conducted on a convenience sample of 208 participants from the Ministry 
of Higher Education in Oman. The survey included two different tests: the 
Women as Managers Scale (WAMS) and the Communication Competencies of 
Women Managers Scale (CCWMS). For qualitative data, 12 Omani males and 
females from the Ministry were interviewed in order to gain in-depth 
information to complement the qualitative data. The survey data were analysed 
using the SPSS program while the interview transcripts were analysed using the 
thematic analysis technique to capture major themes that emerged from the 
data.  
The survey findings showed, first, that participants held both positive attitudes 
towards women in managerial positions and positive perceptions of women 
managers‘ communication competencies. Second, gender was not found to have 
significant influence on either the attitudes or the perceptions of communication 
competencies. Prior experience with women managers, on the other hand, did 
have significant influence on participants‘ perception of women managers‘ 
communication competencies but not on the attitudes towards these managers. 
The findings also indicated that there was a weak correlation between attitudes 
towards women managers and the perceptions of their communication 
competences. Finally, the findings showed a significant relationship between 
satisfaction of working with women managers and attitudes towards women 
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managers, while there was no relationship between attitudes and being 
overseas.  
Thematic analysis of the interviews showed that the level of representation of 
women in managerial positions in Oman could be influenced by many factors 
educational, Managerial (professional), psychological, familial, societal, and 
religious.  
The contribution of this research lies in the following areas. First, the study 
helps fill the gap in knowledge identified in the review of the literature. While 
there is a reasonably volume of research on attitude towards women managers 
in a number of countries, there has been hardly any in Oman. Second, the study 
shows that while attitudes and perceptions towards women managers in Oman 
compare favourably with those in many countries, these positive attitudes and 
perceptions are far from universal. Some people in Oman still believe that men 
have more abilities than women and are more suitable to work as managers. 
Third, the research has highlighted the fact that although Omani women have 
received a great deal of support and encouragement from the Omani 
government in recent times, there is still much to be done to achieve 
proportional representation of men and women in managerial positions.  
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Although the number of women in the top managerial positions has 
increased significantly around the world (Eagly, & Karau 2002; Owen, & 
Todor, 1993; Terborg, Peters, Ilgen, & Smith, 1977), their under-representation 
in such positions has still been a much debated issue over the last few decades.  
Many qualities of a successful manager, such as ambition, objectivity and an 
authoritative manner, have been linked with masculinity (Guney, Gohar, 
Akinci, & Akinci, 2006). The traditional ―great man‖ model of management 
(Kellerman & Rhode, 2007) is still prevalent.  Men have been seen as better 
suited than women to work in executive management positions and many 
people believe that men are more appropriate than women in leadership 
positions (Kellerman & Rhode, 2007). 
In both developing and developed countries, stereotypes about women as 
managers have continued to be an obstacle in the way of women achieving 
leadership positions (Kellerman & Rhode, 2007). Women, generally, have been 
classified as having less ability and fewer skills and suitable personal 
characteristics for managing than men have (Wheeless, & Berryman-Fink, 
1985). Although the number of women who have graduated from universities 
has increased dramatically and women make up around half of the global 
workforce, the number of women in top managerial positions is still too low 
(Guney, Gohar, Akinci, & Akinci, 2006). Owen and Todor‘s (1993) study 
points out some negative stereotypes about women as managers. First, women 
tend to place work considerations after family demands. They prefer to spend 
most of their time looking after their children and their families rather than at 
work. Second, women lack the necessary drive to succeed in business because 
they work for supplemental income. Third, women take negative feedback 
personally rather than professionally. Finally, because women are too emotional 
and lack aggressiveness and other qualities necessary for managerial positions 
such as risk-taking and decisiveness, they are unsuitable for top management 
positions.  
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Likewise, Guney, Gohar, Akinci, and Akinci (2006) claim that women 
executives have a self-confidence problem. They are also not motivated through 
power needs but through affiliation needs and they cannot undertake managerial 
responsibilities because they are not well educated or experienced. Due to these 
stereotypes, many people have negative attitudes towards women as managers. 
According to Owen and Todor (1993), the persistence of negative stereotypes 
about women as managers is an accepted explanation for the small number of 
female executives. 
In Oman, although women represent nearly 50% of the population, the 
percentage of Omani women employees in the labour force is only 9.7 per cent 
(Al-Mandhry, 2000). The primary role of women in Oman, as in many other 
Islamic countries, is one of wife and mother. Therefore, many employers 
assume that these roles will interfere with women working and success in 
leadership positions. They also tend to give priority to men in terms of 
employment and promotion even if there are many women who have the same 
qualifications (McElwee, & Al- Riyami, 2003).   
This introduction chapter will focus on the context of the study and the reasons 
for undertaking this research, and also the significance of this study. 
1.2 Context 
Wendell Philips (1958, As cited in Donn and Issan, 2007) described Omani 
women as ―the silent ones‖. He says: ―In terms of personality, of economy, of 
politics and civics, there are no women in Oman. Women exist in numbers 
always greater than men, but their existence is domestic‖ (p. 176). 
However, in the last four decades there have been dramatic changes in the 
positions and roles of women in Oman. Since the establishment of ―modern‖ 
Oman in the early 1970s, Omani women have received a great deal of attention 
from His Majesty Sultan Qaboos and his government. Sultan Qaboos has been a 
firm believer that women have as much to offer Oman as men, as evidenced in 
his statement below: 
―We call upon Omani women everywhere, in the villages and the cities, in 
both urban and Bedu communities, in the hills and mountains, to roll up 
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their sleeves and contribute to the process of economic and social 
development ...We have great faith in the educated young Omani women to 
work devotedly to assist their sisters in their local communities to develop 
their skills and abilities, both practically and intellectually, in order to 
contribute to our Omani Renaissance which demands the utilization of our 
entire national genius, for the realization of our country‘s glory and 
prosperity. We call upon Omani women to shoulder this vital role in the 
community and we are confident that they will respond to this call‖. (Al 
Khaduri, 2007, p. 1) 
Recently, women in Oman have gained many rights which enable them to work 
side by side with men. First, Al Khaduri (2007) mentions that up until 1970, 
girls did not have access to an education, while now free education has been 
provided to all students, and the enrolment rates have been fairly equal for both 
genders. In some cases, the proportion of females enrolled in the university has 
exceeded that of males. Second, all present laws and legislations in Oman offer 
equal opportunities to women in trade, labour, civil service and social insurance, 
which qualify women to work in different positions. Consequently, there are 
now nine women serving in the Majlis A-Dawla (State Council), and two 
ambassadors, to the Netherlands and to the United States. Furthermore, in the 
Gulf, Oman is the only government which has appointed four women to 
ministerial positions: Higher Education, Tourism, Social Development, and the 
Presidency of the Public Authority for Craft Industries.  
Gender equality also has been guaranteed by Oman‘s Basic Law of the State 
(1996), while a number of articles give Omani women a say in decisions that 
influence their lives such as marriage, divorce and child custody, which have 
been included in the Personal Status Law of 1997. Similarly, equality between 
the sexes in job opportunity, rights and obligations, and protection and 
privileges have also been provided by the Omani Labour Law of 1973. Finally, 
in the Civil Service Law, the government provides equality for both sexes in the 
recruitment process based on competence and employment entitlements such as 
promotion, salary, leave and allowances. Despite all these efforts, until recent 
time, girls in some local communities have been discouraged by tradition and 
marriage to study or to take up the opportunities of education at home or travel 
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overseas for education. Nevertheless, nowadays women in the Sultanate of 
Oman are able to have their education both at home and abroad to obtain the 
qualifications necessary to join the workforce and to play a major role in their 
society (Donn, & Issan, 2007). 
Despite this support for women, there is a lack of representation of women in 
managerial positions in the Sultanate of Oman. Although women in the 
Sultanate of Oman represent almost 50 percent of the Omani population, they 
are still under-represented in both the workforce and top management positions. 
The table in the next page, sourced from the Statistical Year Book (February, 
2009) on the Ministry of National Economy website, illustrates some 
percentages of women in managerial positions in the Sultanate of Oman: 
Table 1. Civil Service Omani Employees Occupying Leading and Supervision 
Posts 2008 
 
position 
 
Women 
 
Men 
 
Total 
Percentages of 
women  
Undersecretary 1 33 34 2.9 
Secretary-General - 9 9 - 
Governor - 2 2 - 
Governor Deputy - 2 2 - 
Ambassador 2 39 41 4.9 
Consultant 15 181 196 7.7 
Expert 22 200 222 9.9 
Mayor - 59 59 - 
General Supervisor - 16 16 - 
General Manager 13 188 201 6.5 
General Manager Deputy 12 108 120 10.0 
Minister Office Deputy 2 13 15 13.3 
Department. Manager  89 1203 1292 6.9 
Department. Manager 
Deputy & its level 
50 347 397 12.6 
Head Section 302 3333 3635 8.3 
Total 509 5895 6404 7.9 
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Table 1 illustrates that there is a clear disparity between Omani males and 
females in terms of representation in managerial positions. This disparity 
between genders extends, according to the Ministry of National Economy, 
includes several leadership positions. According to the statistical data, the 
percentage of representation of women in Leading and Supervision Posts, 
ranging from 5 to10% percent, this percentage slightly go up in lower 
managerial levels. 
In order to provide an explanation of this under-representation of women in the 
Sultanate of Oman, the current study aimed to investigate the perceptions of 
Omani women as managers and the perceptions of their communication 
competencies, as well as the influence of gender and work experience with 
women managers on these perceptions. The research also examined the 
relationship between attitudes towards women as managers and perceptions of 
communication competencies. The study investigated the topic through a 
feminist-research lens and used a mixed-method approach that included both 
quantitative and qualitative methodologies to collect the data.  
1.3 Significance of the study  
The information gathered from this study will be useful for government and 
many organisations which concerned with the status of women in Oman and 
Arabian Gulf area. In fact, there is a need for such information, for example on 
December 21, 2008 the third regional meeting of women parliamentarians and 
leaders of annual Gulf Cooperation Council Countries to the Arab Gulf States 
was hosted by the Shura Council in the Sultanate of Oman and convened to 
discuss the situation of women in the Gulf Cooperation Countries (GCC). The 
most important plans of action emerging from the meetings were; first, GCC 
have to examine the causes of lack of political participation of women in the 
GCC countries in the political sphere parliamentary candidates and voters. 
Second, they aim to raise the proportion of women represented in parliament 
and decision-making positions in the GCC States. Third, they have to highlight 
the roles of women in society and enable them politically, socially and 
economically. Fourth, working to effect changes in attitudes and ideas about 
women prevailing among members of society by looking at the issue of women 
as an integral part of community issues and emphasise the idea that the 
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advancement of any society is not only with the participation of women. Finally, 
GCC have to change the culture prevailing negative about the role of women, 
and the emphasis on their ability to work and production (Majles Al'shura, 
2008).  
This study aims to highlight the perceptions about women managers and the 
perceptions of their communication competencies. This information about 
perceptions of women managers will assist the government and other 
organisations to establish their programs to support women in managerial 
positions based on their knowledge of the prevailing perceptions in society. This 
study also will provide perceptions about factors that impede women's access to 
these positions in terms of management and communication.  
In addition, the results of this study will assist women to avoid and to change 
some negative perceptions and attitudes through their work in managerial 
positions or through their dealing with people. For example, if this study show 
there is a lack of confident or communication skills, based on these results 
Omani women can improve their abilities in order to avoid these negative 
perceptions. This avoidance will empower women to be in leadership positions.    
1.4 Organisation of the thesis 
This thesis is structured as follows: First, the introduction chapter explains the 
aim of conducting this research and states why I am interested in studying 
perceptions of women managers. Chapter 2 will review relevant literature 
including literature on attitudes towards women as managers in Arab and 
Islamic countries, and the study‘s research questions. Chapter 3 presents the 
research design used in this study. This includes the research methodology and 
methods including ethical considerations and a description of the research 
process. The fourth chapter presents the research findings including the 
quantitative and qualitative results. In chapter five I discuss the findings as they 
relate to the literature in this area. The final chapter sums up the findings and 
limitations of the study, and provides some recommendations to initiate change 
and the conclusions.    
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Chapter Two 
Literature Review 
This chapter situates the study within the relevant literature on attitudes towards 
women as managers and perceptions of their communication competencies. 
Further, it provides the framework for carrying out this study. First, I explore 
the literature on theoretical perspectives about women in management. Second, 
I examine the literature on under-representation of women in leadership 
positions. Third, I focused on the obstacles in women‘s paths to leadership 
positions including gender stereotypes and discrimination towards women 
managers before going on to review literature on attitudes towards women as 
managers in general and in Arabic and Islamic countries specifically. Then I 
discuss the situation women in the Sultanate of Oman. Next, I focus both on 
literature relating to communication competences and literature that links 
communication competencies and attitudes towards women as managers. 
Finally, based on the literature review I conclude this chapter by introducing the 
research questions.  
2.1 Research on Women in Management: Theoretical 
Perspectives 
Researchers have used different theoretical approaches in order to study 
women‘s under-representation in organisational roles associated with power or 
status (Fagenson, 1990). As Fagenson pointed out, to explain the lack of 
women in organisations‘ top corporate tiers, scholars have employed many 
theoretical frameworks such as the gender-centered perspective, the 
organisational structure perspective, and the gender-organisation-system 
perspective (GOS). The gender-centered perspective attributes women‘s 
behaviour and limited representation in upper-level jobs to internal factors in 
women, such as their ―inappropriate‖ traits, cognitions, attitudes and behaviours 
(Fagenson, 1990). Hall-Taylor (1997) pointed out that to explain the 
marginalisation of women in senior management, proponents of a gender-
centred perception argue that gender influences men‘s and women‘s 
behaviours, attitudes, traits, and so on. The image of a good leader in our 
society is a person who is aggressive, forceful, rational, competitive, decisive, 
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strong, self-confident, and independent, while women, according to the gender-
centered perspective, have been personified as being comparatively submissive, 
passive and non-rational in conflict situations, and they tend to be warm, kind 
and selfless (Fagenson, 1990).  
Organisational structure is another perspective used to explain women‘s limited 
corporate progression and their behaviour in organisations. In this paradigm 
scholars explain these limitations by emphasising the organisational structure 
within which women work (Fagenson, 1990). They assume that ―individuals‘ 
positions in organisational opportunity structures and the amount of power they 
exert in their jobs‖ (p. 269) are the variables that are considered critical in 
explaining why women have not risen to the top of the leadership positions as 
men have. In other words, according to Fagenson (1990) in an organisation 
there are two types of positions: advantageous and disadvantageous. In 
advantageous positions managers have occupants‘ opportunity power, where 
they can make effective decisions in organisations. These positions are socially 
associated with males. Disadvantageous positions, on the other hand, provide to 
their occupants little power or opportunity, and they are socially linked with 
females. As a result, sex differences in attitudes, behaviours, and cognitions 
towards women in leadership positions, in this paradigm, are attributed to the 
differences in numbers and positions, and in the opportunity and power 
structures between men and women, rather than gender.  
The gender-organisation-system perspective is the last theoretical framework 
that is influencing the thought of women-in-management researchers to 
understand women‘s under-representation in organisational roles. This 
framework is associated with power or status. According to Yukongdi and 
Benson (2005), referencing the gender-organisation-system frame work, women 
under-representation and under-utilised can be attributed to many factors. First, 
women have been located in disadvantaged positions. Second, women are 
socialised to display traits, behaviour, attitudes, which are incompatible with 
leadership positions. Fagenson (1990) also points out that women‘s behaviour 
and limited corporate progression in organisations can be attributed to their 
gender, the organisational context and the larger social and institutional systems 
in which they function. This approach adds a new factor to those which have 
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previously been discussed in the gender-centered and the organisation structure 
paradigms to explain women‘s behaviour and limited corporate progression in 
organisations, which is the social and institutional systems in which 
organisations are situated.  
Using these theories, many researchers have conducted studies to test their 
validity and to examine the reasons behind the under-representation of women 
in managerial positions. In the next section I review some studies that have 
examined the phenomenon of under-representation of women in managerial and 
leadership positions. 
2.2 Under-representation of women in leadership positions 
Representation of women in managerial positions has been a subject of many 
studies (Deal, & Stevenson 1998; Huffman 1999; Olsson & Walker, 2003; 
Sartore, & Cunningham 2007). Despite governments having passed positive 
legislation for the advancement of women in leadership positions around the 
globe, women are still under-represented in managerial positions, (Deal, & 
Stevenson 1998; Huffman 1999; Olsson & Walker, 2003; Sartore, & 
Cunningham 2007). For example, Crampton and Mishra (1999) pointed out 
that, in the United States, women filled only 15 percent of all managerial 
positions in 1970. This figure rose to more than 40 percent by 1989, and up to 
about 63 percent of the total work force. However, only six percent women 
were classified as middle level managers represented. In 1999 only three of 
every one hundred top jobs were held by women in the largest U.S. companies, 
which was similar to the number of the previous decade (Crampton & Mishra, 
1999). 
Australia and New Zealand are further examples of the under-representation of 
women in leadership positions. As Still (2006) found, very few women are 
attaining executive management or board positions in Australia‘s top 200 
companies, which represent 90 per cent of the nation‘s market capitalisation. In 
2004, they held only 10.2 percent of executive managerial positions, 8.6 percent 
of board directorships, and only four women held a chief executive officer 
position in the top 200 companies. From 708,600 governmental managerial 
positions, women held only 26 per cent of them compared with 74 per cent for 
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men. In New Zealand, according to Olsson and Walker (2003), although 
women make up 47 per cent of the working population, only 6.5 per cent of 
them are in management positions compared with males, who comprise 15 per 
cent in the top 500 of companies. Furthermore, in the New Zealand public 
sector, while women comprise 56 per cent of the labour force, only 7 per cent 
are in the management group (compared with 13 per cent of males), and they 
represent only one-third of the senior managers.  
In Great Britain, according to McDonald (2004), women represent only 33 per 
cent of managerial positions, while they constitute 45 percent of the workforce. 
They make up only 26 percent of department heads, 16 percent of function 
heads, and only 10 percent of directors. Further examination of managerial 
occupations shows that women are employed as managers in the private sector 
less often than in the public sector, there is a large gender pay gap in 
management positions (30 percent in favour of men), and women managers are 
less likely to be married and have dependent children than male managers 
(McDonald, 2004).  
Similarly, Asian economies are another example of under-representation of 
women managers. The rates of participation of women in the labour force are 
ranked among the world‘s highest. For example, in 2000 they represented 
around 64 per cent of labour force in 2000 (Yukongdi, & Benson, 2005). 
However, they still exist in low numbers in managerial positions, which renders 
them almost invisible in leadership positions (Adler, 1993; Benson & 
Yukongdi, 2005; Yukongdi & Benson, 2005).  
In the Middle East, although there are significant achievements in advancing 
women in leadership and political roles, there are still institutional and cultural 
obstacles in women‘s path in business systems (Metcalfe, 2008). Metcalfe 
argues that in the Arab region, women‘s current labour participation rate has 
seen a tremendous increase of 47 per cent between 1960 and 2000. In the last 
few years the developments of women in the political arena has been 
significant. Women in ministerial positions in the sultanate of Oman, for 
example, currently number more than those in the UK and USA (Metcalfe, 
2008). 
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Literature has also suggested different explanations for the under-representation 
of women in higher leadership positions. According to Claes (1999), this under-
representation of women in top management positions is because of a lack of 
confidence and aspirations, and the additional pressures. Females in managerial 
positions are often faced pressure and responsibilities from both work and home 
and also the social environment, and that are not experienced by male 
managers. The way women act and react in organisations has been put forward 
as another reason for the relative absence of women from top management 
positions. Women, it is claimed (Claes, 1999), often do not tend to behave in an 
authoritarian way, and they do not use imperatives; therefore, tasks become 
requests. To avoid conflicts in organisations, women behave in an unaggressive 
way and they frequently say ―sorry...‖ because they feel responsible. Women 
also tend to be available and their door is always open, and they value the 
relationship; therefore, they get personally involved. Finally, women want to be 
nice; as a result, they attribute their success to others, seek approval, fear abuse 
of power, smile, and are indirect and hesitant (Claes, 1999).  
Additionally, to explain the under-representation of women in managerial 
positions, Huffman (1999) studied the organisational-level factors which 
facilitate or hinder the inclusion of women in management positions by 
examining 552 service sectors and manufacturing work establishments in the 
United States. The author argues that ―macro level organisational variables 
impinge on personnel decisions about the staffing of managerial positions, 
thereby influencing women‘s representation in such jobs‖ (p. 738). The results 
show that first, factors such as the percentage of women in nonmanagement 
positions and the institutional environment have a strongest effect on female 
representation in management. Second, the organisational age has a strong 
curvilinear effect. Third, firm size and the presence of formalised human 
resource policies markedly differ by industrial sector. Finally, the results show 
that source policies do not have any influence on promoting equal opportunities 
in the workforce. Although Huffman‘s study shows the factors affecting the 
representation of women in managerial positions, it did not provide reasons or 
explanations how these effects could influence the women's representation in 
managerial positions.     
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The women‘s abilities are another reason for the under-representation of 
women in leadership positions. For example, the under-representation of 
women in New Zealand has been attributed to their lack of training and 
experience in line management, to their family responsibilities, and a lack of the 
traits of leadership (Olsson & Walker, 2003). Therefore, they do not choose to 
be in leadership positions, and they choose to be invisible when they are in 
leadership roles. Lawn-Day and Ballard (1996) added that it is possible to 
categorise the barriers that stand in the way of representation of women into 
three groups: the lack of qualities required to advancement, organisational 
obstacles preventing the advancement of women, and societal factors disrupting 
the upward mobility of women. 
The educational level of women is another factor of under-representation. 
Although the number of women graduates has increased steadily their low 
educational qualification is still continue (Gale & Cartwright, 1995; Lawn-Day 
& Ballard, 1996). According to Lawn-Day and Ballard (1996), most studies 
concerning the qualifications of women usually show their limited knowledge 
base or negative perception of their sense of professional commitment. Gale 
and Cartwright (1995) also pointed out that under-representation of women in 
the top management positions has been attributed to a lack of education, skills 
and training; bias and discrimination and/or the operation of corporate policies 
and procedures that make it difficult for women to be in the top positions.   
Cultural and religious traditions are another explanation for women‘s under-
representation and underutilisation in management. Adler (1993) argues that 
because all Asian cultures are collective and familial, it is expected that women 
will give their utmost attention to their home and children. Religions such as 
Confucianism, which influenced Chinese and Japanese culture, socialise 
women to be shy, unassertive, and obedient to men. The Japanese have not 
perceived women as authority figures nor as decision makers (Adler, 1993). 
When women become managers in China, Chinese men tend to use the 
following folk saying to describe the situation: ―a donkey taking the place of a 
horse, which can only lead to trouble‖ (Croll, 1977, p. 591).   
Ross (2008) argues that women in the Middle East have made less progress 
towards gender equality than in any other region. The under-representation of 
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women in the workforce and government has been attributed to the oil, gender 
work structure, and gender cultural practice (Metcalfe, 2008; Ross, 2008). Ross 
asserts that oil production in the Middle East leads to reduced numbers of 
women in the labour force. Oil leads to social and political consequences. 
Socially, oil has led to higher fertility rates, less education for women, and less 
female influence within their families. The dependence of the oil sector on male 
workers is due to physical capacity needed by this sector, and the long periods 
spent working, which are not commensurate with the nature of women. This 
situation led to many Political consequences. Only a few women work outside 
their home, therefore, ―they are less likely to exchange information and 
overcome collective action problems; less likely to mobilise politically, and to 
lobby for expanded rights; and less likely to gain representation in government‖ 
(Ross, 2008, p.107). 
The Islamic religion is one of the strongest factors in the cultures of Arab and 
Islamic societies, which has a direct or indirect influence on the representation 
of women in managerial positions. Some people tend to attribute under-
representation of women in these positions to the teachings of Islam, while 
others argue that Islamic religion provides freedom and equality to women 
compared to women‘s lives before Islam. The influence of Islam on women‘s 
lives has been widely addressed (Al-Lamki, 1999; Marmenout, 2009; Sidani, 
2004; Smith, 1979; Sidani & Gardner, 2000; Smith, 2008; Syed, 2007). 
According to Smith (2008), in the Islamic world, as in other religious worlds, 
most traditional gender roles have been developed based on understandings of 
religious texts developed within the cultural settings in which these religions 
took root. The gender roles in the Muslim tradition, similar to traditional 
Catholicism, have been developed based on contemporary gender-based 
divisions, which focus on women‘s traditional roles around the extended 
family. To justify such traditional gender roles, many people continue to use 
once-presupposed religious forms. However, others believe that the impetus for 
the perception of many recent forms of change, and greater gender equality, can 
be provided by the same scriptures and wider religious traditions. Similarly, just 
as the Bible has motivated social transformation during periods of profound 
social and cultural transformation in Europe and North America, the Qur‘an 
(the holy book of Muslims) and Hadith (a record of the prophet Mohammed's 
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life, actions, and deeds) provide encouragement for Muslims dedicated to 
gender equality and social justice. 
Smith (2008) pointed out that in the old Arabic tribal system before Islam, 
people were facing hardships in life, especially in the desert of Arabia, and 
there were constant difficulties in relations among the tribes. As a result, strong 
and powerful support was required to cope with this life. Automatically, 
because of their physical abilities, males become an important resource in the 
economic, social, and defensive lives of their families and tribes. The 
importance of males has become a feature of Arab society because it is a 
reflection of what provides the strength and success in the society, and because 
cultural norms usually are not proven values of abstract ideals, they are proven 
values of actual utility. Therefore, men were essential for the survival and 
growth of the tribe in the particular context of the Arabs of the seventh century. 
They were the warriors and leaders in culture, and the society relied on them for 
economic survival and raiding other tribes. Women, on the other hand, were 
valued for their role in creating and sustaining the family. However, women 
could also become liabilities, during times of chronic famine, overpopulation, 
and endemic tribal warfare.  Considering the values of that period, women 
could bring shame to the tribe, if they were taken as slaves in war or married to 
a man of inferior class. In addition, in the west, the traditional patriarchal family 
structure was based on the equal distribution of authority and judgment and 
centralised between the father and the mother of the family in terms of the 
breadwinner and economic foundations. However, the changes in economics, 
culture, and politics have enabled and encouraged the education and economic 
independence of women. These changes have transformed the position and 
perception of women throughout the world. In recent decades, this new way of 
perceiving women has only started to reach populations in most Muslim 
countries Smith (2008).  
Syed (2007) asserts that regarding the women‘s right to seek employment, 
although Islam regards women‘s role as a mother and a wife as the most sacred 
and essential one, there is no verdict in Islam which prohibits women from 
seeking employment, especially in positions which fit their nature such as 
nursing and teaching. Furthermore, it must be noted that according to Islam, a 
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woman‘s income, whether through inheritance or employment, remains 
completely hers and no one can make any claim on it including her father and 
her husband.  
Nowadays, according to Smith (2008), although many Muslims accept the 
fundamental equality of males and females, they qualify their understanding 
with the concept of complementarity. This complementarity relates to pre-
modern cultures and is based on the idea that women and men have different 
gifts and therefore they have different socio-economic roles. The role of women 
is to stay at home and care for the family, while that for men is to engage in 
work, society and politics. From that perspective, a restricted role for women 
within the community has been frequently prescribed by the dominant form of 
Islam. ―Many authors (mostly male in pre-modern times) have interpreted the 
faith in light of this prevailing socio-cultural view with deleterious 
consequences for women‖ (Smith, 2008, p.59).   
2.3 Barriers to women’s leadership in management 
Several obstacles exist to the emergence of women in managerial positions 
including gender role stereotyping and discrimination. In the following section, 
I review the literature on each barrier.  
2.3.1 Gender role stereotypes 
Gender stereotypes have been defined as ―categorical beliefs regarding the traits 
and behavioural characteristics ascribed to individuals based on their gender‖ 
(Ginige, 2007, p. 3), or  ―a set of attributes ascribed to a group and believed to 
characterise its individual members simply because they belong to that group‖ 
(Heilman, 1997, p. 979). The influence of gender stereotypes on diversity 
between males and females in organisations has been widely documented by 
numerous researchers (Dubno, 1985; Eagly & Mladinic, 1994; Ginige, 2007; 
Hayes & Allinson, 2004; Kellerman & Rhode, 2007; Maher, 1997; Mihail, 
2006a; Mihail, 2006b; Schein & Mueller, 1992; Terborg, Peters, Ilgen, & 
Smith, 1977). These stereotypes in organisations have been regarded as one of 
the direct antecedents of discrimination at work, and people can expect the 
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attributes and behaviours of individual group members from association with 
gender stereotypes.  
The literature suggests that one reason for women‘s under-representation is due 
to gender role stereotypes. Furthermore, it has also been suggested that the 
traditional social roles, status differences, and power inequalities that exist 
between men and women have been embodied by gender stereotypes. Prime, 
Jonsen, Carter, and Maznevski (2008) believe that the influence of these 
stereotypes can be represented on two important patterns. First, the qualities 
that people associate with women are totally different from those which people 
associate with leaders. Second, the qualities which people associate with men 
are similar to those which they associate with leaders. Men tend to be seen as 
naturally equipped to lead, because of this match between stereotypically 
masculine attributes and idealised leadership. This tendency has been called 
―think-manager-think-male‖ (Prime et al, 2008).  
In addition, gender stereotypes have consistently shown that women are 
generally seen as more expressive and communal than men, while men are seen 
as more competent than women. The mismatch between the qualities 
traditionally associated with women and those traditionally associated with 
leadership is one of the most intractable obstacles for women seeking positions 
of influence (Kellerman & Rhode, 2007). There is a widely held view that 
successful managers have to be aggressive, forceful, competitive, self-
confident, and independent. Most managers‘ positive characteristics have been 
associated with masculine traits and people continue to credit men with 
leadership ability. According to Sartore and Cunningham (2007), although 
stereotypical beliefs held towards women such as being helpful, warm, kind, 
and gentle may be perceived as positive in content, they can undoubtedly 
possess negative consequences when they are linked with people in managerial 
positions. Men, in contrast, are commonly linked with characteristics 
highlighting one‘s competence level such as being confident, strong, assertive, 
and independent. Sartore, and Cunningham also explain the under-
representation of women in leadership positions in organisations, in general, 
and sport organisations, in particular. They assert that the capabilities of 
females within the sport context, specifically in response to the lower levels of 
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societal power and status afforded to women, have been limited by gender-role 
meanings and stereotypes associated with social and sport ideology.  
Some literature has also examined the changes of attitudes and gender 
stereotypes over time (Duchr & Bono, 2006; Owen & Todor, 1993; Powell, 
Butterfield, & Parent 2002). To explore the assumption that negative 
stereotypes persist among managers today, Owen and Todor (1993) studied the 
difference in attitudes towards women managers of human resources 
professionals and undergraduate business students. Using Women as Managers 
Scale (WAMS), Owen and Todor found that attitudes held by human resources 
professionals are significantly more positive than those held by the 
undergraduate students. The WAMS score for women was significantly higher 
than the scores for men. The authors attribute these differences to the training 
that HR professionals have, on the one hand, and the lack of experience on the 
part of the students, on the other. The result of this study shows that the 
potential for discrimination against women as managers may not disappear 
when all of the older students or generation retire as some people may think.  
Similarly, Powell, Butterfield, and Parent (2002) examined the changes in 
men‘s and women‘s stereotypes of managers to see if there was less emphasis 
placed on managers‘ possessing masculine characteristics in 1999 compared 
with studies conducted between 1984 and1985 (such as Powell & Butterfield 
(1989)) and studies conducted between 1976 and1977 (such as Powell & 
Butterfield (1979)). The research sample was selected from two American 
universities from two groups of subjects who differed in average age (21.2 
years old and 31.7 years), education, and work experience. The results indicate 
that a good manager is still perceived as predominantly masculine, although 
managerial stereotypes place less emphasis on masculine characteristics than in 
earlier studies (Powell, Butterfield, & Parent, 2002). 
However, Duehr and Bono (2006) argue that gender stereotypes of women 
managers are, in some ways, support them in leadership positions. By using a 
revised version of the Descriptive Index Survey, they examined gender and 
management stereotypes of males and females in the 21
st
 century. The results, 
based on 620 managers and 687 students over the last 30 years, show that 
stereotypes about women as managers may be changing, especially among male 
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managers, who seem to perceive women as less passive and submissive and 
more confident, ambitious, analytical, and assertive than men. Male managers 
are more likely to perceive women as leaders more often than they did both 15 
and 30 years ago. However, male students today still hold the same gender 
stereotypes as those of male managers 15 years ago. The results also show that 
males continue to characterise women managers as possessing fewer of the 
characteristics of successful managers, although those respondents who have 
positive experiences of working with women managers are likely to rate women 
higher on management characteristics (Duehr & Bono, 2006).       
2.3.2 Gender discrimination 
Many studies have cited discrimination as one form of barrier on women‘s path 
to leadership positions, and as a social phenomenon this has been studied from 
different perspectives (Blum, Fields, & Goodman, 1994; Gelfand, & Nishii, 
2007; Heilman, 1997; Owen & Todor 1993; Maznevski, 2008; Prime, Jonsen, 
Carter, &; Tharenou, 1999). Owen and Todor (1993) pointed out, that negative 
stereotypes about women as managers usually cause a form of discrimination 
which is subtle and thus hard to identify. Discrimination happens by treating 
women differently from men and it occurs when people perceive female 
managers as different from males. This treatment is seen as both logical and 
rational by people who hold negative stereotypes about women managers. 
Subtle discrimination may take many shapes; for example, based on the 
assumption that women prefer family commitments, managers may decide to 
hand over an important task to a man rather than to a woman. Beliefs about 
degree of fit are another form of subtle discrimination. Perceptions that women 
will somehow change the management process by virtue of their gender lead 
women to be excluded from senior management positions (Owen & Todor, 
1993).     
Bhatnagar and Swamy (1995) argue that discrimination against women occurs 
in terms of the devaluation of their performance and unfavourable attribution of 
their work, in selection, placement, salary fixation, and appraisal decisions in 
organisations. They assert that experiences of working with women managers 
can make changes to the underlying stereotypical attitudes, and these attitudes 
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could support the discrimination towards women managers. They studied the 
relationship between greater experiential exposure (interaction and attitudes), 
and they hypothesised that attitudes towards women managers can be 
influenced by the amount of information which men gain in dealing with 
women managers. Bhatnagar and Swamy (1995) used two different scales to 
measures the extent of interaction and satisfaction with interaction, and used 
WAMS to measure the attitudes of 101 male managers towards women as 
managers. They measured the relationship between the frequency of interaction 
(between male managers and female managers) and their attitudes towards 
women managers on the one hand, and the relationship between the male 
managers‘ satisfaction of interacting with these women managers and their 
attitudes towards women managers on the other hand. The results indicate that 
there are no significant correlations between the frequency of interactions with 
women managers and attitudes. The results also show there are significant 
correlations between the satisfaction of males‘ managers with their interactions 
with women managers and favourable attitudes towards women managers, 
which means greater satisfaction is associated with more positive attitudes 
towards women as managers.  
Organisational policies are another factor that may lead to sexism and 
discrimination against women. Within the working environment, organisational 
policies such as recruitment and selection policies, promotion policies, work-
life balance and mentoring policies may play a role in discrimination towards 
women managers. According to Cross and Linehan (2006) senior management 
may decide on the organisational policies and procedures which act effectively 
as a transparent barrier for female managers in an organisation. Many 
organisations do not have clear selection criteria for promotion to management 
level, and there is considerable scope for discretion by senior managers. This 
discretion is likely to be affected by their personal views, stereotypes, and 
attitudes towards women. Taking a qualitative approach, Cross and Linehan 
(2006) explored the experience of 20 female junior and middle managers to 
examine the barriers to advancing female careers and to enhance the 
understanding of the scarcity of senior female managers in the high-tech sector 
in Ireland. The results of the interviews show that a combination of formal and 
informal organisational policies and procedures to gather with a self-imposed 
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glass ceiling impede women in junior and middle management positions from 
promotion to senior managerial roles (Cross & Linehan, 2006). 
Similarly, Eagly (2007) points out that in male-dominated and masculine 
leadership roles, women fare less well than men, and they experience barriers 
that men do not face. They argue that in both accessing male-dominated leader 
roles and in evaluations of their performance when they are in such roles, 
women have been treated differently from men and they indeed face 
disadvantages as managers. To support this argument, Eagly deduces the 
attitudes towards female and male leaders from a national poll in the USA 
between 1975 and 2006. People were asked the following question: ―If you 
were taking a new job and had your choice of boss, would you prefer to work 
for a man or a woman?‖ (p. 7). The results show that from 1953 to 2006 there 
was a preference for male bosses over female bosses. However, the preference 
for a male boss had a sharp decreased between 2000 and 2002, but rose to 37% 
in 2006, compared with only 19% of those who preferred a female boss. Forty 
three per cent chose ―it doesn‘t matter‖ if the boss was male or female. 
In 1996 and 2006 respondents were asked if America was ready for a women 
president, only 40% agreed in 1996, while 55% agreed in 2006. Participants 
were also asked if they would vote for a well-qualified woman nominated for 
president by their own party. The answer to this question refers to the increase 
in the rate of approval from only 33% in 1937 to 92% in 2006. Eagly observes 
that in recent years there is evidence that women are slightly preferred in some 
elections. However, although attitudes have changed greatly over the years, 
attitudes not only still limit women accessing leadership positions, but can also 
foster discriminatory evaluations when they occupy such positions. People who 
support opportunities for women in leadership endorse less traditional gender 
roles and approve of women‘s paid employment.     
2.4 Attitudes towards women as managers 
The literature that focuses on attitudes towards women managers is now 
extensive and spans many countries including Greece, Turkish, Hong Kong, 
Republic of China, Chile, the USA, Pakistan, and the UAE and numerous 
studies have been conducted (Beutell, 1984; Chow, 1995; Yan Wu, Hwang, & 
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Scherer, 2007; Cordano, Scherer, & Owen, 2002; Guney, Gohar, Akinci, & 
Akinci, 2006; Mihail, 2006a; Mihail, 2006b; Prime, Jonsen, Carten, & 
Maznevski, 2008; Sakalli-Ugurlu & Beydogan, 2002). Many of these studies 
reveal the relationship between gender and culture in attitudes towards 
women‘s management.  
Generally, there are significant negative attitudes towards women as managers. 
For example, Mihail‘s (2006b) study used the ―Women as Managers Scales‖ 
(WAMS) to investigate the attitudes of 323 undergraduate business students at 
the University of Macedonia in Greece towards women in management. The 
results show that gender is the most influential factor in shaping attitudes 
towards women in management; and male business students compared with 
female students have more negative stereotypical attitudes towards women as 
managers. There are no significant differences on other variables such as age, 
work experience and cooperation with female supervisors.  
However, there are some reported positive attitudes towards women as 
managers. Although women comprise 37 per cent of Hong Kong‘s total 
workforce, they only hold 20 per cent of the managerial positions. Chow‘s 
(1995) study used the WAMS to investigate the attitudes of 82 middle 
managers of both sexes in Hong Kong.  The study found that there were 
positive attitudes towards women in the workforce in Hong Kong. The study 
also found that there was no evidence of gender differences in terms of 
achievement, ability, performance, or other related skills. Furthermore, 
respondents believed that an equal opportunity should be given to both males 
and females and women had the capability to obtain the essential skills to be 
successful managers. In order to be in top management positions, it is 
acceptable for women to compete with men, and, finally, women have the self-
confidence which is required to be a good leader (Chow, 1995).  
Bowen, Yan Wu, Hwang, and Scherer (2007) made a comparison between 
students‘ and workers‘ attitudes towards women as managers in the Republic of 
China. WAMS was used to investigate the attitudes of 502 students from four 
different universities in Beijing and 385 employees from the People‘s Bank of 
China (PBC). WAMS was translated into Chinese using the back- translation 
procedure. The study found that although university students and workers 
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shared the same culture, tradition, language, and were governed by the same 
laws, they had different attitudes. Students believed that the most important 
component in their attitudes is ―society‘s acceptance of women as managers‖ 
(p. 277), while the most important component in workers‘ attitudes was ―the 
perception of women‘s ability to succeed as managers‖ (p. 277). The study also 
found that gender had a strong effect on attitudes towards women as managers. 
Females had much more positive, liberal, and egalitarian attitudes towards 
women as managers than men do. Both young male students and older male 
workers had the same attitudes towards women as managers (Bowen, Yan Wu, 
Hwang, & Scherer, 2007). 
Comparative studies serve to examine the influence of many variables in 
attitudes towards women's work as managers, in order to explore the impact of 
these attitudes and the strength of their effects. There is no doubt that the 
knowledge of the extent of this influence will assist the ability to change these 
attitudes and re-formulate them in the community. Therefore, studying attitudes 
towards women as managers in different countries, which differ in language 
and culture, has been also addressed (Cordano, Scherer, & Owen, 2002; Guney, 
Gohar, Akinci, & Akinci, 2006). To learn more about the impact of differences 
between cultures on attitudes towards women as managers, Cordano, Scherer, 
and Owen (2002) conducted a study in Chile and the USA, countries which use 
different languages (Spanish and English respectively). Across both cultures, 
the study employed the WAMS to examine two different coherent measures: 
―acceptance‖ and ―ability‖ of women as managers. Participants in this study 
were 412 undergraduate business administration students. One hundred ninety 
four were selected from a large Midwestern university in the USA, while 218 
were from a large university in the eight regions of Chile. 
The results showed that there were no significant cultural differences in the 
acceptance of women as managers while there were significant differences in 
acceptance according to gender. USA females have more positive attitudes 
towards women as managers. On the acceptance variable there was very little 
difference between females in the USA and Chile. There was less acceptance of 
women as managers by both Chilean and the USA males compared with 
females. The lowest score on both ability and acceptance was made by Chilean 
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males who presented the least favourable attitudes towards women as managers. 
Cordano, Scherer, and Owen (2002) conclude that ―sex is a much greater 
influence on one‘s attitudes towards women managers than the cultural 
differences between the USA and Chile‖ (Cordano, Scherer, & Owen, 2002, 
p56). 
Similarly, Prime, Jonsen, Carten, and Maznevski, (2008) examined the 
perceptions of 1165 managers (340 female and 747 male) from four Western 
European cultural groups about women‘s and men‘s leadership. These four 
cultural groups are Latin (which includes France, Italy, and Spain), Germanic 
(which includes Germany and the Netherlands), Anglo (which includes the 
United Kingdom and the United States), and finally Nordic (which includes 
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden). The authors used the Cultural Perspective 
Questionnaire (CPQ) to examine managers‘ perceptions of women and men 
leaders, and the environment subscale to measure whether social behaviour is 
attributable to the internal characteristic of individuals or the social 
environment. The results show that stereotyping of women‘s and men‘s 
leadership is widespread among managers and perceptions more often vary by 
the gender of respondents than by their culture. Across cultures, female 
respondents believed that women leaders were more effective than men in 
seven areas: consulting, providing intellectual stimulation, monitoring, 
planning, problem-solving, rewarding, and role-modelling. They were also in 
agreement about men‘s superior performance at networking and influencing 
upward. In contrast, male respondents showed more balance in their attributions 
of superior and inferior performance. They believed that women‘s performance 
is superior to men‘s in three areas of leader behaviour: consulting, monitoring, 
and rewarding while they attributed higher effectiveness to men leaders for four 
behaviours: influencing upward, problem-solving, providing intellectual 
stimulation and role-modelling.   
Attitudes towards women managers have not only been studied among 
employees and students, but they have also been explored among 
predominantly senior staff. Liff, Worrall, and Cooper (1997) used data derived 
from the Price Waterhouse West Midlands Business Survey, which had been 
designed to elicit opinions at the senior management level (chairperson, chief 
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executive, managing director, proprietor) of companies, to examine the attitudes 
of senior, predominantly male staff towards women managers in the West 
Midlands region of the UK. The research sample was 200 respondents (100 
male and 100 female) from the West Midlands and another 200 respondents 
(100 male and 100 female) from the Institute of Management.  
The results show that both male and female samples share a broad consensus 
that women managers can bring positive skills to the workplace, although 
women participants were more assertive than men in this trend. Males and 
females in both samples believed there was no difference between men and 
women in the workplace. The vast majority of the research samples disagreed 
with the statement that there should be positive discrimination for women 
managers. The results also illustrate that the vast majority of females in both 
samples think it is acceptable for women to combine a management career and 
motherhood. Male participants also agreed, but they are more hesitant than 
women participants, that women should not combine the two activities (work as 
managers and motherhood). Comparing the two samples, males and females in 
the Midlands sample were more likely to be more negative about combining a 
managerial career and motherhood than the respondents from the whole sample 
of the study. Men also believed that the period of maternity with women could 
influence the opportunities for women to seek managerial positions. The vast 
majority of the sample believed that both men and women should receive equal 
treatment irrespective of family responsibilities. The majority of respondents 
thought that it is not difficult to work for/with women managers.  
Liff, Worrall, and Cooper (1997) extended their data analysis to explore the 
characteristics of men who had negative attitudes towards women managers. 
This analysis showed that there is a correlation between an increase in age and 
negative views. Thirteen per cent of those over 50 years were in the negative 
core group, while only 5 per cent of those aged between 30 and 39 years old 
were in the negative core group, and respondents who were under 30 years old 
made up only a small part of negative core group. The results also show a 
strong relationship between negative attitudes towards women managers and no 
or low-level qualifications. That is, members who had low qualifications tended 
to present more negative attitudes than members who had high qualifications 
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such as postgraduates and professionals. Regarding the respondents‘ role within 
the organisation, chairmen made a high percentage of negative attitudes while 
sales and marketing directors made the lowest per cent all of negative attitudes. 
Finally, by industrial sector, members who worked in construction sectors 
showed more negative attitudes than those who work in manufacturing, retail 
and distribution, while the lowest score was recorded for the services sector 
(Liff, Worrall, & Cooper, 1997).  
A number of studies have examined the effects of other variables such as age, 
socialisation, interaction, and patriarchy on attitudes towards women managers. 
For example, among American undergraduate business and MBA students, 
Beutell (1984) studied the influence of birth order, gender, and work values on 
attitudes towards women as managers. By using the Women as Managers Scale 
(WAMS) and the Work Values Inventory (WVI) to measure work values, 
Beutell showed that women have more positive attitudes towards women 
managers than men did. The results also illustrate that for undergraduate 
students, relationship between birth order and sex, and attitudes towards women 
as managers was found. ―Firstborn men had the least favourable attitudes. Also, 
among firstborn men the sex of the next sibling was related to differences in 
attitudes towards women in managerial roles.‖ (p. 57). Finally, there was a 
relationship between the work values of MBA students and their attitudes 
towards women as managers (Beutell, 1984). 
Adayemi-Bello and Tomkiewicz (1997), also using WAMS, examined the 
attitudes towards woman managers in Nigeria as an example of a developing 
country. They emphasised the role played by negative stereotypes that men 
have about women on under-representation of women in managerial position. 
Two separate samples of Nigerians were chosen to be the subjects of this study. 
Both samples were conveniently chosen from the south-western part of Nigeria. 
The first sample consisted of 70 subjects (43 males and 27 females) while the 
second sample consisted of 61 subjects (39 males and 22 females). The results 
from the first sample indicated that Nigerian females have more positive 
attitudes towards women managers than males. The factor analysis of this 
sample showed that, although there were seven factors, only the first two 
factors had a significant variance in the data by explaining about 33 per cent of 
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the overall variance in the data. The first factor contained characteristics that 
categorised as ‗male chauvinism‘. It explained about 22 per cent of variance in 
the data. The second factor was called as ‗female liberation‘ and explained 
about 11 per cent of the variance. The findings of the second sample illustrated 
that there were three statistically significant differences between means of 
males and females on WAMS scales. These results also showed that ―Nigerian 
males may underestimate the degree of the positive attitudes of Nigerian 
females towards women managers‖ (Adayemi-Bello and Tomkiewicz, 1997, p. 
5). 
Research has also investigated the changes in perceptions of women managers 
over time.  Deal and Stevenson‘s (1998) study uses the Schein Descriptive 
Index (SDI) to see if perceptions had changed since 1990. To examine the 
differences of male and female perceptions of male and female managers and 
managers in general, 702 male and female psychology students were chosen 
from a large Midwestern university, 86% of whom were reported as having 
work experience in subordinate positions. The authors focused on the effect of 
sex of the subject on perceptions of different targets, and how male and female 
subjects viewed female managers, male managers, and prototypical (nonsex-
specified) managers. The results showed that male subjects are more likely to 
have negative views of female managers than female subjects. The results also 
indicate that male subjects continue to have negative perceptions of female 
managers whereas female subjects do not view female managers negatively. 
Both male and female subjects agree on perceptions of male managers, which 
show ―little concern that male managers are potentially disadvantaged by the 
increase of women in the workplace‖ (p. 298). Finally, male subjects are less 
likely to describe female managers as ambitious, authoritative, competent, 
direct, firm, intelligent, objective and sophisticated than female subjects, and 
they tend to describe female managers as bitter, likely to dawdle and 
procrastinate, deceitful, easily influenced, frivolous, hasty, nervous, passive, 
shy, and vulgar (Deal & Stevenson, 1998). 
Despite the long period of time which has elapsed since women first appeared 
in managerial positions, it is clear that there are still some negative attitudes 
towards women as managers. It is also obvious that differences in gender, 
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culture and country play a prominent role in the different nature of these 
attitudes towards the presence of women in positions of leadership. Through the 
review of literature, it is easy to note the adoption by most studies of 
quantitative approach, while there is a lack of using qualitative approach. The 
use of interviews will be beneficial and provide an opportunity for deeper 
knowledge of these perceptions with the interpretation and explanation of the 
reasons that might stand behind these attitudes. 
Most of the studies such as Liff, Worrall, and Cooper (1997) indicated that 
there have been significant changes in attitudes towards women as managers. 
At the end of the twentieth century, the situation of the dominance of the 
masculine style and the resistance to the feminine style in management has been 
changed. According to Claes (1999), for more than a decade, feminine values 
such as flexibility, teamwork and collaborative problem-solving, which contrast 
with the traditional masculine management values such as competitiveness and 
authoritarianism, have appeared in business. These feminine values were ―based 
on consensual relations and inspire a different management approach to 
communication, leadership, negotiation, organisation and control‖ (p. 395).  
The business world started to turn away from the masculine style which had 
been derived from the military hierarchy at the end of the Second World War, 
and some values which have been more closely identified with women-such as 
the team and supportive behaviours were becoming increasingly more 
important for management. Furthermore, while women in the 1970s had to 
adopt the male style if they wanted to be at the top, and the business world was 
characterised as a ―no-women‘s-land‖ Claes (1999), female styles can offer 
management in organisations some great qualities that are both linked with 
women and important to organisations. The question here is, what can women 
offer to organisations?  
Grant (1988) argues that there are six important areas where women‘s values 
can influence organisations, for example: communication and cooperation, 
affiliation and attachment, power, physicality, emotionality, vulnerability and 
lack of self-confidence. First, in terms of communication competences, Grant 
believes that women have good communication abilities because they have had 
a lot of practice from an early age. Instead of getting involved in a 
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confrontation, women can often find a means of conciliation with others, and 
women‘s communication networks in most societies have served as the 
foundation for social interaction. Women in their conversations tend to take 
turns in the group, whereas in the men groups there is competition and the 
winner is the one who will speak. According to Grant, in terms of consultation 
and democratic decision-making processes, the type of cooperative behaviour 
style is important to lead to higher morale and greater commitment from people 
in an organisation. Second, compared with focusing on productivity, 
competition, egocentricity, and success, dependent characteristics and greater 
ease with the relational world as it links with women, in general, women 
managers can help make organisations place in which affiliation, friendship, 
connection, and personhood are experienced in a more integrated manner. 
Third, women managers usually use power in organisations as an 
interdependent relationship and are more likely to acknowledge women‘s own 
interdependence. They also tend to use their power with giving and caring or 
with nurturance and strength, while men use it with aggression and assertion. 
Finally, although women usually express their vulnerability, their lack of 
confidence, and their emotions, which are considered ―weaknesses‖, women 
can work productively with this feeling, and that puts them in a strong position. 
These situations enable women in organisations to rebuild new strengths on a 
sturdier basis and they can follow the models presented in management. This 
expression of emotionality, vulnerability, and helplessness also provides a 
humanising dimension, which can develop the quality of life in organisations 
(Grant, 1988). 
2.5 Attitudes towards women as managers in Arabic and Islamic 
countries 
Generally, very little known about the attitudes towards women in the Arab and 
Islamic world. Women in both Islamic and Arabic countries have a unique 
situation because of differences in cultures and attitudes.  As mentioned earlier, 
according to Ross (2008), women in the Islamic and Middle Eastern countries 
have made less progress towards equality. Compared with women in other 
regions of the world, only a few women work outside the home, and fewer hold 
positions in government (Ross, 2008). This section will examine research which 
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has been conducted into attitudes towards women as managers in Arabic and 
Islamic regions. 
In one of the Islamic countries, Sakalli-Ugurlu and Beydogan‘s  (2002) research 
in which they developed a questionnaire to examine the attitudes of 183 Turkish 
undergraduate students (92 men, 91 women) from the Middle East Technical 
University towards women as managers. The authors also used the Ambivalent 
Sexism Inventory Scale to measure sexism and developed a scale to measure 
patriarchy. The study found that ―participants who held more favourable 
attitudes towards patriarchy and who scored high on hostile sexism also held 
less positive attitudes towards women managers‖. The results also showed that 
Turkish males have exhibited less positive attitudes towards women managers 
than Turkish females who participated (Sakalli-Ugurlu, & Beydogan, 2002, p. 
647).  
In a comparison study, Guney, Gohar, Akinci, and Akinci (2006) examined 
managerial attitudes towards women managers in a cross-cultural comparison 
between Turkey and Pakistan. Participants in this study were 219 academics 
(research assistants, lecturers, assistant professors, associate professors and full 
professors) who worked in the universities in Turkey and Pakistan. By 
responding to the ―Managerial Attitudes towards Women Executives Scale‖ 
(MATWES), participants in the two countries presented significant differences 
in several managerial attitudes towards women managers. In Turkey both males 
and females have negative attitudes towards women managers, and women 
showed more negative attitudes than men. The authors attributed the negative 
attitude of Turkish males and females to the negative attitudes towards their 
organisations and their heads of department in general. Further, women have 
more negative attitudes than men because they work as a transmission of their 
culture, which affects the culture of Turkish society. In contrast, the Pakistani 
women had a more favourable attitude than men had, and Pakistani men 
presented more positive attitudes than Turkish males‘ and females‘ attitudes. 
The authors attributed these positive attitudes toward women managers with 
Pakistani sample for the effect of age and educational level. Participants below 
30 years-old constituted nearly half of the sample drawn in Pakistan. Many of 
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young people in Pakistan have been educated in Western universities with 
modern ideas than the oldest generations.  
To investigate the United Arab Emirates (UAE) society‘s attitudes towards 
women managers and the effects of patriarchy, age, and sex differences, 
Mostafa (2005) used the ―multidimensional Aversion to Women Who Work 
Scale‖ (MAWWWS) to survey a sample of 186 participants, 92 students from 
the Faculty of Business Administration and 94 participants from the older 
generations (45-plus). The result shows a generation gap in attitudes towards 
women managers. The older generation sample had significantly different 
attitudes towards women managers from UAE students, who held more 
favourable attitudes towards women managers. These differences between the 
two generations were attributed to modernity which may moderate, patriarchal 
attitudes towards women as managers in the Arab world. The study also found 
significant differences between male and female participants‘ attitudes towards 
women‘s roles and participation in UAE society. Females showed more 
positive attitudes towards women as managers than males do. 
From this brief literature review of Arabic and Islamic countries, it can be seen 
that there are relationships between gender and generations, on the one hand, 
and attitudes towards women managers on the other (Guney, Gohar, Akinci, & 
Akinci, 2006; Mostafa, 2005). Males still present negative attitudes towards 
women working in leadership positions. In addition of gender factor, the current 
study will add to the literature by examined the influence of working experience 
on these negative attitudes towards women managers in an Arabic and Islamic 
country. 
2.6 Women in the Sultanate of Oman 
In the Sultanate of Oman, as mentioned earlier, there is also under-
representation of women in managerial positions. Literature suggested different 
reasons for the lack of women managers in the sultanate of Oman. For example, 
Delays in women's education could be one reason for the lack of equal 
opportunity between men and women in managerial positions. Al-Lamki‘s 
(1999) study was one of the earliest attempts to understand the reasons for the 
under-representation of women in the managerial positions in the Sultanate of 
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Oman. This study addressed the role of Omani women in management positions 
and the obstacles to women‘s progress. Additionally, the study also reviewed 
the procedures that should be taken to support women and women's success in 
the educational, social, and personal fields. Omani female managers working in 
the public and private sectors were the subjects of this study. They worked in 
different positions such as directors, director generals, advisors to Ministers, 
heads of departments, assistant deans, and deans. The researcher used both 
qualitative and statistical methods to describe and analyse the characteristics of 
the data collected. 
Al-Lamki‘s (1999) study also indicated that even though women have better 
qualifications compared with their male colleagues and they have been 
supported by the government of Oman, they are still facing many obstacles in 
their path to managerial positions and their participation rates are still very low. 
This low representation rate of Omani women in managerial positions has been 
attributed by the participants in this study to traditional values and culture such 
as the conflict between roles of being a wife and mother, and the role of being a 
professional woman. The respondents believe that male employers perceive that 
the primary role of women is as wife and mother, and they have less abilities 
and less competence to work in leadership positions. Respondents also 
indicated that the most common issues of concern were cultural attitudes, 
traditional values and stereotypes of the role of women in Arab-Islamic 
societies (Al-Lamki, 1999). 
Al Khaduri (2007) attributed the low participation of women in high political 
positions, especially in Oman‘s Consultative Council (Majlis Al-Shura), to, first, 
―the cultural and traditional mindset of the Omani community that holds back 
women from moving forward‖ (p. 6). However, although the developments in 
perspectives of women have made many changes in other sectors in Omani life, 
the political participation of women is not much welcomed. Second, during the 
past 36 years, Omani women have gained a good education, and this has to be 
seen as a source of strength. However, it has not been employed to empower 
them in Majlis Al Shura. Therefore, the government has made several attempts 
to increase awareness of the importance of this issue among citizens.     
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Similarly, Donn and Issan (2007) say that until 1970 there were only three 
schools in the Sultanate of Oman. These schools accepted only male students, 
as females were excluded from schooling. The first female school was 
established when Sultan Qaboos began his rule in 1970. Since then the number 
of girls enrolled in education has rapidly increased. Since 1970, the new 
government has encouraged women to play an active role in the development of 
their society. Therefore, this government has introduced and implemented all 
kinds of policies for all stages of education and for social welfare. To further 
advocate women‘s involvement in the public and personal spheres, the 
government also instituted several legislations.  
In conclusion, despite this early attention to the situation of Omani women since 
the beginning of the modern state in 1970 when His Majesty Sultan Qaboos 
began governing, the participation of women in the managerial positions has not 
met the expectations as set out by the developmental strategy between 1970 and 
1995. This period witnessed a low participation rate of women in the workforce 
in the modern economic sectors. One of the reasons which have led to the low 
representation of women at this stage is their low educational level and the low 
level of professionalism of women during this period.  Social and cultural 
factors are further reasons that negatively affected many women's participation 
in economic, business and modern management. 
2.7 Leaders’ communication competencies 
Communication competence plays an essential role in the success of 
management and leadership, and influences their followers‘ attitudes and 
performance (Penley, Alexander, Jernigan, & Henwood, 1991; Wieck, Prydun, 
& Walsh, 2002). Hackman and Johnson (2009) demonstrate that leadership 
effectiveness relies on participation in interaction with others and improving 
their effective communication skills. Communication style is one factor that 
contributes to variations in leader effectiveness (Hackman & Johnson, 2000). 
Vuuren, Jong, and Seydel (2007) have hypothesized that there is a relationship 
between managerial communication and attitudes about the organisation, and 
that satisfaction with supervisor communication contributes to employees‘ 
effective organisational communication. 
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In terms of the importance of communication competencies, Wieck, Prydun, 
and Walsh (2002) articulate that young nurses want their leaders to be 
motivational, receptive, positive, and good communicators. Maxwell (1999) 
provides another example of the importance of the relationship between 
leadership and communication skills. As he argues in his book The 21 
Indispensable Qualities of a Leader, ―communication is the key to good 
leadership‖ (p.3). Maxwell also believes that the most powerful weapon leaders 
can have is communication, so they can transfer complex messages and make it 
easy for everyone to understand. Leaders have to simplify their messages to suit 
the level of audience, and they have to give their attention to people who they 
need to communicate with (Maxwell, 1999). Hackman and Johnson (2009) also 
asserted that leaders spend most of their time composing messages and sending 
them to their followers. They focused on the importance of a willingness to 
interact between leaders and their followers when they stated: 
 
Viewing leadership from a communication perspective recognizes that 
leadership effectiveness depends on your willingness to interact with others 
(the willingness to communicate) and on making skilful use of storytelling, 
emotional communication competencies, and impression management. 
(Hackman & Johnson, 2009, p. 34) 
Communication competencies, which are ―frequently used to refer to the level 
of communication skill that a given communicator possesses‖ (Penley et al., 
1991, p.58), are fundamentally linked with managing an organisation. To study 
the relationship between communication competencies and managerial 
performance, Penley et al (1991) identified the communication skills and social 
cognitive abilities which are usually linked with managerial performance for 
both male and female managers. They modified and used different scales to 
measure the communication variables such as oral communication 
apprehension, written communication apprehension, cognitive differentiation, 
self-monitoring and communication competency. They also used four scales to 
measure managerial performance. These questionnaires were mailed to 354 
middle and upper level managers of banks in Arizona. The study found that 
there is a relationship between communication skills and managerial 
performance, and females generally reported poorer communication skills when 
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compared with males. Women reported significantly more oral communication 
apprehension than men; they also reported significantly more difficulty in 
written communication and in self-monitoring introversion than men (Penley et 
al, 1991). 
Oakley (2000) argues that women‘s communication style and linguistics are 
usually misinterpreted or devalued by men. The less aggressive and assertive 
types of communication associated with women may be particularly 
unacceptable ways to communicate in the upper echelons of most organisations. 
Women also are less likely to engage in behaviours that are self-promoting 
compared with men. This personality, according to Oakley (2000), will work to 
the disadvantage of women who work in hierarchical systems because this type 
of work needs negotiating authority. In addition, depending on the managers‘ 
skills in negotiating authority and whether or not others support or undercut 
their effort, they can be promoted up the corporate ladder. In other words, the 
linguistic style can be used as a key factor in the ability to negotiate authority. 
Oakley observes that women less often than men engage in behaviours that get 
them recognised by those in power and that advances them in the art of 
managing up. Women are less likely to be recognised because they are less 
likely to blow their own horn. For example, whereas men managers usually 
issue an order such as ―Have this report on my desk by noon‖, women 
managers are more likely to ask questions such as ―Can you have this report on 
my desk by noon?‖ This is often perceived as a lack of self-confidence or a 
failure to effectively exercise authority rather than an attempt to be considerate 
or polite. As a result, in order to be perceived as strong, decisive and in control, 
women are compelled to change their linguistic style to use a more command-
oriented form. However, when women adopt a male linguistic style, they are 
often perceived as ―too aggressive‖ by their male counterparts. 
Oakley also makes a convincing argument that gender stereotypes have many 
impacts on women managers. First, male managers characterise female 
managers‘ style as less self-confident, less analytical, less emotionally stable, 
and less consistent, and as possessing poorer leadership skills than male 
managers. Second, stereotypes recording as tone and pitch of voice, physical 
appearance, and mode of dress are other barriers to advancement women in 
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leadership positions. In addition, according to Oakley (2000), the norm for the 
exercise of leadership is considered to be a low pitched or masculine-sounding 
voice and ―it is not uncommon for female political candidates to be coached to 
lower the pitch of the voice in order to increase their credibility with voters‖ (p. 
326). Dress is another stumbling block for women to advance to leadership 
positions. If women are dressed in a way that is appropriate to their femininity, 
it is found that it can influence their credibility as managers, and that can work 
against women in leadership positions. Physical attractiveness is another factor 
which can work against women in leadership positions. Finally, perceptions 
socialise women differently from men managers in the way they deal with 
moral dilemmas. Oakley argues that men managers usually tend to approach 
moral issues in terms of justice, rules, and individual rights; in contrast, women 
consider ―moral dilemmas using criteria that judges outcomes based on their 
impact on relationships‖ (p. 327). 
In terms of men and women communication styles, Claes (1999) pointed out 
that people take male speech and conversation strategies as the norm, and as a 
result, they tend to assess female speech in relation to male speech. Female 
speech has been labelled ―less rational and given to display greater sensitivity, 
to use fewer abstract words, a smaller vocabulary and a simpler structure‖ (p. 
388). Females also tend to use more adjectives, modal verbs, interjections, tag 
questions. Their language has been defined as polite and insecure, and their 
conversational styles have been described as cooperative. Male language, in 
contrast, has been defined as assertive and direct, and their conversational styles 
as competitive. 
Although much research has been conducted on attitudes towards women as 
managers in many countries (e.g., Greece, Turkish, Hong Kong, Republic of 
China, Chile, the USA, Pakistan, and the UAE), little systematic research has 
been undertaken to investigate the relationship between attitudes towards 
women as managers and perceptions of the communication competencies of 
these managers. In the next section, I present some previous studies that 
examine the relationship between attitudes towards women as managers and 
perceptions of their communication competence. 
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2.8 Attitudes towards women as managers and perceptions of 
their communication competence  
Communication competencies are basic skills to managers. Despite the fact that 
they have been considered in many studies, only a few link attitudes towards 
women managers and perceptions of their communication competence. 
Wheeles and Berryman-Fink (1985) investigated the relationship between 
attitudes towards women, attitudes towards women as managers, and 
perceptions of their communication competencies. The participants were 98 
male and 80 female from different types of organisations, such as hospitals, 
banks, insurance companies, the auto industry, and federal and city government, 
in a large Midwestern metropolitan area. The results indicate that males and 
females have different attitudes towards women as managers. Women 
respondents reported more positive attitudes towards women in general and 
towards women as managers in particular than male respondents did. Further, 
female respondents perceived that women managers have greater 
communication competence than did male respondents. Participants who had 
worked with/for women managers presented more positive attitudes towards 
women as managers than those who did not have such experiences. 
Similarly, Bhatnagar and Swamy (1995) explored the relationship between 
interaction with women managers and attitudes towards women as managers by 
investigating 99 male managers in the main branches of six banks randomly 
chosen from a standard list of banks. They used the Women as Managers Scale 
(WAMS) (Overall Assessment) to measure participants‘ overall assessment of 
women as managers and scales of frequencies and satisfaction to measure the 
interaction and satisfaction with interaction. The results show there is no 
significant correlation between the extent of interaction with women managers 
and attitudes towards women as managers. In contrast, results show significant 
correlations between satisfaction with interactions between employees and 
women managers and attitudes towards women as managers (Bhatnagar, & 
Swamy, 1995).  
2.9 The research questions 
This previous review of literature illustrated that; first, although many studies 
have been conducted on attitudes towards women as managers, there is little 
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research in the Arabic and Muslim countries, particularly in Oman. Second, 
through my review of the previous studies I found there were only two studies 
that linked attitudes and competencies of communication. These studies show 
different results; while the Wheeless and Berryman-Fink (1985) found a 
relationship between attitudes towards women managers and the 
communications competencies, the Bhatnagar and Swamy‘s (1995) study 
illustrated no significant relationship between interaction and attitudes. Due to 
this lack of information on attitudes towards women in the Sultanate of Oman 
and on links between attitudes towards women managers and their 
communication competence, the current study aimed to investigate the attitudes 
towards women as managers and perceptions of their communication 
competencies in Oman, as well as to consider the impact of gender and 
experience of working with women managers on these attitudes and 
perceptions. Furthermore, almost all studies used only the quantitative method 
which provides a clear view about perceptions of women managers and their 
communication competencies. I thought that conducting a study using mixed 
research method (using quantitative and qualitative methods) will in addition, 
provide a clear view of perceptions and also a deeper understanding of 
perceptions and the factors behind help explain the under-representation of 
women in managerial positions. Therefore, this research investigated the 
following research questions: 
Question 1: 
(a). What are the attitudes of Omani people towards women managers?  
(b). Are there differences according to gender and work experience with women 
managers on these attitudes towards women managers? 
Question 2: 
(a). What are Omani people's perceptions of women managers' communication 
competence? 
(b). Are there differences according to gender and work experience with women 
managers' on perceptions of their communication competence? 
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Question 3: Is there a relationship between attitudes towards women as 
managers and perceptions of their communication competencies? 
2.10 Summary  
In this literature review I have examined the under-representation of women in 
leadership positions by giving some examples of under-representation of 
women in these positions, such as the United States, Britain, Australia and 
some Arab and Islamic countries. I have also shown that the literature suggests 
that although the number of women in leadership has significantly increased 
during the last few decades, barriers such as gender stereotypes and 
discrimination towards women managers still exist to impede women from 
progressing into leadership positions. I have also reviewed literature which 
studied attitudes towards women managers in general and women managers in 
the Arabic and Islamic world and the ability of some variables such as sex, 
experience, communication, and culture to influence attitudes towards women 
as managers. The next chapter outlines the research design of this study
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Chapter Three 
Research Design: Methodology and Methods 
This chapter turns our attention to the methodology and research design which 
have been used in this research. It outlines the research design and their relevance 
to the study. A mixed method, feminist lens was used to approach the issue 
because this research aims to contribute to an explanation of under-representation 
of women in leadership positions. It also present the data collection procedures 
and the research outlines, the research context and the method of sampling that 
used to select the research participants. This section also explained the two data 
measurements instruments WAMS, and CCWMS, and the semi-structured 
interviews which will be used to collect the study data. Finally, this section 
discussed the ethical considerations which will guide the study, and the research 
limitations. 
3.1 Research Methodology 
The way people view and understand the world depends on what they use to 
observe the world. Anderson and Arsenault (1998) state: 
How we see the world is largely a function of where you view it from, what 
you look at, what lens you use to help you see, what tools you use to clarify 
your image, what you reflect on and how you report your world to others (p. 
3). 
The initial step in the research design involved feminist research as the research 
paradigm that would be most suitable for this study.  
3.1.1 Feminist research 
One reason for using the feminist research methodology is to provide an 
explanation of the under-representation of women in leadership positions in the 
Sultanate of Oman by examining the attitudes towards and perceptions of women 
managers and their communication competencies. According to Kolmar and 
Bartkowski (2000) feminist theories try to examine and explain the reasons for 
and conditions of the domination of men and why men are more powerful, 
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predictable, and active, and have been associated with greater value and higher 
status than women.  Kolmar and Bartkowski also state: ―Feminist theory is a body 
of writing that attempts to describe, explain, and analyse the conditions of 
women‘s lives‖ (p. 2). Feminist research aims to end women‘s unequal social 
position through correcting both the invisibility and the distortion of female 
experience, and those who contribute to this field within a positivist paradigm see 
their work as creating standards to help to reduce sex-based inequality (Lather, 
1988) and the domination of men.  
Thus, the empirical work of feminist is multi-paradigmatic. According to 
Campbell and Wasco (2000) feminist approaches have been created and formed 
by different political ideologies: liberal, radical, socialist feminism, and 
womanism. Liberal feminism emphasises advocating equal access to resources in 
the society by building connections among women. This movement, which 
influenced many of the key issues that arose in the 1970s, focused on the equality 
between the sexes, equal pay for equal work, and equal employment 
opportunities.  Socialist feminism was developed based on the belief that multiple 
forms of oppression have been caused by the problems of the economy and 
structure of society. This ideology gives more attention to classism rather than 
focus on racism and sexism. It focuses on the inequalities created by capitalism, 
while other forms of feminism locate men‘s privilege and power over women as 
centrally problematic. Therefore, it aims to build combinations with other 
humanist groups which have the same critique of the capitalist system. The third 
ideology is radical feminism.  
This ideology gives attention to gender oppression and calls for restructured social 
institutions. Radical feminists believe that the systematic marginalisation of 
women is the fundamental form of inequality, although it acknowledges that 
classism and racism intersect with sexism. Historically, the oppression of women 
appeared before the social constructions of classism and racism, and inequalities 
towards women are widely spread across cultural and economic structures. This 
radical feminismideology recognises sexism as the fundamental problem, while 
socialist feminists believe that capitalism is the primary source of oppression. 
Womanism is the last feminist ideology. It has been created by black feminists to 
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examine the intersections of race, gender, and class oppression. The main 
difference between womanism and other ideologies is that it gives more attention 
to experiences among women of different classes and racial/ethnic groups 
(Campbell & Wasco, 2000).  
At an epistemological level, different feminist perspectives (liberal, radical, 
socialist, and womanism) have reflected a reinterpretation of epistemological 
models (positivism, realism, critical theory, and constructivism). Women‘s lived 
experiences have been legitimated as sources of knowledge in the feminist social 
science. To inform our understanding of the social world, and because they are 
worthy of critical reflections, feminist research focuses on both the ordinary and 
extraordinary events of women‘s lives. These examinations of women‘s 
experiences must reflect an ethic of respect, collaboration, and caring as the 
process of feminist research methodology (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). Cancian 
(1992) reviews five elements of feminist methodology, all of which challenge 
inequality, in some way, between men and women.  
The first element is gender and inequality. This methodology assumes that women 
are subjected to widespread oppression by men and by patriarchal social patterns. 
This oppression can be changed as it is not natural or inevitable. To decrease this 
inequality and oppression, these theoretical assumptions involve strong political 
and moral commitments. The second element of feminist methodology is 
Experience. Within this element, many feminist projects focus on the personal, 
everyday experiences of women, especially women on the margins, and men. In 
addition, feminist standpoint is a unique philosophy of knowledge which 
challenges people to see and understand the world using the eyes and experiences 
of oppressed women, and provide the vision and knowledge of oppressed women 
to social activism and social changes. This feminist stand epistemology requires 
placing women at the centre of the research process in order to understand what 
life is like for women today (Brooks, 2007). To understand the broader context of 
people‘s actions, and to explore feelings and activities of those who have been 
ignored and devalued in traditional research, scholars use qualitative methods 
such as interviews and ethnographies. This element accentuates giving voice to 
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people‘s experience using a qualitative technique to support inequality just like 
quantitative data. 
 The third element of feminist methodology is Action. This element takes 
different forms such as policy recommendations which focus on politicians and 
social movement activists, and efforts to produce some social changes ―such as 
establishing a better women‘s shelter, or include consciousness-raising groups for 
participants‖ (Cancian, 1992, p. 626).  Critique of research is another element of 
feminist methodology. This element has been influenced by postmodernism and it 
focuses on critiquing conventional categories as a result of legitimate relations of 
domination. It also attempts to clarify the perspective of the middle-class which 
has been falsely universalised and privileges about women in general. Finally, 
participatory methods, which emphasises the relationship between researchers and 
researched, therefore, it recommends to use of two-way, interactive interviews 
instead of using the traditional method where all questions are asked by an 
interviewer (Cancian, 1992). 
This emphasis in using qualitative research leads to a debate about which research 
method can fit feminist values of challenging inequality and empowering women.  
According to Westmariand (2001) there is a debate between quantitative and 
qualitative research methods and their relevance to feminist research. Quantitative 
methods have generally been linked with words such as positivism, scientific, 
objectivity, statistics, and masculinity. Qualitative methods, on the other hand, has 
traditionally been linked with interpretivism, non-scientific, subjectivity, and 
femininity. The quantitative approach, because of these linkages, has been 
criticised by some feminist researchers. They argue that because qualitative 
methods provide subjective knowledge and a more equal relationship between the 
researcher and the researched, it is more appropriate for feminist research. 
Westmariand argues that the survey method could be the best way to find out the 
prevalence of problems; however, it does not provide an understanding of these 
problems. Interviews, in contract, can provide a fully understand of women‘s 
experiences and theories. For example, researchers using a qualitative method can 
find that women working outside the home generally get paid less than men; 
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however, they cannot explain the feelings of those women and how this situation 
affects their lives. Campbell and Wasco (2000) concluded: 
The overarching goal of feminist research is to identify the ways in which 
multiple forms of oppression impact women‘s lives and empower women to 
tell their stories by providing a respectful and egalitarian research 
environment. This mission necessitates use of multiple methodologies, and 
there is broad acceptance of both qualitative and quantitative work in feminist 
scholarship. (p. 787) 
In addition, Beetham and Demetriades (2007) consider that while qualitative data 
is often based on opinions, statistics appear more concrete and may be advanced 
by busy mainstream practitioners without due recognition. To measure gender 
inequality and build a more accurate picture, we need both quantitative and 
qualitative indicators and methods of feminist research, and we have to ensure 
that they complete each other (Beetham & Demetriades, 2007).  
By using feminist‘s epistemologies, I based this study on feminist ontologies of 
gender inequalities to explore perceptions of women managers in the Sultanate of 
Oman. I aimed to explore the perceptions of Omani people towards women 
managers in order to contribute to ―documenting women‘s lives, experiences and 
concerns, illuminating gender-based stereotypes and biases, and unearthing 
women‘s subjugated knowledge‖  (Leckenby, Hesse-Biber, 2007) 
3.1.2 Mixed methods approach   
The mixed-methods approach aims to understand social phenomena from the 
participants‘ perspectives and their participation in life (Firestone, 1987). 
According to Creswell (2009) mixed methods research, which will be used in this 
study, combines both qualitative and quantitative forms and is based on 
philosophical assumptions which are used in quantitative and qualitative 
approaches. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) define mixed methods research as 
―the class of research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and 
qualitative research techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into a 
single study‖ (p. 17).  The overall strength of a study using a mixed methods 
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approach is greater than either qualitative or quantitative research alone (Creswell, 
2009).  
A survey method has been widely used as a technique of gathering information 
from participants in quantitative studies. Thomas (2003) pointed out that ―survey 
methods involve gathering information about the current status of some target 
variable within a particular collectively, then reporting a summary of the findings‖ 
(p. 41). By studying a sample of any population, a survey can provide a 
description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of that population (Creswell, 2009). 
The current research studied in a quantitative way the perceptions of women 
managers in the Sultanate of Oman and perceptions of their communication 
competencies using two measures: Women as Managers (WAMS) and 
Communication Competencies of Women Managers (CCWMS). Then it 
examined the correlation between these variables. It also studied the differences 
between males and females in these perceptions. Finally, it examined the 
influence of gender and work experience of working with women managers on 
these perceptions.  
To examine the perceptions of communication competencies of women managers 
and attitudes towards women as managers, I conducted interviews with 
approximately 12 Omani employees from the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Colleges of Applied Science in the Sultanate of Oman in order to examine their 
experience of working with women managers and, the relationship between those 
workers attitudes towards women as managers and their communication 
competencies.     
This type of using of mixed method to know more about a phenomenon when the 
findings from data generated by two or more methods are brought together is 
called triangulation (Moran-Ellis, Alexander, Cronin, Dickinson, Fielding, Sleney 
& Thomas, 2006). According to Moran-Ellis et al, there is a debate of the benefit 
of using triangulation in social sciences. Some researchers argue that triangulation 
referred to the claim that comparing results from two or more different research 
methods in order to conclude whether an aspect of a phenomenon has been 
accurately measured. Using of this modal of triangulation leads to increased 
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confidence in the implied measurement outcomes of the research. This is called 
the ―increased validity‘ model of triangulation. Other researchers, on the other 
hand, reject the ‗increased validity‘ modal. They argue that the value of 
triangulation is to generate more knowledge about a phenomenon. Furthermore, 
they believe that these paradigms which include quantitative and qualitative 
methodological approaches ―rest on apparently incompatible assumptions about 
how we understand and theorise notions of reality, and so cannot be combined to 
produce increasingly accurate approximations to the ‗truth‘ of a phenomenon‖ 
(Moran-Ellis et al, 2006, p.48).  
Creswell (2009) pointed out several reasons of using mixed methods. First, mixed 
method appeared in 1959 when Campbell and Fisk used multi-methods in order to 
examine validity of psychological traits. Second, researchers recognised that all 
methods have limitations, they felt that biases inherent in any single method could 
neutralise the biases of other methods. This led to the emergence of the 
triangulation, which means the researcher seeks convergence across qualitative 
and quantitative methods. Third, the findings from one method can help to 
identify participants to study or questions to ask for the other method. Finally, in 
order to reinforce each other, the qualitative and quantitative data can be merged 
into one large database or the results used side by side, for example, statistical 
results can be supported by qualitative quotes.  
Creswell (2009) also identified three general strategies of using mixed method. 
The first method is sequential mixed methods. In this method researchers aimed to 
elaborate on or expand on the results of one method with another method. For 
example, researcher can begin with a quantitative method to test a theory, 
followed by a qualitative method to provide a detailed exploration with a few 
cases or individuals. The second method is concurrent mixed methods. In this 
design, researchers link between quantitative and qualitative data to provide a 
comprehensive analysis of the research problem. They collect both forms of data 
at the same time then combine the information in the interpretation of the overall 
results. Researchers also can use this design in order to analyse different types of 
questions by embedding one smaller form of data within another larger data 
collection. Transformative mixed method is the third strategy of using quantitative 
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and qualitative methods. Researchers in this design contain both quantitative and 
qualitative data by using a theoretical lens as an overarching perspective. ―This 
lens provides a framework for the topic of interest, methods for collecting data, 
and outcomes or changes anticipated by the study‖ (Creswell, 2009, p.15). 
The current research used triangulation model to generate more knowledge about 
perceptions of Omani women as managers and perceptions about their 
communication competencies in order to gain in-depth understanding about these 
perceptions. This type of using of mixed methods described by Leckenby and 
Hesse-Biber (2007) as using qualitative study to identify specific populations or 
issues that require to be further explored in depth, and the qualitative study 
complements the qualitative. In this study, first, I collected the quantitative data 
by using questionnaires in order to generate information about attitudes of Omani 
people towards women as managers and perceptions of their communication 
competences. Then I conducted a number of interviews. These interviews 
explained the reasons of under-representation of women in leadership positions in 
Oman, although quantitative results showed positive attitudes towards women 
managers. Interviews also added different views of Omani women managers and 
their communication competences than those found in quantitative results. 
Qualitative findings also explained these positive attitudes and assisted to 
understand the situation and the environment which surround Omani women 
managers which made some differences between this research findings compared 
with other research.    
3.1.2.1 Quantitative Research  
Quantitative research, according to Creswell (2009), is defined as ―a means for 
testing objective theories by examining the relationship among variables. These 
variables, in turn, can be measured, typically on instruments, so that numbered 
data can be analysed using statistical procedures‖ (p. 4). Quantitative research is 
based on a positivist philosophy (Creswell, 2009; Firestone, 1987; Johnson, & 
Onwuegbuzie 2004). This philosophy presumes that ―there are social facts with an 
objective reality apart from the beliefs of individuals‖ (Firestone, 1987, p. 16). 
The purists of this approach believe that social observations should be treated in 
the same way that physical scientists treat physical phenomena (Johnson, & 
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Onwuegbuzie, 2004), and the main purpose of quantitative research is looking for 
an explanation of causes of changes in social facts by using objective 
measurements and quantitative analysis (Firestone, 1987).  
The study used the Women as Managers Scale (WAMS) to collect data about 
attitudes towards women as managers in Oman. The scale has been used in a 
broad range of studies, with different samples. For example, Owen and Todor 
(1993) employed it with a sample of human resource managers, Ware and 
Cooper-Studebaker (1989) used it with MBA and undergraduate students, Murgai 
(1991) used WAMS to examine library and information science master‘s degree 
candidates male and female managers, and Cordano, Scherer, and Owen (2002) 
used the scale with 412 Chilean and American undergraduate business 
administration students. WAMS has also been used in part in studies conducted in 
Arabic and Islamic countries. Sidani and Gardner (2000), for example, used five 
items from the Women as Managers Scale (WAMS) to study the positive attitudes 
towards women‘s involvement at work as a work value among Lebanese workers 
(Sidani, & Gardner, 2000). Whiteoak, Crawford, and Mapstone (2006) also used 
four items from the Women as Managers Scale to study the attitudes towards 
women at work in the United Arab Emirates. 
3.1.2.2 Qualitative Research  
Qualitative research, in contrast, is ―a means for exploring and understanding the 
meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem‖ (Creswell, 
2009, p.4). Qualitative approaches, which are also called constructivist and 
interpretive, are based on a phenomenological paradigm which assumes that 
reality is socially constructed through an individual or collective definition of the 
situation (Firestone, 1987). The purists of this approach argue for the superiority 
of constructivism, idealism, relativism, humanism, hermeneutics, and 
postmodernism, while they reject positivist philosophy (Johnson, & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). These interviews provided the participants with 
opportunities to talk about their experiences and facts such as, the experience of 
working with women managers, their studying or working overseas and how these 
factors influenced their attitudes and perceptions of women as managers and their 
communication competencies.  
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3.2 Research methods 
In this section I described the instruments used in data collection. I reviewed how 
I translated and prepared the research questionnaires and interview. I also describe 
the rabidity and the validity of both instruments. 
3.2.1 Research Questionnaire Survey  
In the current study, I used two different scales. The first scale was Women as 
Managers (WAMS) to measure the perceptions of women managers. This scale 
consists of 21 likert items explaining the general acceptance of women as 
managers and reflecting different stereotypes of women holding managerial 
positions (see appendix 1). Each item is accompanied by seven response options 
ranging from 1 ―strongly disagree‖ to 7 ―strongly agree‖. Higher scale scores 
reflect more positive attitudes towards women as managers. The scale‘s items 
represent three factors: general acceptance of female as managers, feminine 
barriers to full-time permanent employment, and personality traits usually 
ascribed to managers (Beere, 1990). Support for the instrument‘s validity is 
presented by Peters et al. (1974), Terborg, Peters, Ilgen, and Smith (1977), and 
Ilgen and Moore (1983) who verified the scale‘s reliability. According to Peters, 
Ilgen, and Smith (1977), the split-half shows that, the reliability of the scale was 
.91, which reflects the high level of reliability of the scale. 
The second scale was Communication of Competencies of Women Managers 
Scale (CCWMS) (Berryman-Fink, 1982), (see appendix 2). I used this scale in 
order to measure the perceived communication competencies of women managers 
measured. This scale was developed to measure communication skills of women 
which include interpersonal competency skills of listening, verbal ability, 
empathy, receptiveness, nonverbal communication, and flexibility. It also includes 
items about communication training needs of women managers such as 
assertiveness, public speaking, credibility, professionalism, and emotional control 
(Wheeless, & Berryman-Fink, 1985). The scale includes 30 items, 16 of which are 
positive statements about women managers and 14 items of which are negative 
statements (Beere, 1990). According to Beere (1990) the internal consistency of 
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CCWMS was .90 based on the despondences from 178 persons employed in a 
variety of organisations.  
Because both of these WAMS and CCWMS tests were written in English, they 
were translated into Arabic language to avoid any misunderstanding of any of the 
tests items (see appendices 3 and 4). To achieve maximum accuracy in the 
translation, the researcher asked Arabic-speaking academics to back translate the 
instruments into English language to verify the accuracy of the translation. The 
Arabic version of the scales was then piloted with a group of 15 Omani males and 
females in Hamilton to ensure that questions were clear, easy to follow, and 
understandable. After the arrival of the researcher to the Sultanate of Oman, the 
translated version of the questionnaires was reviewed by a group of academics 
working in the higher education sector. In order to calculate the reliability 
coefficient of the instruments the proposed amendments of the scales were applied 
to a convenience sample of 30 male and female Omani employees working in the 
Ministry of Higher Education.  
The stability of the scales tool was used to find its ability to give similar results if 
this tool was applied to another sample under the same circumstances and 
conditions. Stability is a necessary feature for the quality of the tool used. Using 
SPSS and Coefficient (Cronbach‘s) alpha, both scales had an acceptable 
coefficient alpha.The Women as Managers Scale (WAMS) had a coefficient alpha 
(α = 0.82), while, the Communication of Competencies of Women Managers 
Scale (CCWMS) had a coefficient alpha (α = 0.76). Both of these questionnaires 
take approximately between 25-30 minutes to complete. 
3.2.2 Semi-structured interviews  
In present study, I also interviewed 12 employees (6 males and 6 females) in the 
Ministry of Higher Education. Kvale (1983) states that the purpose of the 
qualitative research interview is ―to gather descriptions of the life-world of the 
interviewee with respect to interpretation of the meaning of the described 
phenomena‖ (p. 174). These interviews aim to elicit descriptive and in-depth data 
from participants, who will be responding to questions posed by the interviewer. 
The aim of this interview is to obtain a deeper understanding of attitudes towards 
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women as managers and the role of communication competencies in shaping these 
attitudes, which will complement the results of the tests. Through these 
interviews, the researcher wants to venture deeper into participants‘ experience to 
investigate their attitudes are towards women as managers and look at whether the 
perceptions of communication competencies influence these attitudes. The 
interviews took between 40 and 60 minutes for each participant and they were 
recorded by the interviewer and transcribed later. 
According to Opdenakker (2006) face-to-face interviews have many advantages. 
First, only face-to-face interviews provide the synchronous communication in 
time and place, which gives the face-to-face interview the advantage of social 
cues, such as voice, intonation, body language, and so on. These social cues can 
add much extra information and explanation to the verbal answers in the 
interviews. Second, there is often only short time between questions and answers 
in face-to-face interviews, which gives the opportunity of immediate reactions for 
both the interviewer and the interviewee. Third, face-to-face can be recorded; this 
advantage assists the interviewer to write his report with more accuracy than just 
taking notes. Finally, termination in the face-to-face is easier compared with other 
types of interviews such as computer-mediated and telephone. The interviewer 
only needs to shuffle the papers and turn off the recorder to give enough sign that 
the end of the interview is near (Opdenakker, 2006). 
The interview protocol was derived from the research questions and literature (see 
appendix 3). After the completion of the draft, and reviewing the interview 
questions were translated into Arabic language. Then it was piloted on 3 of 
specialists in the field of translation. Finally, the revised interview protocol was 
reviewed by 10 academics in the field of Arabic language to make sure of 
wording, and grammatical mistakes (see appendix 4). 
3.2.3 Data Collection Procedure 
In this section, the procedures used to collect the data within the research settings 
will be discussed. The research process is described including the selecting of 
samples and using of questionnaires and interview tools.  
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3.2.3.1 The Survey Sample Characteristics 
The survey sample included 100 males and 108 females out of the total number of 
the respondents of 208. The sample included 44 per cent aged between 20-29 
years, 44 per cent between 30-39 years, 10% per cent between 40-49 years and 
one person whose age was 50 years or more. Eighteen per cent of the research 
sample were working as managers and 82 per cent were working as employees. 
The individuals sample also included three levels of education. The pre-university 
level made up 16.3 per cent of the sample. 
The University level included most of the sample at 69.7 per cent. Finally, post-
graduate level (higher studies) included 13.9 per cent of the total size of the 
sample). A grater of the sample had not been overseas to study or work these 
account for 74.5 per cent, while, 25.5 per cent had been outside the country. 
Finally, almost two thirds of the research sample had waked with or for women 
managers.  
The table bellow illustrates the demographic details about the quantitative 
research sample. 
Table 2. The Survey Sample 
Variables  Total Males Females 
  208 100 108 
Age  20-29 93 38 55 
30-39 93 48 45 
40-49 21 13 8 
50-above 1 1 - 
Work positions Managerial position 38 25 13 
Non-managerial positions  170 75 95 
level of educational 
qualification 
Pre-university 34 23 11 
Graduate 145 60 85 
Post-graduate 29 17 12 
Experience of studying  or 
working overseas 
Yes  53 33 20 
No  155 67 88 
Experience  of working with  
or for women managers 
Yes  137 47 86 
No  71 53 22 
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3.2.3.2 Procedures of conducting the survey 
To conduct research permission must be sought from the Ministry of Higher 
Education and the Department of Postgraduate studies. After obtaining the 
permission from the Department of Graduate Studies, the data collection of 
quantitative part was started. Heads of Departments in the Ministry were handed 
over a number of questionnaires to be distributed to employees in each department 
and then received and delivered to the researcher at a later time. Participants in the 
questionnaire section of this study were 208 employees (100 males, 108 females). 
They consist of a convenience sample from different departments in the Ministry 
of Higher Education and Colleges of Applied Science in the Sultanate of Oman 
where many women work in managerial and leadership positions. These 
departments have been selected based on their managers in order to obtain 
participants from both genders. The researcher mixed his selection from 
departments which were headed by women and others which were headed by men 
in order to study the influence of experience in attitudes towards women 
managers. Most questionnaires were delivered through the department heads after 
face-to-face interviews. I first introduced myself and the aim of the study. Then 
the procedure distribution of questionnaires and a date of receipt were discussed.  
This period ranged between one to two weeks. The questionnaires were collected 
and stored in a safe place until the beginning of the process of statistical analysis. 
3.2.3.3 Procedures of conducting the interviews 
All participants currently work at the Ministry of Higher Education in the 
Sultanate of Oman. They were selected using purposive sampling to ensure a 
good representation of the community of the study from the different departments 
within the Ministry. They were 6 males and 6 females aged between 25-40 years 
old. Five of them had bachelor's degree, while three had a master's degree and 
three had PhDs. One did not mention of the level of education. Eight participants 
had an experience of working with women, while the other four have no 
experience.  The table in appendix 4 provides an overview of the interview 
participants‘ profiles. 
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Qualitative data was collected through semi-structured interviews. All the 
interviews were conducted where it was convenient and accessible for the 
participants, commonly, in their offices but sometimes in the meeting rooms in the 
departments. All interviews were face-to-face interview lasted approximately 
between 40 minutes, to one hour. All interview questions (see Appendix 4) were 
derived from my core research questions. All these questions were translated to 
Arabic language to make sure that they were clear to participants. After translation 
to Arabic the interview protocol were reviewed by five professors in Arabic and 
management.  
An information sheet was given to prospective participants interested in taking 
part in the study. The information sheet contained an overview and the purpose of 
the study, what they have to do, and their rights to refuse to answer any questions 
and to withdraw from participation in the search at any time before starting to 
write the final results of the study. The participants were asked to sign the consent 
form. All the interviews were conducted in an atmosphere of calm and most the 
interviews questions were answered. Only a few participants refused to respond to 
a limited number of interview questions. All interviews were tape-recorded, with 
interviewees‘ permission.   
 3.2.4 Data Analysis Techniques 
To examine the first and the second study questions the researcher employed 
percentages and frequencies in order to explore the attitudes towards women 
managers in Oman and perceptions of their communication competences. To 
answer the first and second questions in order to test the differences in the 
resulting factors according to participants gender and experience of working with 
women managers across both variables (attitudes and perceptions of 
communication competencies) Chi-Square test utilized. Finally, the researcher 
also calculated the correlation coefficiency to explore the relationships between 
attitudes towards women as managers (WAMS) and their communication 
competencies in order to examine the third question.  
The interview data were analysed using the thematic analysis approach. This 
approach has been defined by Braun and Clarke (2006) as ―a method for 
identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data‖ (p. 802). 
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According to Braun and Clarke (2006) this method of analysis includes six basic 
steps which are, first, transcribe the interview data and reading the date until 
become familiar with it. Second, note the interesting features of the data by 
coding it in a systematic fashion across the entire data set, and gathering data 
related to each code. Third, gather codes into potential themes, and collecting all 
data related to each potential theme. Fourth, review the themes by checking links 
between the themes and the coded extracts, and creating a thematic map of the 
analysis. Finely, select a clear definition for each theme.         
3.2.5 Ethical Issues 
As this research involved engaging with people, the research involved four 
parties: the researcher, the respondent, and the University of Waikato and the 
Ministry of Higher Education and Colleges of Applied Science in the Sultanate of 
Oman. This researcher respects the rights of the other two parties. These include 
the participant‘s rights to privacy and the right to be informed of all aspects of the 
research. Respondents also have been informed about the nature and aims of the 
study. Each participant was asked to sign the ―consent form‖. All names and 
personal details of the participants and their departments have been kept 
confidential. The research met the requirements of the Ethics Committee of the 
University of Waikato.  
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                                Chapter Four 
The Results 
In this chapter the results of the study are presented. These results were gathered 
from both the questionnaire survey and the in-depth interviews. In the first section 
of the chapter, statistics were extracted for the analysis of questionnaires using the 
SPSS program for the analysis of information collected for the study. In the 
second section, in order to elicit the recurring themes that appeared related to 
perceptions of women managers in Oman and their communication competences, 
the interview data were analyzed using a process of thematic analysis.  
In the first section of the analysis, a review of the questions in the questionnaire is 
distributed to show the details of respondents. It starts with the following: 
4.1 Results from the Survey 
Respondents were asked about how satisfied they are of working with women 
managers.  
Table 3. The degree of satisfaction from working with women managers 
  Frequency Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
1 9 6.6 6.6 
2 11 8.0 14.6 
3 45 32.8 47.4 
4 30 21.9 69.3 
5 42 30.7 100.0 
Total 137 100.0   
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The question on satisfaction of the experience of working with women managers 
was asked across five degrees. From the above table, it is clear that most 
participants were satisfied with their experience working with women managers.  
Further, when comparing who have the highest average of satisfaction on working 
with women managers was given by males or females. The males‘ rate of scoring 
was 3.42, while, for females the arithmetic mean of the rate placed as score 
estimates of the women as managers‘ scores was 3.64. It is noted that the rate of 
satisfaction among males and females was approximately equal, noting that the 
rate of females was slightly higher than that of the males in this item, as almost 
half of the males did not answer this item of the study. 
The results also show that there was a significant negative relationship between 
satisfaction of the experience of working with women managers and the attitudes 
towards them = - .21, p (.002) < .05. This result indicates the existence of an 
inverse relationship between the two variables. The research findings also 
indicated that there was no significant correlation between the attitudes and 
having been overseas = -002, p (.973) > .05  
Before reviewing the results, it should be noted that items 1, 3, 6, 7, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 20, 21 of WAMS present negative attitudes towards women managers; 
therefore, they took a different gradual values than positive items. For example, 
response "strongly disagree" in negative items took value 7, ―disagree‖ got 6 and 
so on. The same technique has been pursued with items 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 
19, 20, 23, 24, 27, and 28 in WMCCS scale. 
4.1.1 The attitudes toward women managers 
 The first research question was: what are the attitudes of the Omani people 
towards women as managers, and are there differences according to gender and 
work experience with these attitudes towards women as managers? 
In the final result of WAMS, it was found that Omani people have a positive 
attitude towards women managers (M= 4.65, SD= 1.55); that is, most of them 
look positively on, and encourage women to hold managerial positions, as 
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indicated by the percentages of acceptance (positive responds). The percentage of 
the positive attitudes of the people towards women managers was 59 % (15.4%, 
22.6%, and 21.5%), whereas the percentage of the negative attitudes of the Omani 
people towards women measure was 33 % (10.1%, 13.1%, and 10.6%) regardless 
of the level of acceptance or non-acceptance; and the percentage of neutrality was 
6.7%, as indicated by the following table: 
Table 4. Percentages of acceptance (approval) of attitudes 
  Responses 
  N Percent 
WAMS Strongly Disagree 442 10.1% 
  Disagree 571 13.1% 
  Slightly Disagree 464 10.6% 
  Neither Disagree nor Agree 291 6.7% 
  Slightly Agree 672 15.4% 
  Agree 989 22.6% 
  Strongly Agree 939 21.5% 
Total 4368 100.0% 
As for genders, opinions or attitudes of the people of Oman towards women 
managers from the point of view of males was positive and the percentage was 
59.9% depending on the level of the manager (18.9% 22.1% 18.9%). 
The negative percentage of males‘ participants was 32.1%. The percentage of 
neutral views of males towards women as managers was 8%. The following table 
illustrates this. 
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As for females, the general view or the general attitudes towards women as 
managers were also positive with the percentage of 59.2% for women as 
managers; whereas the percentage of the negative attitudes was 35.4%. The 
percentage of neutral views was 5.5%. The following table shows these 
percentages with the total measures of attitudes:  
Table 5.  The percentages of males‘ and females acceptance (approval) on WAMS 
 Males percentages Females percentages 
  N Percent N  Percent 
WAMS Strongly Disagree 183 259 259 11.4% 
  Disagree 250 321 321 14.2% 
  Slightly Disagree 242 222 222 9.8% 
  Neither Disagree 
nor Agree 
167 124 124 5.5% 
  Slightly Agree 396 276 276 12.2% 
  Agree 465 524 524 23.1% 
  Strongly Agree 397 542 542 23.9% 
Total 2100 100.0% 2268 100.0% 
 
Table (6) presented the means for males and females on items of WAMS. As the 
responses were made a scale of 1 to 7, value 1 being ―strongly disagree‖ while 
value 7 being ―strongly agree‖, the value 4 represent the middle point, or neutral 
―neither agree nor disagree‖. It is noted that for the male sample (n=100) 14 of 
these 21 items were positive. ―Positive‖ items are those whose mean value is 
higher than 4, which is the neutral value. However, the responses to the remaining 
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items are negative as the value of their mean is lower than four. It is possible to 
consider item 21 could be considered as neutral because its mean is equal to 3.66, 
which is closer to the value of 4. 
The following table in pages 57, 58, 59 reflects the items and the values of their 
means: 
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Table 6. Means and standard deviation of males and females participants on WAMS 
No.  Items  Overall sample Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
1.   It is less desirable for women than men to have a job that requires 
responsibility.  
4.07 2.100 3.94 2.161 4.20 2.035 
2.   Women have the objectivity required to evaluate business situations 
properly.  
4.83 1.582 5.07 1.527 4.56 1.604 
3.   Challenging work is more important to men than it is to women.  4.23 2.098 3.60 2.060 4.91 1.928 
4.  Men and women should be given equal opportunity for participation 
in management training programs 
5.83 
1.585 6.12 1.432 5.51 1.685 
5.   Women have the capability to acquire the necessary skills to be 
successful managers. 
5.82 
1.385 6.08 1.354 5.53 1.367 
6.  On the average, women managers are less capable of contributing to 
an organisation's overall goals than are men. 
3.55 1.938 3.08 1.934 4.06 1.819 
7.  It is not acceptable for women to assume leadership roles as often as 
men.  
3.45 1.933 3.36 2.007 3.55 1.855 
8.  The business community should someday accept women in key 
managerial positions.  
5.62 1.426 5.82 1.352 5.40 1.477 
9.  Society should regard work by female managers as valuable as work 
by male managers.  
6.19 1.196 6.44 1.026 5.93 1.312 
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No. Items Overall sample 
 
Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
10.   It is acceptable for women to compete with men for top executive 
positions.  
4.85 1.845 5.19 1.686 4.49 1.946 
11.   The possibility of pregnancy does not make women less desirable 
employees than men.  
4.86 1.865 5.09 1.931 4.60 1.764 
12.  Women would no more allow their emotions to influence their 
managerial behaviour than would men.  
3.74 1.922 4.06 1.928 3.39 1.863 
13.   Problems associated with menstruation should not make women less 
desirable than men as managers.  
5.37 1.666 5.90 1.267 4.79 1.849 
14.   To be a successful executive, a woman does not have to sacrifice 
some of her femininity.  
5.88 1.544 6.02 1.535 5.74 1.548 
15.   On the average, a woman who stays at home all the time with her 
children is a better mother than a woman who works outside the 
home at least half time.  
5.00 2.113 4.36 2.215 5.69 1.762 
16.   Women are less capable of learning mathematical and mechanical 
skills than are men.  
4.74 1.942 4.55 1.876 4.94 1.999 
17.  Women are not ambitious enough to be successful in the business 
world. 
2.73 1.811 2.40 1.674 3.09 1.891 
18.    Women cannot be assertive in business situations that  
demand it. 
3.15 1.809 2.86 1.780 3.47 1.795 
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No. Items Overall sample Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
19.    Women possess the self-confidence required of a good leader. 5.61 1.454 5.98 1.230 5.20 1.570 
20.    Women are not competitive enough to be successful in the business 
world.  
3.44 1.851 3.33 1.855 3.55 1.850 
21.  Women cannot be aggressive in business situations that demand it. 3.25 1.786 2.86 1.721 3.66 1.771 
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As for the females which number 108 out of the total size of the sample (n= 208); 
it was found that there are 12 positive items. Further, the rate of approval for some 
of the items was very high (fully agree) with a mean higher than 6. 
It was noted that the most positive item is the ninth item ―Society should regard 
work by female managers as valuable as work by male managers‖. The means are 
6.44 and 5.93 for females and males respectively. This shows that most of the 
female and males respondent agreed with this. On the other hand, the most 
negative item was item 17 ―Women are not ambitious enough to be successful in 
the business world‖ with both genders. The mean was 2.40 and 3.09 for females 
and males respectively. These means were the majority of both genders disagreed 
with this statement.   
Additionally, it can be considered that the majority of the responses made on item 
12 (Women would no more allow their emotions to influence their managerial 
behaviour than would men) were neutral, on the mean was 4.06. Both males and 
females also agreed that women do not have to sacrifice of their femininity to 
successes in leadership positions. They also believe that women have the 
capability to acquire the necessary skills to be successful managers. In contract, 
the most significant differences between two genders were in items 13 and 15. 
Females respondents supported item 13 by 5.90, which reflect a positive attitude 
towards women as managers; while males disagreed with it they scored only 4.79. 
Item 15 reflected another differences between males and females while males 
made 5.69, females, on contrast, scored only 4.36. This means that males believe 
―women who stay at home all time with her children is a better mother than 
women who works outside the home at least half time‖.  
The first research question also asked whether the gender factor and work 
experience had an impact on the attitude of the people towards women as 
managers and their impressions concerning this issue through measures that have 
been developed to test it. The Pearson test of significant shows that gender factor 
did not affect attitudes toward women managers (                  
      In general, it is concluded that the gender factor has no impact on the Omani 
people in relation to the assessment of the trends towards women as managers. 
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The research also sought to find on whether the years of work experience among 
the subjects of the sample had any influence on attitudes toward women 
managers. This work experience was ranged between zero value- without 
experience - and the value 17 years of work with women as managers.  The 
following result was obtained: 
The Kruskal Wallis test indicated that there is no significant influence of the 
experience of working with women managers (                       
4.1.2 Omani women communication competencies 
The second research question aimed to find out what perceptions are held towards 
efficient communication among women as managers in general (WMCCS). At the 
beginning, the direction of responses of the sample has been clarified. 
The prevailing perceptions among the participants towards the communication 
competencies of women managers were generally positive (M= 4.99, SD= 1.20); 
because the percentage of agreement on (WMCCS) at all levels of responses was 
53.8%, while the disagreement percentage was 37.5%, without taking gender as a 
factor. 
Table 7. Percentage of participants of acceptance (approval) on (WMCCS) 
  Responses 
  N Percent 
WMCCS Strongly Disagree 608 9.7% 
  Disagree 949 15.2% 
  Slightly Disagree 785 12.6% 
  Neither Disagree nor 
Agree 
540 8.7% 
  Slightly Agree 1082 17.3% 
  Agree 1484 23.8% 
  Strongly Agree 792 12.7% 
Total 6240 100.0% 
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As for the males and females separately, the general attitudes or public 
perceptions about the communication competencies among women managers was 
positive in general for both genders. The percentage of acceptance (approval) of 
males‘ participants‘ was 53.1% on WMCCS, while the percentage of acceptance 
among females was 54.6%. However, the percentages of negative views 
(disapproval) were less than positive views (approval); as the percentage of 
negative views among males being 39.1% and females 35.9 %. It can be noted 
that the positive values of both genders were convergent. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that there was no significant influence of gender on 
precipitance of the communication competencies of women managers. The 
following tables show the percentages of the respondents of both males and 
females: 
Table 8. Percentages of males and females on WMCCS 
 
 
 Males percentages Females percentages 
 N Percent N Percent 
Strongly Disagree 371 11.5% 237 7.9% 
Disagree 519 16.0% 430 14.3% 
Slightly Disagree 375 11.6% 410 13.7% 
Neither Disagree nor 
Agree 
255 7.9% 285 9.59% 
Slightly Agree 495 15.3% 587 19.6% 
Agree 767 23.7% 717 23.9% 
Strongly Agree 458 14.1% 334 11.1% 
Total 3240 100.0% 3000 100.0% 
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In the following table, it is clear that most of the 30 items have positive responses. 
This means that the majority of the responses agreed to most items. The table also 
illustrates the negative items (disagreed) for the male responses. Thus, it can be 
concluded that participants held positive perceptions of women managers‘ 
communication competences 
It can be noted that there are seventeen positive items. That means their mean is 
higher than 4, which is the neutral value in encoding the responses. As for the 
females, the results found are illustrated in the following table (see table 9). 
The two genders agreed on the positive aspect (approving) or negative 
(disagreement) in all of the items of the study except for Item 19 (Women 
managers generally have difficulty putting others at ease.), where the majority of 
responses made by females agreed to this, whereas the males did not agree. 
Item 29 ―Women managers generally are professional in attitude and appearance‖ 
showed that female respondents neither disagree nor agree, while the males 
agreed. Further, with Item 30 (Women managers generally have no difficulty 
controlling their emotions.), both females and males did agree.
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            Table 9 Means and standard deviation of males and females participants on WMCCS 
No. Items 
Overall sample Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
1.  Women managers generally are good listeners. 
5.52 1.424 
5.56 1.429 5.48 1.425 
2.  Women managers generally have adequate 
writing skills. 
5.77 1.197 5.85 1.134 5.69 1.261 
3.  Women managers generally lack verbal 
communication skills. 
3.13 1.723 
2.67 1.498 3.64 1.812 
4.  Women managers generally lack nonverbal 
communication skills. 
3.20 1.679 
2.91 1.627 3.52 1.685 
5.  Women managers generally have pleasing 
voice qualities. 
5.28 1.485 
5.61 1.352 4.93 1.546 
6.  Women managers generally are skilled in 
showing empathy/sympathy to others. 
5.79 1.169 
5.93 1.182 5.64 1.142 
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No. Items 
Overall sample Females Males 
Means 
 
Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
7.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
keeping listeners‘ attention. 
3.38 1.534 
3.32 1.57 3.45 1.5 
8.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
giving feedback to others. 
3.39 1.671 
3.13 1.601 3.68 1.70 
9.  Women managers generally are skilled in 
showing concern and understanding for others. 
5.55 1.350 
5.64 1.336 5.45 1.366 
10.  Women managers generally are capable of 
receiving feedback from others. 
4.97 1.552 
4.87 1.664 5.07 1.423 
11.  Women managers generally are disorganized. 
2.23 1.348 
2.00 1.26 2.47 1.403 
12.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
relating to others. 
2.75 1.570 
2.39 
1.433 3.15 1.623 
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No. Items 
Overall sample Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
13.  Women managers generally are open and 
receptive to others. 
5.36 1.431 
5.45 
1.443 5.26 1.419 
14.  Women managers generally possess sensitivity. 
5.12 1.465 
4.99 
1.538 5.26 1.375 
15.  Women managers generally lack sincerity. 
2.16 1.541 
2.00 
1.485 2.33 1.589 
16.  Women managers generally lack honesty. 
1.91 1.413 
1.69 
1.33 2.15 1.466 
17.  Women managers generally are flexible. 
4.65 1.658 
4.54 
1.737 4.78 1.567 
18.  Women managers generally treat others as 
equals. 
4.39 1.741 
4.49 
1.785 4.28 1.694 
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No. Items 
Overall sample Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
19.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
putting others at ease. 
3.90 1.634 
4.01 
1.716 3.78 1.541 
20.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
being personable or friendly. 
3.08 1.500 
3.02 
1.535 3.15 1.466 
21.  Women managers generally have adequate 
assertiveness skills. 
5.11 1.497 
5.45 
1.377 4.73 1.536 
22.  Women managers generally have enough 
confidence in themselves. 
5.37 1.405 
5.69 
1.249 5.02 1.484 
23.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
making public speeches or presentations. 
3.40 1.642 
3.20 
1.593 3.62 1.674 
24.  Women managers generally have difficulty 
dealing with males. 
3.08 1.604 
2.91 
1.556 3.26 1.643 
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No. Items 
Overall sample Females Males 
Means Sd Means Sd Means Sd 
25.  Women managers possess adequate credibility. 
5.13 1.501 
5.35 
1.41 4.90 1.567 
26.  Women managers generally are able to 
command enough authority. 
5.46 1.400 
5.72 
1.352 5.17 1.4 
27.  Women managers generally have attitudes of 
superiority. 
6.02 1.155 
6.13 
1.128 5.90 1.176 
28.  Women managers generally have talk too 
much. 
5.12 1.624 
5.15 
1.617 5.09 1.64 
29.  Women managers generally are professional in 
attitude and appearance. 
4.53 1.923 
3.97 
1.916 5.13 1.75 
30.  Women managers generally have no difficulty 
controlling their emotions. 
4.46 1.804 
4.47 
1.726 4.44 1.893 
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When measuring whether the gender factor had any effect on measuring the 
prevailing perceptions towards the women communication competencies among 
women as managers in general from the viewpoint of the Omani people based on 
thirty items designed to measure just that, it was found that the gender factor has 
no impact in terms of these concepts as follows: 
Table 10. Gender effects on perceptions of communication competence 
 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-
Square 
5.127 11 .925 
Likelihood Ratio 5.254 11 .918 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 
.123 1 .726 
N of Valid Cases 208   
 
From the previous table, it can be seen that the gender factor do not affect the 
perceptions of women communication competence since p.Value (.925) >.05. 
As to the second part of the second question, which is related to the experience 
variable and its impact on the scale of the prevailing perceptions towards 
WMCCS in general among the Omani people, the Chi-Square test was used as in 
the first part; where it was found that the experience factor and multiple years in 
working with a woman as manager have effect on perceptions of women 
managers communication competences. This is shown by the outcome of the 
Kruskal Wallis test, as all the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) was less than 0.05.  
Table 11. Impact of experience on perceptions of communication competencies 
  mean2 
Chi-Square .024 
df 1 
Asymp. Sig. .877 
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4.1.3 Relationship between attitudes and perceptions  
In order to answer the third research question and to understand more about the 
attitudes towards women managers, a further analysis was made to identify 
correlations between attitudes towards Omani women managers and perceptions 
of their communication competences. 
By using a Spearman coefficient, it was found that there was a significant 
relationship between the attitudes of the Omani people towards women as 
managers and the scale of the prevailing perceptions of communication among 
women as managers in general.  
From another perspective, in order to find if there are any links between the 
attitudes towards women managers and the perceptions of their communication 
competencies the correlation coefficient (WAMS) and (WMCCS) was calculated. 
The findings illustrated that there is a direct correlation between the two variables, 
r= .46, p < .05 (2-tailed). However, it is rather a weak correlation as it reaches 
0.465. The table below shows the matrix of the link.  
Table 12. Correlations between WAMS and WMCCS 
      attitudes competencies 
Spearman's rho attitudes Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .465(**) 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .000 
N 208 208 
competencies Correlation Coefficient .465(**) 1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 . 
N 208 208 
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
4.2 Results from the interviews  
Information was gathered from interviews based on questions from an interview 
schedule (see appendix 3), in order to reach a good understanding of the 
quantitative results and to provide explanations for the under-representation of 
women in managerial and leadership positions in the Sultanate of Oman. 
Furthermore, findings from the interviews data supported these from survey data.  
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To extract the recurring themes that appeared relating to perception of women 
managers and their communication competencies, the data were analysed through 
the process of thematic analysis. I followed in interviews analysis the process of 
thematic analysis proposed by Braun and Clarke (2006), which mentioned in 
chapter four. First, I transcribed the data into Arabic language, which took me 
quite a while to transcribe them and then to carry out the second task of translated 
them into English. After that I took time to read the interviews several times in 
order to understand their meanings. Then I divided each page into three sections, 
in the first section was for the interviews, the second section was for coding, and 
the third section was for themes and subthemes. My next step was coding, I read 
through the data and I gave my full attention to each data item, and identified the 
most interesting aspects. After that I began to review these codes and classified 
them into themes to which it belongs, showing a number of topics concerning 
Omani women managers.   
The recurring themes were, first, women as managers in the Sultanate of Oman; 
second, managers‘ communication competences; and third, the future of women 
managers in the Sultanate of Oman. 
4.2.1 The first theme: Women as managers in the Sultanate of Oman 
In the first theme, participants mentioned a number of topics concerning women 
Omani managers. First, they discussed a number of reasons and factors that lead 
to under-representation of women in managerial positions compared to men. The 
following section discusses the most important topics related to Omani women 
managers as they appeared through the interviews. 
4.2.1.1 Factors of under-representation of women in managerial 
positions  
Through the perceptions of the participants in the study there were several factors 
limiting the representation of women in managerial and leadership positions. 
These factors can be categorised as follows: educational and managerial factors, 
psychological factors, family and social factors, and finally religious factors. 
4.2.1.1.1 Educational and managerial factors 
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Most of the interviewees in the study attributed the low representation of women 
in managerial positions to educational and administrative factors. Some 
participants believed that the delayed achievement of women in education was the 
main reason for the under-representation of women in managerial positions. They 
thought that until 1970 most of the parents preferred their daughters to participate 
in work in the home and to care for their young brothers and sisters, or to marry at 
an early age, and these things were more important than going to school. 
According to the participants, this situation led to a number of outcomes. First, it 
led to a significant increase in the number of men who obtained certificates, thus, 
increasing their number in managerial positions compared with women. The 
second consequence of the delay in women's education in the Sultanate is there is 
a lack of women with managerial experience compared with men, due to the early 
emergence of men in leadership positions. This is explained by Interviewee 5:  
There are several reasons, the most important reason is the small number of 
educated women who have academic certificates, and this is the main reason; 
because women began entering schools after 1970... I still think that the 
beginning of women in education and delay in their entry in the workplace 
compared to men is the most important reason. We all know that until 
recently it was inappropriate for women to work and in the early seventies the 
parents preferred to see their daughters married rather than sending them to 
school to receive formal education. Also the fact was that society was 
masculine and because most families were dependent on the male to work 
and earn a living, the female role was to help mothers in the work of the 
house washing dishes and clothes, raising her young brothers until she moves 
to her husband‘s house where she has to care for her own home and family. 
Some participants believed that managerial factors also constitute an obstacle in 
the path of good representation of women in leadership positions. They thought 
that some officials still prefer to choose men for such positions, for several 
reasons, including that, men, in their conception, are more able to sacrifice their 
time for work. The male personality, is more suitable for such positions than 
women, they have the speed and efficiency to make decisions. In addition, there is 
a link in the minds of some officials between men and leadership positions 
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leading to a preference for men influencing their choice.  As Interviewee 5 
explained:  
Some decision-makers still prefer men in such jobs because of their ability to 
sacrifice their time and effort at the expense of their families, which is where 
women often bear most of their burden. Thus those responsible tend to recruit 
men in such situations. Some also believe that management needs to exhibit 
resoluteness, and speed of decision, and people need to be able to withstand 
the pressures without emotion at work. So many officials are still looking for 
a man for such positions. 
In addition, they believe that there are reasons connected with the nature of 
managerial positions. They observe that these positions are sensitive and 
important. The person who works in such positions must have the ability and 
special qualities commensurate with the importance of these positions, and be able 
to separate between the work requirements and his emotions. This person must 
also have enough nerve to take important decisions and rapid action. 
Participants also indicate that there are management factors related to women 
themselves. They think that women tend to avoid working in such positions, 
firstly, for the large amount of work and responsibilities contained in such 
positions. Secondly, because these positions include more mixing between men 
and women, they are not acceptable in the society and religion. The third reason, 
in their view is the lack of managerial expertise women, due to the delay in the 
education of women in Omani society, as mentioned above. As a result, men were 
believed to be superior to women in management experience, making them the 
favourite of some officials. Additionally, the number of men in the workforce is 
greater than the number of women, making the chances of representation of men 
in these positions more likely than opportunities for the representation of women. 
As Interviewee 7 said: 
There are factors, in addition to psychological and physiological factors, 
which impede women from leadership positions. The leadership positions 
need a strong character and also physical health, and women also think these 
positions include many responsibilities, and fit men. They think that such 
positions will make it necessary to work over-time, and sometimes during 
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vacations at any time, and of course to women, especially in Oman, these 
things can be a barrier to working for long periods away from home. 
4.2.1.1.2 Psychological factors 
Some participants, most of them male, also refer to the presence of psychological 
factors affecting women at certain periods. These factors could limit the work of 
women in managerial positions. These psychological conditions are those 
experienced by women as they pass through the menstrual cycle, pregnancy, and 
childbirth. The participants emphasised that the psychological conditions of 
women during these periods affect their work as a manager. For example, these 
conditions affect the ability of women to make decisions at work, and women, in 
this period, are also more vulnerable to their emotions. As some pointed out, 
women‘s ―fear of failure‖ in these positions, as a result of the large number of 
responsibilities, makes women avoid them. As Interviewee 2 explained some 
difficulties, he said: 
Like other communities, in these cases, women have been affected mentally 
and emotionally as a result of these periods, for example, pregnancy and 
childbirth, or some social problems such as domination of husbands or 
brothers male or parent, domination in some communities, and domination 
tribal elders in some tribal communities. 
In contrast, three participants, two of whom are females, think that these cases do 
not significantly affect women‘s work. They also believe that these conditions do 
not represent any obstacles in the way of work in management positions.  As 
participant three explains: 
Through my personal experience, I do not think that these psychological 
factors affecting women‘s work. What I think is that women can work in 
management with these factors, without forming any obstacle in their work as 
managers. 
4.2.1.1.3 Social and family factors 
Most of the participants believed that the social factors play an important role in 
limiting the representation of women in management, where Interviewee 11 said: 
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I think that the majority does not accept the work of women in leadership 
positions. Oman as a society is still not accepting women as leaders, or they 
believe that a man is more appropriate. The evidence of that is the lack of an 
elected community of women in the ―Shura Council‖ and their preference for 
men more to women. 
According to participants, there are some perceptions within the society 
concerning women as managers. Among these perceptions in the community are 
the ideas that women are less efficient in the management work than men and 
such jobs are still associated with men. Men devote more time to their work. 
These positions also require a strength of character, which is more available to 
men than women. Women also tend to form human relationships at work and this, 
it was believed, does not conform to the nature of leadership. As a female 
interviewee (5) explained:  
Such jobs are still associated with men. Most people think that such positions 
need to reflect strength of character and determination...This applies to men 
more than women, who tend to establish human relations than being firm in 
management. 
As Interviewee 7 (female) also said:  
In Oman, especially, because it is governed by social norms and traditions, in 
addition to education of women, [because women began to study in a later 
time], as well as the customs and traditions in the Sultanate of Oman 
sometimes, all of these factors together, not allow women to be in managerial 
positions.  Our society also considers such positions are only for men. 
In addition to this, participant eleven perceived that society does not accept 
women to manage men in work for religious and social reasons. He believes that 
whoever is working in leadership positions should be able to provide justice and 
equality in the work, while the women are, in his conception, biased in the work, 
where he says: 
The women-as-leaders issue is still dominated by the culture of the society. In 
other words, most people do not accept women as leaders ahead of men, 
because of family and religion aspects. Religious aspect is not significant in 
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all cases, but in some cases there are religious reservations for women to 
work as a leader. Also, a person who wants be a leader has to be capable of 
dealing with professionals, and other employees, and has the ability to deliver 
justice and equality with the staff to not have a bias. Women, in general, have 
a type of bias, therefore, they are better to be with their families. 
Participant twelve believes that it is possible to divide society into two categories 
in terms of women managers. The first category is the category of intellectuals, 
who grew up in the era of education after 1970. He thought these intellectuals 
would not be opposed to the employment of women in managerial positions. The 
second category is the general public, and these people are still opposing women 
working as managers for the social reasons. He said: 
 
It is possible to divide the community here into categories. Class intellectuals, 
I cannot imagine their opposition to the work of women in managerial 
positions. However, the general public still has reservations on women's 
employment as managers, and they still represent the majority. And I think 
that religion and social customs play a key role in the adoption of this 
opinion, we are a conservative society and this limits the choices for women. 
 
Most participants believed that the social factors affect women‘s and parents‘ 
choice to work in managerial positions. The majority of respondents think that 
women in managerial positions would be more concerned about their family than 
their work. They also preferred to remain in other work (non-managerial work) in 
order to provide adequate care for their families and homes. Also, some women 
avoid working in managerial positions because they prefer the auspices of their 
families and home. Men managers, in contrast, are able to sacrifice their time in 
order to work at the expense of their families and their children. Administrators 
can also rely on them at all times, unlike women. As Interviewee 9 (male) 
explained: 
In my view, when a director of the organisation takes a decision to employ a 
man, I think, he may be right, because the manager is able to rely on men in 
all times in every work, but it might be for women there are some 
reservations, because women can work only in periods of the work time then 
she has to go back to her family. I think that there is a difficult for women 
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associated with her husband and children and related family of how she 
strikes a balance between work and home. However, if her over-time work 
was frequent, it makes women think twice about accepting this job, except if 
she has a full-time job without family or children. 
 
The participants also believed that the basic function of women is motherhood and 
they are responsible for their family and home. Participants also assumed that 
those responsible for work do not prefer women for leadership positions because 
women require much time off to look after their families and children. While 
some believed that parents and husbands refuse to allow their female relatives to 
work in managerial positions for several reasons, including mixing with men at 
work, and needing more time than other jobs, which affects the care women can 
take of their family. Interviewee 11(male) said: 
If I put myself in the place of leaders, for example, and I wanted to choose a 
manager I would choose a man, because the lives of women require them to 
take allot of time off, such as maternity leave and other family factors that are 
occupied her house and her children and this affects their concentration in the 
work. The reasons can be summarised as the social and cultural reasons and 
family. I think, if women want to work in leadership positions, should 
sacrifice by their family duty. I think that it is difficult for a woman to be a 
leader because of family obligations and therefore she cannot commit times 
required for managerial work 
4.2.1.1.4 Religious factor 
The impact of religion is another fact on which appeared in the participant 
responses. They perceive of that understanding of the Islamic religion and the text 
of the Holy Quran could influence the existence of women in managerial 
positions. They also believe that some women in the society avoid working in 
leadership positions because of the likelihood of having to mix with men. This 
avoidance is sometimes the choice of women themselves and, at other times, the 
choice of fathers and husbands. Interviewee 5 (female) said: 
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Mixing may also be another factor ... it's prevalent in such jobs for a woman 
to come into contact with the other gender, and therefore there are women 
who prefer or whose husbands and fathers prefer them to avoid such jobs. 
4.2.1.2 The acceptance of women as managers 
Most male and female participants, from the personal point of view, believed that 
it was acceptable for women to work in positions of leadership. They perceived 
that women have the abilities which enabled them to be in such positions. The 
participants also perceive women as having the ability to make quick and decisive 
decisions at work. They also possessed scientific competences and administrative 
efficiency, because they graduated through different positions before they reached 
a leadership position, so they have the experience which enable them to be in top 
positions. Interviewee 5 (female) explained:  
I think if you asked such a question 20 years ago, the answer would have 
been that it was not acceptable for women to be in managerial positions as 
being our society was a masculine one, and considered the role of women as 
in her home and with her children. Now, thanks to a government policy that 
works to provide opportunities and support for women to prove themselves 
and to work together with men, I think it is accepted for women to work as 
leaders, just as it is for men, and to prove themselves and efficiency. 
 
Interviewees also perceived women as they have the competencies, skills and the 
character of leaders, for example, when they work in these positions, they use all 
their abilities and energy in the service of their jobs. They are committed to their 
work. Participants believed in the women‘s abilities because they have proven 
their capabilities through many examples of women working in ministerial and 
managerial positions, and they even excel in work more than men. As Interviewee 
9 (male) said:  
I think it is natural that women occupy such positions as heads of departments 
or as a director or director-general in the public sector or the private sector as 
well. Because in fact there are many women who have proven their 
capabilities, and perhaps even excel in work more than men. There are many 
examples that confirm the success of women in these positions. Women are 
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able to succeed; I do not see that there is any reason to prevent women 
working as managers. 
 
However, two of the male participants preferred women, if they want to work in 
leadership positions, to work only in sectors where she will be responsible for 
women such as education and health. These participants gave the reason for their 
opposition to the work of women as managers as being that the work of women in 
these positions will distract women from their core functions, which are managing 
their houses and raising their children. Interviewee 12 (male) explained:  
It is possible for women to be a leader and president, but she is not suited to 
work in all sectors, but in particular sectors she could be the leader, such 
sectors as those in which most workers were women, such as schools, for 
example, where women can bring out their leadership skills. 
One female participant (7) proposed that it was accepted for women to work in 
managerial positions but only after they pass relevant exams and had some 
training courses. She believes that men are leaders by nature, while women could 
be managers with education and training. She suggested:  
Yes, accepted, but women holding such positions must have to pass tests or 
training courses, because the nature and characteristics of women do not 
qualify them for such jobs, and in order to occupy work, not of their nature, it 
is necessary for her to attend sessions and learn the skills required.  
When asked if she thought that a man did not need such courses, she explained:  
Of course it‘s required, but certainly, he doesn‘t need them, not like women 
[men also need some courses, but less than women] because the nature of 
man is that he was created to be a leader. In general, most men have this 
feature, it is even mentioned in the Quran that men are the guardians of 
women. 
Participants were also asked about whether they would prefer to work with men or 
women managers and the reasons for their choice. Five participants (four males 
and one female) preferred to work with male managers. Explaining their choice, 
they said that there were barriers and differences when they dealt with female 
managers, and that men were more able to bear the work responsibility than 
women and as Interviewee 7 (female) justified: 
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Through dealing with women managers, I feel that women lack the flexibility, 
especially when they deal with women. I do not know what exactly the 
reason, but she is not flexible and she tend to treat her colleges in aggressive 
way. But if men managers usually respect women employees, I prefer to work 
with men, not women.  
She also added: 
Of course, in my work I deal with women executives. Frankly, they are 
aggressive in dealing with us. It is the opposite way when they deal with men. 
Because I am a woman, she treated me without taking any consideration [this 
women managers usually ignore her]. 
Participant 9 (male) explained the reasons why he preferred to work with male 
managers: 
I prefer to work with male manager because he is more flexible than woman. 
I can discuss and argue with male managers, and my dialogues will be more 
positive with men. Men are capable to withstanding such a dialogue, but 
women cannot sustain such a dialogue because of their emotions. However, if 
I have opportunity to work with women, I will gladly accept that. We have 
worked with women as colleagues work. I accept the work under the 
management of women, as I ‗am now working under the leadership of 
Minister of Higher Education, and things are going well. 
Through interviews it can be seen that working with women managers make male 
employees to behave conservatively when they deal with women at work. This 
type of reservation in the transaction makes some people prefer to work with male 
managers, where the Interviewee 11 (male) stated: 
I prefer to work with males. Through my work with woman manager, she did 
not give me my full rights as an employee. For example, when I produced any 
work, she did not appreciated and do not promote this action to the employee; 
therefore, I did not feel comfortable. During my work with women managers 
there were many barriers between me as a man and these women managers. 
So I think I am more daring and creative in working with a man. Also, I 
thought that I put forward an idea or oppose or I said different opinion, the 
man manager more than welcomes these ideas and encourage me. I also noted 
that the man was more capable of decision-making compared to women. 
Women have a kind of fear of making quick decisions and being decisive. 
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Also when I make a suggestion or provide feedback to the woman manager, 
she consider these suggestions as criticism of her and her views, while the 
man welcomes these proposals and enhances them. 
Participants 5 and 6, who were both females, prefer to work with women 
managers because they believe that women gave what they could to their work, 
which make it easy to work with them. As Interviewee 5 (female) explained:  
What I remember is the desire of women managers for their commitment to 
work and complete it on time, and sacrifice, sometimes at the expense of their 
family and their home and enhances performance and sacrifice to take 
account of their employees. 
Although some participants believed that women managers should no interest in 
human relationships within organisations, the establishment of such relationships 
are a feature of the women's management (Grant, 1988). Participant 6 believed 
that is an important reason to work with women. He said: 
I prefer to work with female managers, because women managers are often 
intense on building human relations between them and the rest of the staff, 
which allows an individual to work more freely. The men managers assume 
that the employees are a group of people who should work according to the 
pattern of a particular program, while women managers tend to deal with 
employees as human beings. 
The other participants (one male and one female) consider that gender is not 
important in the selection of a manager so long as he or she has sufficient skills. 
4.1.1.3 The view of the society about women managers 
Interviews also indicated the view of society about women as managers.  Five 
participants, mostly female ( 2 males and 3 females), believe that society accepted 
the idea of women in leadership positions. They indicated that the most important 
issue is the acceptance of the society because women acquire the necessary skills 
for these positions, and they demonstrate their success in managerial positions 
through a large number of examples in the Sultanate of Oman. However, those 
participants acknowledged that there were still some people in the society who 
opposed the work of women in these positions and who believed that men were 
more competent to be managers. As Interviewee 5 (female) explained:  
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I think it is acceptable for women to be in managerial positions. There are, in 
my view, more than 97% of the members of the community who accept the 
idea of women working as managers. I do not deny that there are some 
opponents of women undertaking such roles, but I think they are a few in 
some areas and because of their faith to the idea of patriarchal society. 
Some participants support the view that some of Omani people still resist women 
being in leadership positions. They think that people still prefer men to hold these 
positions and women should work in positions that suit their nature such as 
teaching and nursing. Participants one and two believe that it is possible to divide 
society into two categories. The first category accepts women's employment in 
such positions, while the other category is opposed to the idea. As the first 
participant noted, the category that accepts the work of women is the intellectual 
class in the society, while the category representing the opposition illustrates the 
traditional attitudes of society. 
Participants also considered that there was a change in the perceptions of society 
towards women's work in managerial positions for many reasons. The first reason 
is the support that women receive from the government. The second reason is the 
law that ensures women's equal rights and duties with men. Finally, a change in 
the culture of the community and the acceptance of women's work in such 
positions also form a catalyst for women to work in these positions. 
Participant 9 explained:  
More recently, the situation is different, it is normal for women to occupy 
positions of leadership and managerial or administrative responsibility in the 
public sector in particular. As we see in the private sector that women have 
also held very sensitive positions such as in the banks or companies such as 
companies of the PDO [Petroleum Development of Oman] or companies now 
existing in the ―Shura council‖, we find the fact that now there are women 
working in administrative positions well not too bad. 
He also said:  
I think that people seemed aware of changes, and changing cultural and social 
realities about the work of women as managers. What has helped to change 
the situation is the High Commissioner of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos and the 
government that gave women a prominent place in society, and the best 
example is the symposium that was held on the issues of Omani women, and 
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also there are women working and researching in the Women‘s Rights 
Committee, and women reaching the State Council, reaching the rank of 
minister and Deputy Minister and Director. This confirms that there are 
successive victories for women in both the social and economic aspects, and 
also women working in the diplomatic corps, there are now ambassadors 
outside the Sultanate, the Sultanate‘s ambassador in the United States and 
Germany and the Netherlands. These are real examples of the success as of 
women in such positions. People‘s thinking has begun to change and they 
come to believe that women are half of the society; therefore, they must be 
involved like men in all sectors, with the reservations of some people towards 
the work of women in these positions concern, for example for religious, 
social, family and the nature of women‘s self and her psychology reasons. 
Through the findings, there did not seem to be significant influence of gender, 
work experience with women managers, and being overseas on attitudes towards 
women managers. For example, participants from both genders illustrated that 
women have the abilities and competences and that it is acceptable for them to 
work in managerial positions. Only two males thought that women were not able 
to be in leadership positions, while only one female thought that women had to 
achieve exams and training courses to be able to work in managerial positions. 
Regarding the experience variable, also there were 8 participants who believed 
that women were able to occupy such positions, while 2 participants who thought 
that it was not acceptable for women to work as manager have experience of 
working with women managers. This may reflect that the experience of working 
with women managers may have more influence on attitudes than gender variable; 
however, it is not a significant impact. Most of the participants had previously 
lived overseas, and the majority thought women could work as managers. Only 
one of participant who thought it is not acceptable for women to work in 
leadership and he had been overseas for four years. The other person with the 
negative attitudes had never been overseas.  
4.1.1.4 Competencies women need to succeed in managerial 
positions 
Participants suggested that there were several competences which could help 
women succeed in their work in leadership positions. First, they believed that 
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women had to insist on education and obtained high certificates which were 
enable women to work side by side with men in leadership positions. As a part of 
managerial position requirements, women had also to have skills to enable them 
to use the new technology and modern means of communication.  Women also 
had to learn about the experience of working in these positions from women who 
had worked in management in order to avoid negatives and mistakes they had 
made. Participants also mentioned that women had to be able to speak at least two 
or three languages, because they had to communicate with people from different 
cultures. Second, women should have the skills of decision-making. In making 
decisions women had to monitor their emotions and must base their decisions on a 
systematic and scientific process. Women should also have flexibility in their 
dealings with staff and in their decisions. A strong personality helps women to 
bear the responsibilities of these positions to treat the staff equally, and had the 
abilities to motivate their staff. Third, to focus on the requirements of managerial 
work, women should have a balance between the demands of work and 
responsibilities of home and family. Finally, women should benefit from the 
presence of men in managerial positions and take advantage of the experience 
gained by men rather than engage in conflict with them to fill these positions. 
They have to believe that each and every one of them complements the other work 
in these positions. 
4.1.2 The second theme:  Managers’ communication competences  
Participants also asserted their perceptions about the communication competences 
of Omani women. First, they described the communication competences that 
should be obtained by managers in general. Second, they provided their opinions 
about communication competencies of Omani women managers. 
4.1.2.1 Communication competencies required for managers  
Participants emphasised that managers must have communication skills to 
succeed in their work. Managers, first, have to make the aim of their 
communication clear to others, as they should deliver a message that is easy, clear 
and understandable. They also have to be good speakers and listeners to be able to 
communicate with employees without any barriers. They also mentioned that 
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managers have to be close to their staff and listen to their opinions without any 
bias. Managers also communicate with people from different cultures; therefore, 
they must be able to have the ability, knowledge, and language to communicate. 
They also have to be able to talk, explain, and negotiate within groups of people. 
Finally, they need to have the abilities required to use new technology such as 
phones, computers, the internet and email. As participant six observed: 
The manager has to be a good discussant, able to deliver messages to 
employees in an easy and understandable way, and able to give explanations 
to large groups. The leader has to be a good listener to the views and ideas of 
others, able to accept feedback from them and understand their needs, and 
also be able to use new media effectively such as the Internet, email, phone 
and other means. In addition a manager has to be competent in written 
communication and to respond to official correspondence received.    
4.1.2.2 Communication competences of Omani women 
managers 
The majority of participants agreed that, generally, women managers in the 
Sultanate of Oman possess the communication competencies required for 
managerial positions. Omani women managers have obtained these skills, 
according to participant 1, through the work stages they passed through until they 
reached the leadership positions. They also mentioned that some Omani women 
often possessed more of these skills more than men managers, and with the 
passage of time they will overcome the communication difficulties which they 
face. Interviewee 6 (female) explained: 
I think that women managers in the Sultanate of Oman have a good number 
of these skills, which no doubt they gained through the stages of study and 
training which they are now getting. But there remain some difficulties faced 
by women in the process of the communication. For example, we live in a 
patriarchal society, with a predominantly male labour sector, so it is difficult 
for women to have a dialogue among a large number of men. Also, managers 
in the Sultanate of Oman need time to acquire the necessary expertise to 
continue to work with all segments and all the communication skills required. 
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With the passage of time, women in the Sultanate of Oman will be able to 
gain these competencies. 
However, participants also observed a number of communication competencies 
lacking in women in the Sultanate of Oman. According to the participants, some 
women managers in Oman lacked in self-confidence and courage in dialogue and 
speaking in large groups, especially, when most of audience surrounding women 
managers are males. They were also impulsive and had a quick reaction in some 
situations without thinking. Some women managers were also arrogant when they 
have authority; therefore, they did not listen to the opinions of others. 
Furthermore, some participants mentioned that women require much explanation 
to deliver a simple idea. However, a majority of the participants believed the main 
reason for the existence of such difficulties was a lack of the work experience of 
women managers, and with the passage of time and more experience, these 
difficulties will disappear. 
Participants also made comparisons between the competencies of communication 
of male and female managers. They was a wide variation in their views about who 
had more efficient components than the other and in the quality of these 
competencies, while some believe that there is no difference in the competencies 
of communication between males and females. The participants pointed out that, 
male managers, on the one hand, are more able to manage dialogue and 
communicate with large groups compared to women managers. They are also 
better at written communication and accepting feedback from others, and they 
tend to take shortcuts when giving their messages at work. As participant five 
said: 
I think that men have greater confidence than women in the field of 
management, which is reflected in their communication, as well as the force 
of their personalities which also plays a role in the way of dialogue. Men, in 
my view are more persuasive and this may be due to the number of men in 
most meetings compared to women. For example, you may attend a meeting, 
with eight men when there is one woman director and this undoubtedly is 
reflected in the style of dialogue of each of them. 
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Women managers, on the other hand, are better in language skills and verbal 
fluency than men. They are also more interested to communicate with their staff 
and inform them of the work goals. Finally, the participants mentioned that 
women managers have more ability in written and oral communication. While the 
remaining participants (2 males and 2 females) stated that there is no difference in 
communication competencies between male and female managers. The 
competencies where male managers could excel over females are only because of 
years of study, work and travel, which male managers have, and over time, 
women will have these competencies and then perhaps will be superior to men. As 
participant two explained: 
I do not think that there are differences in skills between men and women, but 
women lack the experience to be able to keep up with the efficiency of men. 
With the passage of time they will acquire these skills and perhaps will 
become superior to men. 
4.1.3 The third theme: The future of women managers 
In this theme participants focused on the ambitions and the supports of the Omani 
government for women to work in managerial positions. 
4.1.3.1 The ambitions of Omani women  
The interviews also indicate the views of participants about the future of women 
as managers in the Sultanate of Oman. All participants agreed that most Omani 
women had the ambition to work in managerial and leadership positions. Omani 
women want to prove themselves through success in such positions. In addition, 
they want to prove to the society that they had the competencies, capabilities, and 
skills necessary to work in these positions just as men do. Interviewee 1 (male) 
explained: 
Women work hard and they show their ability more than most men do; 
because the opportunity is automatically available for men, but for women to 
reach managerial positions they have to adapt in their work with these 
challenges surrounding them; because there is difficulty in accepting women 
as heads of administrative positions. 
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Participants also suggested that there were several factors prompting women to 
aspire to work in these positions. The first factor was the governmental support 
and the equality between women and men in rights, duties, and privileges. The 
second reason was that women now were able to learn and gain the highest 
educational certificates which enable them to work in these positions. The third 
reason was the changes on society‘s perception, and the awareness of the 
importance of women‘s work in these positions because they represent half of 
society. Finally, the existence of several models of women managers in Oman, 
who have been successful in filling such positions, form an incentive for women 
to follow them and run the same experience. Participant five said: 
Earlier, women were avoiding work in such positions, for several reasons. 
First, due to a preference for her responsibilities in the home and family to 
work. Second, fear of the responsibilities of this type of work and the fear of 
failure and linking these positions to positions of patriarchy form a barrier 
between women and these positions. Now, several of the models have been 
successful in this area, and this situation has encouraged women to compete 
with men, the support of the government, and the equality with men in rights 
and duties. 
Two of the male participants considered that Omani women still did not have 
enough ambition to work in leadership positions and the care of families and 
houses still has priority over employment in such positions. As participant eleven 
indicated:  
From my point of view, I think that most women in the Sultanate avoid 
working in these positions, for the reasons mentioned previously. Especially, 
family reasons where she prefers her family over work as well as some 
customs and traditions and perceptions, sometimes these reasons make 
women avoid these positions.    
4.1.3.2 The governmental support  
All participants pointed out that the Omani women receive support and 
encouragements from the Government of the Sultanate of Oman to be able to 
work in managerial positions. 
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The types of support mentioned by the participants included: to the stated equality 
between men and women in rights and duties and privileges without 
discrimination. The second type of support was the seminars and discussions on 
the status of women in the Sultanate of Oman to discuss the problems and 
obstacles that stand in the way of women‘s full representation in the community, 
commensurate with being half of society. The third is the identification of the17th 
of October of every year to be the day of Omani women. The fourth is the enact 
many of laws that ensure women‘s employment in all sectors, without hindrance. 
Finally, guarantee the equality of women and men in education and training 
opportunities without discrimination. Participant nine indicated: 
First, raising the status of women continues the promotion of women through 
seminars and giving them the opportunity to work in leadership positions. 
Holding seminars to study the situation of women in Oman. For example, the 
last seminar of Omani women. Declaring ―the Day of Omani Women‖ to be 
celebrated on October 17 is also an incentive to them. Inclusion of women in 
the Commission on Human Rights, which was formed by His Majesty.  
Provision of an opportunity for women to work in the public and private 
sectors, because women are taking their natural place to work within the 
Omani society as a strategic partner for men in these positions. Finally, 
equality between men and women in terms of salaries and training, 
opportunities and rewards. The area is open, without a preference, for men 
and women to participate in. 
All participants also believed that the government support to Omani women is 
sufficient and there is no need for more encouragements at this stage. Women in 
Oman have a full opportunity to get to these positions by demonstrating their 
abilities and their competencies to take advantage of all opportunities available to 
them by the government and the community to work side by side with men in all 
positions and sectors. Interviewee 5 (female) said: 
I do not think that there is a need for more support. Omani women have been 
able to take their rightful place in a relatively short time compared to the rest 
of the nations that preceded the Sultanate's development. But in order for 
women's access to reach the same extent as that gained by men, they need 
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more time. Over this time women will share with men in all acts of leadership 
and who knows perhaps surpass them if they proved their efficiency at work. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter I have presented the findings of the research into attitudes of Omani 
women as managers and the perceptions of their communication competencies. 
The results illustrate that people in the Sultanate of Oman, generally, were positive 
towards women managers and their communication competencies. In both 
qualitative and quantitative analyses there are no significant influences of gender 
or experience of working with women managers in these perceptions. The results 
also indicated that there is a weak correlation between the two attitudes and 
perceptions of communication competencies.   
In the next chapter I discuss the findings and linking them to the literature 
reviewed in Chapter Two.  
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Chapter Five 
Discussion 
This study explored the attitudes of Omani women managers and perceptions of 
their communication competencies. It also examined the influence of gender and 
working experience with women managers. Finally, it examined the relationship 
between perceptions of women managers and perceptions of their communication 
competences. In this part of the study, I discuss the results and link them with the 
results of previous studies in chapter two.  
5.1 Omani women as managers in the Sultanate of Oman 
The study revealed a number of issues related to Omani women as managers. 
These issues are of interest to the Omani society, in general, and jointly women 
and the Omani government, in particular. The results showed the presence of some 
obstacles, despite the support found for women, still restrict the representation of 
women in these positions. These findings were discussed in the following sections 
with regarding to the results of literature. 
5.1.1 Individuals and social points of view about women managers 
The first research question in this study was: what are the attitudes of the Omani 
people towards women as managers, and are there differences according to gender 
and work experience in these attitudes? 
 
The findings of this study indicated that Omani people held positive attitudes 
towards women managers. This result was drawn from both quantitative and 
qualitative analyses. Fifty nine percent of the questionnaire respondents showed 
positive attitudes towards Omani women managers, and most male and female 
respondents to the qualitative component believe that it is acceptable for women 
to work in positions of leadership. This finding is consistent with other research, 
which found that people have positive attitudes towards women managers, such as 
Chow (1995) in Hong Kong, Cordano, Scherer, and Owen (2002) in the United 
States and Chile, Beutell (1984) with American business undergraduate and MBA 
students, Guney, et al (2006) with Pakistani people. However, these results are not 
consistent with some other studies, for example, Mihail‘s (2006a) with 
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undergraduate students in Greece and Liff, et al (1997) in the UK. A possible 
explanation for this is that studies such as (Dubno, 1985; Eagly & Mladinic, 1994; 
Ginige, 2007; Hayes & Allinson, 2004; Kellerman & Rhode, 2007; Maher, 1997; 
Mihail, 2006a, 2006b; Schein & Mueller, 1992; Terborg, Peters, Ilgen, & Smith, 
1977) show people‘s attitudes are usually influenced by their stereotypes and their 
perceptions.  
 
The participants in this study showed positive attitudes and perceptions towards 
women as managers. For example, based on the results of interviews, respondents 
believe Omani women have sufficient skills to be managers. They also believe 
that women possess the competencies of communication which qualify them to 
work in such positions. The most important thing is that they believe that women 
are able to be managers because of the recent success of many women as both 
government ministers and ambassadors in Oman. These stereotypes generated 
positive attitudes towards women as managers. In addition, they believe that the 
perceptions of society towards women's work in managerial positions have 
changed because of the support that women receive from the government, the law 
that ensures women's equal rights and duties with men, changes in the culture of 
the community and the acceptance of women's work in such positions. 
 
In terms of the influence of gender and experience of working with women, the 
results show that there is no significant influence for either gender or experience 
on attitudes towards women managers. This result is in agreement with Chow 
(1995), in terms of genders influence on attitudes. The result also partly agrees 
with Mihail, (2006) who concluded that there was a significant influence of 
genders on attitudes while experience of working with women managers has no 
significant influence on attitudes. The result disagrees with studies by Bowen, 
Yan Wu, Hwang, and Scherer (2007); Cordano, Scherer, Owen (2002); Mostafa 
(2005); Prime, Jonsen, Carten, and Maznevski (2008); and Wheeless and 
Berryman-Fink (1985) in that these studies show gender to be a significant factor 
in influencing attitudes. A possible explanation for this finding is that, when 
women obtain the opportunity to work in leadership positions, they work to prove 
their abilities and to prove that women are able to work in these positions just as 
men are. These efforts of women in their managerial work could influence 
people‘s perceptions, stereotypes, and attitudes of women managers. Another 
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possible explanation is that, as mentioned previously, in Oman there are recently 
many women in public leadership positions. These women have proven the 
efficiency of women in leadership. Furthermore, there is an annual meeting 
conducted with the public in Majles Al shura (the Consulative Council) which 
allows most people to have a reasonable idea about the efforts made by woman in 
order to succeed in leadership positions. This has led to a change in perceptions 
regardless of gender experience with women in managerial positions. 
5.1.2 Factors of under-representation of women in managerial 
positions  
The study also found that educational, managerial (professional), 
psychological, familial, societal, and religious factors play an important role in 
the representation of women in leadership positions in the Sultanate of Oman. 
First, in terms of educational and professional factors, participants indicated 
that the delay in the participation of women in education was a factor for their 
delayed participation in the work. This result is in agreement with Al-Lamki 
(1999), Al Khaduri (2007), and Donn and Issan (2007). All of these studies 
mentioned that there were no schools for girls until 1970; women were not able 
to go to school and they were obliged to do the housework. This situation led to 
several managerial consequences which influence the representation of women 
in leadership. First, this situation makes for more men than women in the 
workforce and managerial positions. Therefore, men acquired much experience 
that made them further qualified and the preference to some of those 
responsible, who still make a link between men and managerial positions. 
Second, women, in contrast, are seen to lack the work experience, personality, 
and skills which are required to such positions. Nowadays, there is a significant 
increase in number of women in these positions as the number of graduates has 
increased and women have started to gain the necessary expertise to work in 
managerial positions. This interpretation was supported by the participants. 
Most of the participants pointed out that the status of women in the Sultanate of 
Oman has had a significant change in terms of an increase in the number of 
female graduates, representation of women in the labour force, and their 
success in managerial positions. This interpretation is also in agreement with 
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Claes (1999) and Olsson & Walker (2003) who attributed an under-
representation of women to a lack of experience of women in the workforce. 
 
The findings of this study also indicated that there are some psychological 
factors that affect the work of women as managers. These psychological factors 
are the fear of failure in these positions because of the large number of 
responsibilities attached to the positions and the impact of pregnancy, 
childbirth and the menstrual cycle. This result is in agreement with Claes‘s 
(1999) findings which showed that women lack confidence and aspirations, 
seek approval, and fear of abuse of power. It also agreed with Guney et al 
(2006) who believe that women cannot undertake managerial responsibilities 
because they are not well educated or experienced. One explanation for this is 
that, as is mentioned in Guney et al (2006) women lack experience which is 
required for leadership positions because they will take these responsibilities 
on for first time. We can conclude that at the current stage it is better to 
increase training and give women time to gain experience rather than increase 
their number in such positions, which could lead to adverse consequences in 
the case of women serving in these positions without the accumulation of 
necessary expertise. 
This study also revealed that family and social perceptions have an important 
effect on the representation of women in managerial positions in Oman. As 
already mentioned in Chapter 4, some Omani people still resist women accessing 
leadership positions. They think that people still prefer men to hold these 
positions and women should work in positions that suit their nature better such as 
teaching and nursing. They also mentioned that women preferred to remain in 
other work in order to provide adequate attention to their families and homes due 
to Islamic and Eastern culture, which make the concerns of the home and children 
a woman‘s responsibility. These findings are consistent with other findings (for 
example, Guney et al, 2006; Owen and Todor‘s, 1993; Ross, 2008; Smith, 2008). 
These studies indicated that women are likely to place work considerations after 
family demands and they prefer to spend most of their time looking after their 
children and their families rather than at work outside the home.  
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One explanation of these results, which Smith (2008) highlighted, is that the 
changes in economics, culture, and politics have enabled and encouraged the 
education and economic independence of women. These changes have 
transformed the position and perception of women throughout the world. Liff, 
Worrall, and Cooper (1997) also believe that there are significant changes in 
attitudes towards women as managers. In recent decades, this new way of 
perceiving women has only started to reach populations in most Muslim countries. 
Omani society is still passing through a transitional period. As previously 
mentioned in Chapters One and Two, Omani women started their participation in 
education and the workforce after 1970. Additionally, perceptions, stereotypes, 
and attitudes have changed since this time, as confirmed by one of the participants 
in the study (as mentioned in chapter 4), he said:       
I think if you asked such a question 20 years ago the answer would have been 
that it is not acceptable for women to be in managerial positions as our 
society is masculine, and considers the role of women to be in her home and 
with her children. Now, thanks to a government policy that works to provide 
opportunities and support for women to prove themselves and to work 
together with men, I think it is accepted for women to work as leaders, just as 
it is for men and to prove themselves and their efficiency. 
 
Participants also provided another important explanation of these changes to the 
society. Interviewee 12 mentioned that it is possible to divide society into two 
categories in terms of women's work as a manager. The first category is the 
category of intellectuals, who grew up in the era of education after 1970; he thinks 
they are not opposed to the employment of women in managerial positions. The 
second category is the general public and they are still, for social reasons, opposed 
to women working as managers. Women's participation in education and entry 
into the workforce helped markedly to change some perceptions which were 
prevalent in society, although there are groups in society still that hold different 
ideas. 
The findings of this study have shown that some participants believe that the 
teachings of the Islamic religion and their understanding of the text of the Holy 
Quran may make some women avoid working in managerial positions. This 
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avoidance is due to the unwillingness of some women (or their relatives) to 
participate with men in the same work and mix with them because there are some 
texts in the religion, which refer to the separation of men from women at work. 
The same influence of the Islamic religion has been mentioned in many studies 
(for example, Al-Lamki, 1999; Marmenout, 2009; Smith, 2008; Sidani, 2004; 
Sidani & Gardner, 2000; Smith, 1979; Syed, 2007). A possible explanation for 
these findings is that some people in the society still believe that women should 
not work with men; therefore, they have to avoid such positions. Some people, on 
the other hand, hold different perceptions and they believe that as a result of the 
economic and social changes of the society, women‘s paid work has became 
necessary to satisfy the requirements of life. Also, women are already now 
working with men in organisations, there is no difference between the work in 
managerial positions and other work. Some participants also believe that women 
should work only as educational or health managers, as these jobs deal with 
people from same gender. The question than is, once there are sufficient numbers 
in such jobs, do women have to stop working? Generally, such perceptions still 
prevent some women for working in managerial positions because of whether by 
their own choice or their relatives. 
 
Generally, these obstacles are common factors which could face women in 
different communities as indicated in the literature review. Most of these studies 
pointed to the existence of these perceptions and stereotypes in many countries 
such as Greece, the United States, Britain, and some Arab and Islamic countries. 
The results also suggest that such obstacles do not constitute a real impediment in 
the presence of continued government support for women and, if there is gender 
equality and women‘s success  that take advantage of the opportunities available 
to them, they would prove their abilities and efficiency in managerial work. As 
Participants also pointed out, from their point of view, women have to acquire 
experience, which is the fundamental difference between women and men due to 
the earlier presence of men in such positions and due to delays in women‘s 
education in Oman. 
The findings also indicated that both gender and experience of working with 
women managers have no significant influence on attitudes towards women 
managers.  
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5.1.3 Factors which assist women to move into managerial positions 
The results suggested that there are several factors which could assist women to 
progress into leadership positions. First, women have to gain good qualifications 
by obtaining higher educational certification. It can be noted here that the 
participants linked between the past, present and future for women as managers. 
They mentioned that the delay in the education of women was a factor in the 
delay in their entering the managerial workforce. Therefore, they believe this is 
the main reason for the under-representation of women in management. This 
result is in agreement with Al-Lamki (1999); Al Khaduri (2007); and Donn and 
Issan (2007) who showed that women's access to education and access to the 
necessary expertise will lead them into leadership.  Second, women have to obtain 
a number of skills like the use of modern technology in communication, flexibility 
in decision-making, and personnel skills to enable them to successfully enter 
management. 
These skills, from the perspective of the participants, are basic skills for 
managers. Whatever the gender, managers will need knowledge of new 
technology in their communication with others. Participants in this research, 
through their experiences of working with different managers noted the lack of 
such skills in some managers, when they believe these skills are the key to the 
success of any manager in his work. 
5.2 Women managers’ communication competencies: 
This study also examined the Omani people‘s perceptions of women managers‘ 
communication competence, and the differences according to gender and work 
experience with this perception of women as managers‘ communication 
competence. The findings of this study show that Omani people believe that 
managers have to be good communicators. The participants indicated that 
managers have to possess good communication skills to succeed in their work. 
Managers have to make the aim of their communication clear to others, and their 
message has to be easy, clear and understandable. They also have to be good 
speakers and listeners to be able to communicate with employees without any 
barriers. They also mentioned that managers have to be close to their staff and 
listen to their opinions without any bias between them. Managers also 
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communicate with people from different cultures therefore they must have the 
ability, knowledge, and language to communicate. They also have to be able to 
talk, explain, and negotiate within groups of people. Finally they need to have the 
abilities required to use new technology such as phones, computers, the internet 
and email.  
The findings indicated that Omani people held positive perceptions about Omani 
women managers‘ communication competences. This result was supported by 
both quantitative and qualitative data. The percentage of agreement on the 
WMCCS at all levels of acceptance (approval) was 53.8%, while the 
disagreement percentage was 37.5%. The results also showed that gender had no 
significant influence p.Value (.925) >.05 on perceptions of women managers‘ 
communication competencies, while there was a significant effect of experience 
of working with women managers on these perceptions. These findings partially 
agree with Wheeless and Berryman-Fink‘s (1985) findings which showed that 
female respondents, in American community, perceived that women managers 
had greater communication competence than did male respondents. In the 
Wheeless and Berryman-Fink‘s study, participants who had worked with/for 
women managers presented more positive attitudes towards women as managers 
and their communication competences than those who did not have such 
experiences. One possible explanation for these findings is that as one participant 
mentioned, most women who reached leadership positions had participated in the 
various administrative posts before arriving at these positions, which provided 
experience in communicating with others and, because men started to work earlier 
than women, they have more experience. Another possible explanation is that 
women who have reached these positions have had to pass many tests until they 
were selected; therefore, women in these positions should obtain these skills and 
experience. Furthermore, while in these positions, they also gained the 
opportunity to attend many training courses in various management and 
communication skills. 
However, the results indicated that women still lack leadership communication 
skills compared with men; this was also found by Penley et al. (1991), who found 
that females generally reported poorer communication skills when compared with 
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males. Women managers have to gain self-confidence and they have a quick 
reaction in some situations without thinking. Some women managers are also 
arrogant when they have authority; therefore, they do not listen to the opinions of 
others. The results also indicated that women engaged in detailed explanation to 
deliver a simple idea. This is explained by the fact that women in the Sultanate of 
Oman have only reached the managerial level very recently, and they require 
several years to obtain experience. Therefore, the emergence of such results is 
justified recently. Some participants in the study explained that most obstacles 
appear in the women managers way as a result of their presence in the male 
dominated workplace, make them fall into such errors in their positions. 
According to the participants, a woman manager may attend a meeting and there 
are a large number of men without the presence of any other woman, she is likely 
to be intimated, and this could affect her performance. 
5.3 The future of women managers in the Sultanate of Oman 
Although most previous studies indicated that among the commonly held 
stereotypes about women, including that they do not have enough ambition to 
work in managerial positions, the results of this study show that most Omani 
women have the ambition to work in managerial and leadership positions. They 
want to prove themselves through success in such positions, and they have the 
competencies, capabilities, and skills necessary to work in these positions just as 
men do. This result is supported by the quantitative result. Both genders (2.40 and 
3.09 respectively) disagreed with item 17 of WAMS scale, which stated that 
―women are not ambitious enough to be successful in the business world‖. This 
result is in disagreement with Guney et al. (2006), who found that women lack the 
necessary drive to succeed in business because they work for supplemental 
income. Many stereotypes also perceive women as a lack of ambition to reach 
senior managerial posts. 
 
 However, this result is in agreement with Budhwar et al, (2005). The situation 
has changed now, according to Budhwar et al, women in India are leaving their 
homes in order to search of work for two reasons-economic necessity and 
fulfilment of-ambitions while women with higher education have exposed a 
greater desire for independence and a greater degree of eagerness to undertake 
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managerial roles. ―They have become more career-oriented, ambitious and aspire 
to rise rapidly up the organisation ladder‖ (Budhwar et al, 2005, p. 186). The 
reasons for this desire of Omani women in managerial work are, first, they have 
seen they can participate in the workforce, after getting an education. Second, 
women who complete their study and obtain higher certifications such as doctoral 
and masters degrees are often promoted into good administrative positions in the 
Sultanate of Oman. The third reason is the economic independence of women in 
many cases, as well as the adoption by some families of women's work the 
opposite of what was formerly a single dependence on men. Another explanation 
of this result is, as Maddock and Parkin (1994) claim, that the perceptions of 
women create a myth about women in their work environment, which determines 
women‘s expectations, sense of ambition and general confidence. Those who 
believe that women lack ambition must understand the sources from which 
ambition springs and how it can be thwarted. Most studies indicate that male 
managers think that women lack ambition, while the majority of women said they 
lacked encouragement and ―were waiting for the ‗green light‘ to contemplate 
promotion as a possibility‖ (Maddock & Parkin, 1994, p. 31). 
 
In addition, Pringle (2006) argues that government legislations play an important 
role in diversity within organisations: ―Legislation both leads and reflects popular 
opinion and it is a guide for normative action in organisations‖ (p. 10). The 
enactment of legislation, to some extent, can change behaviour, attitudes and 
values, and it also provides a significant indicator about the aspirations of 
societies.  
 
 From these statements it is clear that the work environment plays an important 
role in women ambition. The results of this study indicated that women obtain 
great support from the government of the Sultanate of Oman and also there were 
positive attitudes from both genders towards women managers. This led to the 
creation of good work environment for women, which helped to show the extent 
of women's ambition to work in managerial positions. 
 
Findings also illustrated that women in the Sultanate of Oman obtain support and 
encouragement from the Omani government. Although the literature, suggest that 
women in many countries are exposed to different types of discrimination (e. g., 
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Blum, Fields, & Goodman (1994); Gelfand, & Nishii (2007); Heilman (1997); 
Owen & Todor (1993); Maznevski (2008); and Prime, Jonsen, Carter, &; 
Tharenou (1999)), the findings of this study showed that women in Oman have 
many advantages. The government of the Sultanate of Oman has made a great 
efforts and to encourage women to be part of the development process. For 
example, women in Oman enjoy equal opportunities with their male counterparts 
in both social and economical life. They also have full civil and political rights, 
including the right to take part in elections, and they can have membership on the 
Consultative Council (Majlis A‘Shura) and State Council (Majlis A‘Dawla). 
These results are supported by Al-Lamki, (1999) and Al Khaduri, (2007). 
However, the findings showed that, according to the participants, although women 
obtain plenty of support, there are many difficulties which have limited the 
representation of women in managerial positions. These results show that there 
are aspects where women are still in need of further support. For example, some 
participants mentioned that women lack some managerial competencies such as 
self-confidence and some communication skills. We can conclude from this that 
women still require further support and training to be equipped to work in such 
positions. The government also have to use the media to amend some of the 
prevailing stereotypes about women.  
5.4 Relationship between attitudes of women managers and 
perceptions of their communication competences  
This investigation also examined the relationship between attitudes of women 
managers and perceptions of their communication competences. The findings 
showed there is a significant relationship between perceptions of women 
managers and perceptions of their communication competences. This result 
provided support for the study of Wheeless and Berryman-Fink (1985), which 
concluded with the same result. However, these findings are not consistent with 
Bhatnagar and Swamy (1995) which indicated that there is no relationship 
between interactions with women managers and attitudes towards women 
managers. This disagreement of results may be due to the different instruments 
used in those studies. The current study and Wheeless and Berryman-Fink (1985) 
used the WAMS and the WMCCS, while Bhatnagar and Swamy (1995) used the 
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WAMS and scales of frequencies and satisfaction to measure the interaction and 
satisfaction with interaction. 
5.5 The influence of gender and experience. 
The results indicated that there is no significant influence for gender and 
experience of working with women in attitudes of women managers. These results 
are in agreement with Duehr and Bono (2006), Bhatnagar and Swamy (1995), and 
Mihail‘s (2006a) findings, which showed that there are no significant differences 
on variables such as age, work experience and cooperation with regard to female 
managers. A possible explanation for these findings is that most participants held 
positive attitudes towards women managers, because most women who have 
reach managerial positions achieved most of the skills and abilities required for 
these positions. 
 
The findings also illustrated that gender has no significant impact on perceptions 
of women managers‘ communication competences, while the experience of 
working with women managers has a significant influence on these perceptions. 
This may be attribute to the fact that people who work with women managers can 
obtain a good idea about women‘s communication competences and this 
experience of working with women managers provide an opportunity for them to 
know more about women managers‘ communication skills. 
5.6 Summary  
The above discussion has affirmed much of the current perceptions about women 
managers in the Sultanate of Oman, and juxtaposed the findings of this study with 
the literature. The findings indicated that Omani people hold positive attitudes 
towards women managers and have positive perceptions about their 
communication competences. They also think there are several stumbling blocks, 
such as social stereotypes and managerial abilities, on women‘s path to 
managerial positions. Finally, they believe that Omani women have sufficient 
aspirations and encouragements to be in leadership positions. 
 
In the concluding chapter, further suggestions will be provided for future research 
as well as recommendations about what can be done to address the issues of 
women managers in the Sultanate of Oman.  
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Chapter Six 
Conclusion 
This chapter provides a summary of the findings of the study followed by the 
limitations of the study. Recommendations for women‘s advancement and the 
need for further research are mentioned, and the conclusion. 
6.1 Summary of the findings 
This study contributes to the existing literature by providing new knowledge to 
the international body of literature on attitudes towards Omani women and 
perceptions of their communication competences. The study has shown that 
although Omani people have positive attitudes towards women working as 
managers, they still believe that women could face many barriers to reach an 
equal representation in managerial positions. Factors such as the level of 
education and training, managerial abilities, psychological, family and social, and 
religious factors could play an important role in explaining the under-
representation of women in leadership position.  
 
One of the more significant finding to emerge from this study is that there were a 
large number of requirements for women managers in terms of both managerial 
and communication abilities. The participants in this study suggested enabling 
women to work in leadership positions means they have to obtain high certificates 
to be able do these jobs well. They also have to increase their experience of 
working in these positions in order to avoid repeating the mistakes they have 
made. Participants also mentioned that women have to speak at least two or three 
languages, because they will communicate with people from different cultures. 
They also should have skills in decision-making and they need to monitor their 
emotions in their decisions. Women should also have flexibility in their dealings 
with staff and in their decisions. Finally, they require a strong personality to help 
them to fulfil the responsibilities of these positions and to treat the staff fairly. 
 
In terms of communication skills, women need skills which enable them to use 
new technology and modern means of communication. They also have to make 
the aim of their communication clear to others, as they should deliver a message 
that is easy, clear and understandable. They have to be good speakers and listeners 
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to be able to communicate with employees without any barriers. Because 
managers have to communicate with people from different cultures, women must 
be able to have the ability, knowledge, and language to communicate with these 
groups effectively. They also have to be able to talk, explain, and negotiate within 
groups of people. 
 
The second major finding was that Omani women have enough ambition and 
support from the Omani government, so they only require good qualification, 
work experience, time, and training to achieve equal representation with men. 
There also needs to be some modification of some social stereotypes about 
women managers, such as men have more abilities than women or that women 
characteristics are not suitable to hold managerial positions or preserving women 
as solely mothers and wives. 
 
Finally, the results showed that there is a significant relationship between 
perceptions of women managers and perceptions about their communication 
competences. It can be concluded from this point that the skills of communication 
which women managers present could influence the attitudes of people towards 
women managers, and familiarly and improvement of these skills will be a good 
way to modify the negative perceptions.  
6.2 Limitations of the Study 
As with other studies, this study admittedly has certain limitations. The first 
limitation is that this study conducted over a limited period between 2009 and 
2010, and using questionnaires and semi-structured interviews to collect the 
information. The current study included the attitudes towards women managers in 
the Ministry of Higher Education. The attitudes of people from other ministries 
and other sectors may or may not be similar to those employees working in the 
Ministry of Higher Education. The second limitation is the size of the survey 
sample, which was 208, so some caution should be exercised in generalising the 
results to other societies.  Finally, the study focused on measuring only attitudes 
and perceptions but not real behaviour towards women managers.   
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6.3 Further research 
Firstly, further research could be done on the same topic but on a larger scale, to 
include people from different ministries and other government organisations. 
 
Secondly, further research could be done to examine the attitudes towards women 
managers in private sectors in order to make a comparison between situation of 
women in both the private and the public sectors in Oman. 
 
Thirdly, further research could be carried out on the same topic but focusing on 
the experiences of women managers in order to examine the influence of these 
attitudes and perceptions on their working lives. 
6.4 Recommendations 
The findings of this study have a number of important implications for future 
practice which are outlined below. 
1. It is recommended that the attitudes towards women managers within the 
ranks of decision-makers in Oman be addressed, in order to examine if 
they still associate men with managerial positions, and if men are still the 
favourite to fill top positions. 
2. It is also recommended that the experience of women managers be 
addressed to explore their challenges, needs, and how they think other 
people perceive them. 
3. It is recommended that the government address the lack of skills and 
abilities women have and, as a part of the support for women managers, 
provide training courses to develop the skills of women in managerial 
positions. 
4. Finally, it is recommended that awareness-raising programs be conducted 
to highlight the importance of working of women in managerial positions, 
and what women can provide to organisations. These programs could also 
play a role in modifying the negative stereotypes prevalent in society 
about women's management.  
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1. The Survey in English 
 
SURVEY ON ATITITUDES TOWARDS WOMEN MANAGERS 
Thank you for participating in this survey. The aim of the research is to find out 
Omani people‘s attitudes towards women managers and perceptions of their 
communication competencies. This questionnaire has three sections. Section 1 
consists of general questions about you. Section 2 contains a set of questions to 
measure how you feel about women managers in general. Section 3 contains 
another set of questions, to find out what you think about women managers‘ 
communication competencies. The two sets of questions used in this questionnaire 
are well-established scales that have been successfully used in many similar 
research studies.  
There are no right or wrong answers. The survey seeks to find out YOUR 
opinions, feelings, or ideas. So please be honest. The responses you give are 
anonymous (please do not write your name on the questionnaire) and confidential. 
The data provided by respondents will be treated collectively and will be used for 
scientific research purposes only. 
SECTION 1: Information about You 
Please tick the box that represents your answer or write in the space provided as 
appropriate. 
1. What is your gender? 
 1.  Male     [    ]               2. Female    [    ] 
 
2. What age group do you belong to? 
1. 20-29    [    ]              
2. 30-39    [    ]              
3. 40-49    [    ] 
4. 50- or above  [    ]                           
 
3. What is your position? 
119 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
4. What is your highest level of educational qualification? 
1. Pre-university [    ]               2.  Graduate   [    ]           3.  Post-graduate 
[    ]    
5. Have you ever studied or worked overseas? 
1. Yes [       ] (please go to question 6) 
2. No  [       ] (Please go to question 7) 
6. If you have studied or worked overseas, please state below the country (or 
countries), the purpose (study or work), and the overall length of stay 
(years or months). 
(a) Countries _________________________________________ 
(b) Purpose __________________________________________ 
(c) Length of stay overseas _______________________________ 
7. Have you ever worked with or for women managers? 
1. Yes [       ]  (Please go to question 8) 
2. No  [       ]  (Please go to question section 2) 
8. How many women managers have you worked with/for?  
______________________ 
9. Approximately for how long altogether? 
             ______________________ years ________________ months 
 
10. In general, on a scale of 1 to 5, how satisfying was your experience 
working with/for women managers (1 being ―not satisfying at all‖ and 5 
being ―very satisfying‖)? 
____________________________ 
SECTION 2: The Women as Managers Scale (WAMS) 
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement below 
by placing a tick (√) in the box that represents your feeling. 
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1  It is less desirable for women than men to 
have a job that requires responsibility.  
       
2  Women have the objectivity required to 
evaluate business situations properly.  
       
3  Challenging work is more important to 
men than it is to women.  
       
4 Men and women should be given equal 
opportunity for participation in 
management training programs 
       
5  Women have the capability to acquire the 
necessary skills to be successful managers. 
       
6 On the average, women managers are less 
capable of contributing to an organisation's 
overall goals than are men. 
       
7 It is not acceptable for women to assume 
leadership roles as often as men. 
       
8 The business community should someday 
accept women in key managerial positions.  
       
9 Society should regard work by female 
managers as valuable as work by male 
managers.  
       
10  It is acceptable for women to compete 
with men for top executive positions.  
       
11  The possibility of pregnancy does not 
make women less desirable employees 
than men.  
       
12 Women would no more allow their 
emotions to influence their managerial 
behaviour than would men.  
       
13  Problems associated with menstruation 
should not make women less desirable than 
men as managers.  
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14  To be a successful executive, a woman 
does not have to sacrifice some of her 
femininity.  
       
15  On the average, a woman who stays at 
home all the time with her children is a 
better mother than a woman who works 
outside the home at least half time.  
       
16  Women are less capable of learning 
mathematical and mechanical skills than 
are men.  
       
17 Women are not ambitious enough to be 
successful in the business world. 
       
18   Women cannot be assertive in business 
situations that demand it. 
       
19   Women possess the self-confidence 
required of a good leader. 
       
20   Women are not competitive enough to be 
successful in the business world.  
       
21  Women cannot be aggressive in business 
situations that demand it.  
       
 
SECTION 3: Women Managers Communication Competencies Scale (WMCCS) 
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement below 
by placing a tick (√) in the box that represents your feeling. 
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1. Women managers generally are good 
listeners.  
       
2. Women managers generally have adequate 
writing skills. 
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3. Women managers generally lack verbal 
communication skills.  
       
4. Women managers generally lack nonverbal 
communication skills. 
       
5. Women managers generally have pleasing 
voice qualities. 
       
6. Women managers generally are skilled in 
showing empathy/sympathy to others. 
       
7. Women managers generally have difficulty 
keeping listeners‘ attention. 
       
8. Women managers generally have difficulty 
giving feedback to others. 
       
9. Women managers generally are skilled in 
showing concern and understanding for 
others. 
       
10. Women managers generally are capable of 
receiving feedback from others. 
       
11. Women managers generally are 
disorganized. 
       
12. Women managers generally have difficulty 
relating to others. 
       
13. Women managers generally are open and 
receptive to others. 
       
14. Women managers generally possess 
sensitivity. 
       
15. Women managers generally lack sincerity.         
16. Women managers generally lack honesty.        
17. Women managers generally are flexible.        
18. Women managers generally treat others as 
equals. 
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19. Women managers generally have difficulty 
putting others at ease. 
       
20. Women managers generally have difficulty 
being personable or friendly. 
       
21. Women managers generally have adequate 
assertiveness skills. 
       
22. Women managers generally have enough 
confidence in themselves. 
       
23. Women managers generally have difficulty 
making public speeches or presentations. 
       
24. Women managers generally have difficulty 
dealing with males. 
       
25. Women managers possess adequate 
credibility. 
       
26. Women managers generally are able to 
command enough authority. 
       
27. Women managers generally have attitudes 
of superiority. 
       
28. Women managers generally have talk too 
much. 
       
29. Women managers generally are 
professional in attitude and appearance. 
       
30. Women managers generally have no 
difficulty controlling their emotions. 
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 cibarA ni yevruS ehT .2 xidneppA
 
  الاحصبي ٌذَهب  ءةواٌخصىساث ٔحى وفب اصخببٔت حىي الاحجبهبث ٔحى ػًّ اٌّشأة وّذَشة
 
أشىشوُ ػٍٝ ِشبسوزىُ فٟ ٘زا اٌذساعخ ٚاٌزٟ رٙذف ٌّؼشفخ ارغب٘بد اٌشؼت اٌؼّبٟٔ ٔؾٛ اٌّشأح 
ٍخ اٌغضء الاٚي ٠زىْٛ ِٓ أعئ. ٘زا الاعزج١بْ ٠زىْٛ ِٓ صلاصخ أعضاء. ٌذ٠ٙب يوفبءاد الارظبٚوّذ٠شح 
اٌغضء اٌضبٟٔ ٠ؾزٛٞ ػٍٝ ِغّٛػخ ِٓ الأعئٍخ ٌم١بط ِذٜ شؼٛسن ؽ١بي . ػبِخ ؽٛي اٌّشبسن
اٌغضء اٌضبٌش ٠ؾزٛٞ ػٍٝ ِغّٛػخ أخشٜ ِٓ الأعئٍخ ، ٌّؼشفخ ِب سأ٠ه فٟ . اٌّذ٠شاد ثظفخ ػبِخ
ْ ولا اٌّغّٛػز١ٓ ِٓ الأعئٍخ اٌّغزخذِخ فٟ ٘زا الاعزج١ب. وفبئبد الارظبي ٌذٜ إٌغبء اٌّذ٠شاد
 .ٟ٘ خلاطخ  ٌّمب٠١ظ رُ اعزخذاِٙب ثٕغبػ فٟ اٌؼذ٠ذ ِٓ اٌذساعبد اٌجؾض١خ اٌّّبصٍخ
ؽ١ش ٠ٙذف ٘زا الاعزطلاع ٌّؼشفخ آسائه ، . خبؽئخ ٚأخشٜئعبثبد طؾ١ؾخ  ٌ١غذ ٕ٘بٌه
ػٍّب ثأْ عّ١غ الاعزغبثبد . ٌزا ٠شعٝ ئٌزضاَ اٌّٛػٛػ١خ فٟ ئلإعزغبثبد. ِٚشبػشن ،ٚأفىبسن
ٚرزّزغ ثبٌغش٠خ ) ٠شعٝ ػذَ وزبثخ اعّه ػٍٝ الاعزج١بْ(ْٛ ثذْٚ أعّبء اٌزٟ رمذِٙب عٛف رى
ٚعٛف رؼبًِ اٌج١بٔبد اٌّمذِخ ِٓ اٌّشبسو١ٓ ثشىً عّبػٟ، وّب عٛف رغزخذَ لأغشاع . اٌزبِخ
 .اٌجؾش اٌؼٍّٟ فمؾ
 
- :اٌّؼٍىِبث اٌشخصُت: أولا
 .ّىبْ اٌّخظضفٟ اٌّشثغ اٌزٞ ٠ّضً الإعبثخ أٚ اٌىزبثخ فٟ اٌ )x(٠شعٝ ٚػغ ػلاِخ 
 :            اٌغٕظ .11
 روش                             أٔضٝ                  
                
 :ٔزّٟ ئٌ١ٙبأاٌفئخ اٌؼّش٠خ اٌزٟ  .21
 
 فّب فٛق -05                    94-04                      93-03                       92-02
 
 :أػًّ ؽبٌ١ب فٟ .31
 ِٛظف                         ئداسٞ أٚ ل١بدِٕٞظت                     
 :اٌّغزٜٛ اٌزؼٍ١ّٟ .41
 عبِؼٟ                         دساعبد ػٍ١ب       اٌغبِؼٟ             لجً
 ً٘ عجك ٌه اْ دسعذ أٚ ػٍّذ خبسط اٌغٍطٕخ؟ .51
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       [اي اٌزبٌٟاسعٛ اٌز٘بة ٌٍغإ ]    ٔؼُ          
  [7اسعٛ اٌز٘بة ٌٍغإاي سلُ  ]   لا                        
 
، )دساعخ، ػًّ(، ٚاٌٙذف )أٚ اٌذٚي(ئرا عجك ٌه أْ ػٍّذ أٚ دسعذ ثبٌخبسط أسعٛ روش اٌذٌٚخ  .61
 ):أشٙش،أٚ عٕٛاد(ٌٛعٛدن خبسط اٌغٍطٕخ  ػذد اٌغٕٛاد
                           :اٌذٌٚخ - أ
 _________________________________________
:            اٌٙذف ِٓ اٌغفش  - ة
   _________________________________________
            :ِغّٛع اٌغٕٛاد    -ط
 _________________________________________
 
 :ً٘ عجك ٌه أْ ػٍّذ ِغ اٌّشأح وّذ٠شح .71
 
 [8اسعٛ اٌز٘بة ٌٍغإاي  ]ٔؼُ            
 
 [اسعٛ اٌز٘بة ٌٍغضء اٌضبٟٔ ِٓ الاعزج١بْ ]لا              
 
 :رٟ ػٍّذ ِؼٙٓوُ ػذد إٌغبء اٌّذ٠شاد اٌلا .81
          ________________________                                                        
 :وُ ِذح ػٍّه ِغ إٌغبء وّذ٠شاد رمش٠جب .91
   ________________    عٕخ    ________________                                           
 شٙش
 
وٕذ " 1(،  ِب ٟ٘ دسعخ اٌشػب ػٓ ػٍّه ِغ أٚ ٌذٜ اٌّشأح وّذ٠شح 5ئٌٝ  1ػِّٛب، ثّم١بط ث١ٓ  .02
 ________________؟   ")ساع عذا" 5ٚ " غ١ش ساع ئؽلالب
- ):SMAW(ِمُبس الاحجبهبث ٔحى إٌضبء اٌّذَشاث: ربُٔب
) x(الإشارة إلى أي مدى تتفق أو تختلف مع البٌان أدناه عن طرٌق وضع علامة  ٌرجى
 .إتجاهاتكفً المربع الذي ٌمثل 
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رفؼً اٌّشأح اٌؾظٛي ػٍٝ ٚظ١فخ ألً ِغإٌٚ١خ ِمبسٔخ  1
 ..ثبٌشعً
       
ٌزم١١ُ اٌّٛالف الاداس٠خ ثشىً  خرّزٍه اٌّشأح اٌّٛػٛػ١خ اٌّطٍٛث 2
 .طؾ١ؼ
       
        . رؼزجش رؾذ٠بد اٌؼًّ أوضش أّ٘١خ ٌٍشعً ػٕٙب ٌٍّشأح 3
٠ٕجغٟ أْ ٠ؾظً وً ِٓ اٌّشأح ٚاٌشعً ػٍٝ ٔفظ اٌفشطخ  4
 .ٌٍّشبسوخ فٟ اٌجشاِظ الاداس٠خ اٌزذس٠ج١خ
       
ٌّمذسح ٌٍؾظٛي ػٍٝ اٌّٙبساد اٌؼشٚس٠خ ٌزىْٛ رّزٍه اٌّشأح ا 5
 .ِذ٠شح ٔبعؾخ
       
 ٘ذافالأفٟ اٌّزٛعؾ ، اٌّذ٠شاد ألً لذسح ػٍٝ الإعٙبَ فٟ  6
 .بٌشعبيث ِمبسٔخ ٍّٕظّخ  ٌ اٌؼبِخ
       
 ِمبسٔخِش غ١ش ِمجٛي إّٔبطت ل١بد٠خ ٌ اٌّشأح رجٛء ٠ؼزجش 7
 .بٌشعًث
       
فٟ إٌّبطت  ّشأحسعبي الأػّبي اٌِغزّغ مجً زفٟ ٠َٛ ِب ع١ 8
 .الإداس٠خ اٌشئ١غ١خ
       
        .اٌزوٛس ٠ش٠ٓػٍٝ اٌّغزّغ رمذ٠ش ػًّ اٌّذ٠شاد وّب ٠مذس اٌّذ 9
ِٓ اٌّمجٛي ئعزّبػ١ب أْ رزٕبفظ اٌّشأح ػٍٝ إٌّبطت الاداس٠خ  01
 . اٌؼٍ١ب ِغ اٌشعبي
       
ٌٍٛظ١فخ ِمبسٔخ اؽزّبٌ١خ اٌؾًّ لا رغؼً اٌّشأح ألً لجٛلا  11
 .ثبٌشعً
       
لا رغّؼ إٌغبء ٌؼٛاؽفٙٓ ثبٌزأص١ش فٟ لشاسارٙٓ الإداس٠خ ثؼىظ  21
 .اٌشعبي
       
ِٓ اٌّفزشع ألا رغؼً اٌّشبوً اٌّشرجطخ ثبٌذٚسح اٌشٙش٠خ  31
 . إٌغبء ألً رفؼ١لا ٌٍّٕبطت الإداس٠خ ِمبسٔخ ثبٌشعً
       
غ خظبئض أٔٛصزٙب ٌزىْٛ لا ٠غت ػٍٝ اٌّشأح أْ رؼؾٟ ثجؼ 41
 . ٔبعؾخ ئداس٠ب
       
فٟ اٌغبٌت رؼزجش إٌغبء اٌٍٛارٟ ٠جم١ٓ فٟ اٌج١ذ ؽٛاي اٌٛلذ ِغ  51
أثٕبئٙٓ أفؼً أِِٛخ ِٓ إٌغبء اٌٍٛارٟ ٠خشعٓ ٌٍؼًّ ؽزٝ ٚئْ 
 .وبْ ٌٕظف اٌٛلذ
       
رؼزجش إٌغبء ألً لذسح ػٍٝ رؼٍُ اٌّٙبساد اٌش٠بػ١خ ٚاٌّ١ىبٔ١ى١خ  61
 .بسٔخ ثبٌشعًِم
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         داٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ِغزّؼبد ع١ذا 1
         . ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد اٌّٙبساد اٌىبف١خ فٟ اٌىزبثخ 2
ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ٔمض فٟ ِٙبساد الارظبي  3
  .اٌشفٟٙ
       
رفزمش اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ئٌٝ  ِٙبساد الارظبي غ١ش  4
  .اٌشفٟٙ
       
ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد اٌمذسح ػٍٝ اخز١بس ٔجشح اٌظٛد  5
  . إٌّبعجخ
       
 ٚاٌزؼبِٓئظٙبس اٌزؼبؽف ٌّذ٠شاد اٌمذسح ػٍٝ رّزٍه ا 6
  .ِغ ا٢خش٠ٓ
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        .ٌ١ظ ٌذٜ إٌغبء اٌطّٛػ اٌىبفٟ ٌ١ىٓ ٔبعؾبد فٟ ػبٌُ الأػّبي 71
ؽبصِخ فٟ ؽبلاد الأػّبي اٌزٟ رزطٍت  اٌّشأح أْ رىْٛ لا ٠ّىٓ 81
 .رٌه
       
        .غ١ذاٌمبئذ ٌٍٍه اٌّشأح اٌضمخ ثبٌٕفظ اٌّطٍٛثخ زرّ 91
        .فٟ ػبٌُ الأػّبي زىْٛ ٔبعؾخثّب ٠ىفٟ ٌلا رٕبفظ اٌّشأح  02
فٟ ؽبلاد الأػّبي اٌزٟ رزطٍت  طبسِخلا ٠ّىٓ أْ رىْٛ اٌّشأح  12
 .رٌه
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رؼبٟٔ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب طؼٛثبد فٟ عزة أزجبٖ  7
  .اٌّغزّغ ٌفزشح ؽٛ٠ٍخ
       
رٛاعٗ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ِشبوً فٟ ئػطبء اٌزغز٠خ  8
  .اٌشاعؼخ ٌلأخش٠ٓ
       
ئظٙبس الا٘زّبَ  ػٍٝ اٌمذسح اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛبرّزٍه  9
  .٢خش٠ٓافُٙ رٚ
       
ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب اٌمذسح ػٍٝ رٍمٟ اٌزغز٠خ اٌشاعؼخ  01
  .ِٓ الأخش٠ٓ
       
         .اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب غ١ش ِٕظّبد 11
ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب طؼٛثخ فٟ اٌزفبػً ٚالارظبي   21
  . ثبلاخش٠ٓ
       
         .اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ِزفّٙبد ِٚزمجلاد ٌلأخش٠ٓ 31
         . رّزٍه اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ؽغب ِش٘فب 41
         .رفزمش اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ٌلإخلاص فٟ اٌؼًّ 51
         .رفزمش اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب الأِبٔٗ 61
         .رزظف اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ثبٌّشٚٔخ 71
         .رؼبًِ اٌّذ٠شاد الأخش٠ٓ ثبٌّغبٚاح 81
ٙ١ً ػٍٝ ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب طؼٛثبد فٟ اٌزغ 91
  . الأخش٠ٓ
       
         . ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب طؼٛثخ ثأْ ٠ىٓ ٚدٚداد 02
فٟ  اٌىبف١خ اٌؾضَِٙبساد رّزٍه اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب  12
  .الإداسح
       
         .ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب اٌضمخ اٌىبف١خ ثبٌٕفظ 22
ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب طؼٛثبد فٟ اٌمبء اٌخطت اٌؼبِخ  32
  .ٚاٌؼشٚع
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         .ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب طؼٛثخ فٟ اٌزؼبًِ ِغ اٌزوٛس 42
         .ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب اٌمذس اٌىبفٟ ِٓ اٌّظذال١خ 52
         . ثؾضَ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب لبدساد ػٍٝ ئػطبء الأٚاِش 62
         .ٌذٜ اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب اٌّ١ً ٌٍزفٛق 72
         . اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ٠زىٍّٓ وض١شا 82
         . اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ِؾزشفبد فٟ اٌزظٕغ ٚؽت اٌظٙٛس 92
اٌّذ٠شاد ػِّٛب ٌ١ظ ٌذ٠ٙٓ طؼٛثبد فٟ اٌغ١طشح  03
  .ػٍٝ ِشبػش٘ٓ
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Appendix 3. Interviewee Profile in English 
No. ____ 
[INTERVIEWEE PROFILE] 
  
Gender: Male  Female    Age: ___________  
Highest qualification 
obtained:______________________________________ 
In managerial position?  Yes  No  
Location of interview: ______________________  
Date (day and month): ________________ 
Time of interview: From _______________ to _________________  
Duration of interview: ________ minutes 
Was interviewed taped?     Yes          No  
Comments: 
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR WOMEN MANAGERS PROJECT  
[1.  INTRODUCTION] 
 First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to participate in this research 
project. Your help is very much appreciated.  
As I previously said, the purpose of the interview is to find out about Omani‘s 
people‘s attitudes towards women managers. I‘m doing this research as part of my 
master‘s thesis at the University of Waikato in New Zealand. But before we start 
the interview, I would like you to read this information sheet. [Hand information 
sheet to participant.] It provides further details about the project, such as what it‘s 
about, how the information gathered will be analysed and used, what your rights 
as a participant are, and so on. Please feel free to ask questions if there‘s anything 
you‘re not clear about.  
There are no right or wrong answers—I am interested in your own opinions and 
experiences. I‘d like to also assure you that the information you give will be 
treated collectively, confidentially, and anonymously. So please be as honest as 
you can in your responses.  
 
 
Shall we begin? 
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[2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION] 
 
Transition: in the first part of the interview, I‘d like to quickly ask a few 
background questions about you.  
1. How long have you been in the workforce? 
2. What is your age?  
3. What is your highest level of educational qualification (for example, 
bachelor‘s degree, master‘s degree, PhD, etc.)? 
4. What is your position in (name of organisation or department or college)?  
 
5. [If not obvious from the title of position] Is this  a managerial or leadership 
role? 
 
6. What does your job involve? Can you give me a brief overview of what it is 
that you do? Just a few sentences would be fine. 
7. Have you ever lived overseas? 
If yes: 
 In what country (or countries)?  
 Was that for work or studies?  
 How long did you live overseas in total?  
8. Have you ever worked with or for women managers? 
If yes: how many? 
Transition: Thanks for the background information. I would now like to ask you a 
few questions about women managers in general. 
[3. WOMEN AS MANAGERS] 
9. Literature has shown that women are underrepresented in managerial 
positions. That is, there are far more men than women working in a 
leadership role in organisations. In Oman, what do you think are the 
reasons for this?  
 Why do you think fewer Omani women are in managerial 
positions? 
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 What might be the factors that make women less favourable to fill 
leadership positions compared with men?  
9. What do you, personally, think about women managers or women leaders? 
 For example, do you think it is acceptable for women to be 
managers, directors, CEOs and so on?  
 What about culture? 
10. If you don‘t think it is acceptable for women to assume leadership roles, 
why not? 
11. In your experience, to what extent do you think women managers and 
directors and so on are accepted by Omani people? 
 Do people accept them in these roles? 
 How well are they accepted?  
 If they are not accepted very well, why do you think that is? 
 
12. What do you think are factors that help women succeed in management or 
leadership positions? 
 What are abilities and skills necessary for women to be in 
leadership positions? 
 
13. Do you think there are the physiological and social factors that could 
impact women leadership positions?  
 If there are, what are these factors? 
 Do you think Omani people prefer men or women managers? 
Why? 
[3.1 If interviewee has NO experience working with/for women managers] 
14. How would you feel if you were asked to work with a women manager or 
director? 
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15.        If you have a choice do you prefer to work with men or women 
managers? 
16. [If interviewee doesn’t want to work with women managers] can you tell 
me why you wouldn‘t want to work with women managers? What are your 
reasons for your choice? Remember, I‘m not here to judge you. What I 
need is your honest opinion. So please feel free say anything. 
-: Do you have any stories to share with us affected your choice?  
[3.2 If interviewee HAS experience working with/for women managers]  
17. You said earlier that you have worked with women managers. How many 
women managers have you worked with?  
18. Approximately for how long altogether? 
19. Do you prefer to work with women managers or men managers? Can you 
please explain why? 
20. In general, on a scale of 1 to 10, how satisfying was your experience 
working with/for women managers, 1 being ―not satisfying at all‖ and 10 
being ―extremely satisfying‖? 
21. Do you have any memorable stories or examples or episodes to share with 
me that may help me understand your experience better? These stories 
could be negative or positive.  
22. If you‘re not currently working with women managers, would you work 
with them again? Why or why not? 
Transitions:  Thank you very much for your help so far.  
 Literature has shown that a good leader is a good communicator. I 
would now like to ask you some questions about communication of 
leaders. 
 
[4. COMMUNICATION COMPETENCIES OF LEADERS] 
23. What kinds of communication skills do you think people in leadership 
positions should have? 
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24. Do you think women managers in Oman possess these skills?  
25. What communication skills do you think woman lack for the leadership 
roles? 
26. Compared with men, are there communication skills and competencies that 
you believe women managers are better at?  
 If yes, what are they? 
27. Do you think women face difficulties in their communication with others?  
 If yes, what are these difficulties? 
28. Do you think there are personal differences between men and women in 
their communication process? 
 If yes, what are these differences? 
Transition: You have been wonderful in sharing with me your opinions regarding 
women managers in Oman. Thank you very much. We‘re coming to 
the end of the interview now. I have only a few more questions to ask 
you. 
[5. CONCLUSION] 
29. Do you think Omani women want to be managers?  
  If not, why not? What would stop them to want to take on the leadership 
role in their workplace? 
30. Do you think your department/college/organisation encourages women to 
be in managerial roles? 
 If yes: 
  What do they do to promote the idea? What are some examples of 
activities? 
In any particular sectors/industries or everywhere? 
 If no: 
  Why do you say that?  
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  Does it try to discourage women from being in managerial 
positions? How? 
31. Do you think Oman should try to increase the number of women in  
32. If yes, why? 
 If no, why not? 
 
Thank you very much for your time. Your help is greatly appreciated. If you 
think of anything else, or if you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
me.  
[Record the time the interview ends.] 
[Complete the interview profile as soon as possible after the interview.] 
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 cibarA ni eliforP eeweivretnI .4 xidneppA
 ________________                   : سلُ اٌّمبثٍخ
 "بُبٔبث اٌّمببً: "أولا
 
 روش                          أٔضٝ :                 اٌغٕظ
 ____________________:اٌؼّش
 :اٌّغزٜٛ اٌزؼٍ١ّٟ
 دساعبد ػٍ١ب         عبِؼٟ                         لجً اٌغبِؼٟ                                 
 ____________________________: اٌّغّٝ اٌٛظ١فٟ
 _______________________اٌزبس٠خ ____________:اٌ١َٛ :          ربس٠خ اٌّمبثٍخ
 ___________________: ئٌٝ_____________   ِٓ : ٚلذ اٌّمبثٍخ
 دل١مخ_____________________ : ِذح اٌّمبثٍخ
 ٔؼُ                       لا:                مبثٍخ ثبٌّغغً اٌظٛرٟرُ رغغ١ً اٌّ
 :ِلاؽظبد
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 بشوحىىي اٌّمببٍت ٌّششوع إٌضبء وّذَشاث
 اٌّمذِت: أولا
 
ػٍّب . رمذَ ٌىُ ثغض٠ً اٌشىش ٌٍّٛافمخ ػٍٝ اٌّشبسوخ فٟ ٘زا اٌّششٚع اٌجؾضٟأْ أفٟ اٌجذا٠خ أٚد 
 .ْ ِشبسوزىُ ِؾً رمذ٠شثأ
 
ؽٛي اٌّشأح  فٟ عٍطٕخ ػّبْ  ْ اٌغشع ِٓ اٌّمبثٍخ ٘ٛ ِؼشفخ رظٛساد إٌبطأوّب لٍذ عبثمب 
. ؽ١ش أٟٔ ألَٛ ثٙزا اٌجؾش وغضء ِٓ سعبٌخ اٌّبعغز١ش فٟ عبِؼخ ٚ٠ىبرٛ فٟ ٔ١ٛص٠ٍٕذا. وّذ٠شح
رغٍ١ُ ٚسلخ اٌّؼٍِٛبد . [ٌٚىٓ لجً أْ ٔجذأ اٌؾذ٠ش ، أٚد ِٕه أْ رمشأ ٚسلخ اٌّؼٍِٛبد ٘زٖ
فٟٙ رمذَ ِض٠ذا ِٓ اٌزفبط١ً ؽٛي ٘زا اٌّششٚع ، ِضً ِٛػٛع اٌذساعخ، ٚو١ف١خ ] شبسو١ٌٍّٓ
لا رزشدد فٟ .... ِب ٟ٘ ؽمٛله وّشبسن ، اٌخٚاعزخذاَ اٌّؼٍِٛبد اٌزٟ ٠زُ عّؼٙب ٚو١ف١خ رؾٍ١ٍٙب، 
 .ؽشػ الأعئٍخ ئرا وبْ ٕ٘بن أٞ شٟء غ١ش ٚاػؼ خلاي اٌّمبثٍخ ِٓٞ ٌؾظخ أ
 
. ه ٚخجشاره اٌخبطخ ؽٛي اٌّٛػٛعئخبؽئخ ، أٔب ِٙزُ ثأسا ٚأخشٜطؾ١ؾخ ٌ١غذ ٕ٘بٌه ئعبثبد 
ؼط١ٙب عزؼبًِ ثشىً عّبػٟ، ٚثشىً أٚد أ٠ؼب أْ أؤوذ ٌه أْ عّ١غ اٌّؼٍِٛبد اٌزٟ عٛف ر
 . عشٞ، ٚثذْٚ روش أعّبء، ٌزا ٠شعٝ أْ رىْٛ الاعبثبد ٚالؼ١خ لذس الاِىبْ
 
 ً٘ ٔجذأ اٌّمبثٍخ؟
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 :بث الاصبصُتاٌّؼٍىِ :ربُٔب
 
 .فٟ اٌغضء الأٚي ِٓ اٌّمبثٍخ ، أٚد أْ أؽشػ ثؼغ الأعئٍخ اٌزؼش٠ف١خ اٌغش٠ؼخ ػٕه
 
 ٔذ رؼًّ فٟ ٘زٖ اٌٛظ١فخ؟إِٔز ِزٝ ٚ .1
 ____________________________________________________________
وُ ػّشن؟  .2
 ___________________________________________________
أخش ِإً٘  .3
 ___________________________________________________ػٍّٟ؟
 ِب اٌّغّٝ اٌٛظ١فٟ اٌٍزٞ رشغٍٗ؟ .4
 _____________________________________________
ػّبي ً٘ ػٍّه ِٓ الأ .5
 _______________________________________________اٌم١بد٠خ؟
  ________________________ْ ألّذ خبسط اٌغٍطٕخ؟أً٘ عجك ٌه ٚ .6
 :عبثخ ثٕؼُئرا وبٔذ الإ
 ِب ٟ٘ اٌذٌٚخ أٚ اٌذٚي اٌزٟ ألّذ ف١ٙب؟ 
 ____________________________________________________
 ً٘ وبْ عفشن ٌٍؼًّ أَ ٌٍذساعخ؟ 
 ____________________________________________________
 ِب ٘ٛ ِغّٛع فزشح ئلبِزه خبسط اٌغٍطٕخ؟ 
 ____________________________________________________
 ً٘ عجك ٌه أْ ػٍّذ ِغ ِذ٠شاد؟ .7
 _______________________ئرا وبٔذ الاعبثخ ثٕؼُ وُ اٌؼذد؟
 
صئٍت ػٓ اٌّشأة وّذَشة طشح ػٍُه بؼض الأأْ اأْ وٌُت، وأود اِأشىشن ػًٍ اٌّؼٍىِبث الأ
 .بصفت ػبِت
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 اٌّشأة وّذَشة: ربٌزب
 
ْ اٌّشأح رشغً ػذد لٍ١ً ِٓ إٌّبطت الاداس٠خ، ٚأْ ػذد اٌشعبي ٠فٛق أاٌذساعبد ئٌٝ رش١ش  .8
فٟ ػّبْ ، ِب أعجبة . ٚاٌّإعغبد ػذد إٌغبء اٌؼبِلاد فٟ إٌّبطت اٌم١بد٠خ فٟ إٌّظّبد
  ٠ه؟أرٌه فٟ س
 __________________________________________________________
 ِمبسٔخ ثبٌشعبي لٍ١ً ٌٕغبء اٌؼّبٔ١بد فٟ إٌّبطت الإداس٠خٌّبرا رؼزمذ أْ ػذد ِٓ ا 
 ؟ )ِبٟ٘ الاعجبة(
 ____________________________________________________
ِب اٌؼٛاًِ اٌزٟ رغؼً إٌغبء ألً رفؼ١لا ٌشغً إٌّبطت اٌم١بد٠خ ِمبسٔخ ِغ   
 اٌشعبي؟
 _________________________________________________
 ِب ٟ٘ ٚعٙخ ٔظشن اٌشخظ١خ فٟ اٌّشأح ومبئذح ِٚذ٠شح؟ .9
أٚ ِذ٠شاد  ،ْ رىْٛ إٌغبء سئ١غبد ألغبَأٔٗ ِٓ اٌّمجٛي أػٍٝ عج١ً اٌّضبي ً٘ رظٓ 
 ؟ ٌّٚبرا رظٓ رٌه؟...رٕف١ز٠بد ئٌخ
 _______________________________________________________
 ِٓ اٌّمجٛي أْ رؼًّ اٌّشأح وّذ٠شح؟صمبف١ب ٔٗ أ ِٚٓ ٔبؽ١ٗ صمبف١خ ً٘ رؼزمذ                
 ____________________________________________________
 ئْ وٕذ رظٓ أٔٗ ٌ١ظ ِٓ اٌّمجٛي ػًّ اٌّشأح فٟ إٌّبطت اٌم١بد٠خ، فٍُ لا؟ .01
 __________________________________________________________
ْ اٌؼّبٔ١١ٓ ٠زمجٍْٛ اٌّشأح ومبئذح ٚسئ١غخ فٟ أِذٜ رؼزمذ  ِٓ خلاي خجشره اٌؼٍّ١خ ئٌٝ أٞ .11
 اٌؼًّ؟
 دٚاس؟ً٘ ٠زمجً إٌبط ل١بَ اٌّشأح ثٙزٖ الأ 
 ئٌٝ أٞ دسعخ ٟ٘ ِمجٌٛخ؟ 
 ___________________________________________________
 ئرا وٕذ رظٓ أْ إٌبط لا ٠زمجٍْٛ ػًّ اٌّشأح وّذ٠شح ِب ٟ٘ الأعجبة ٌزٌه؟ 
 ____________________________________________________
 ِبٟ٘ اٌؼٛاًِ اٌزٟ رإدٞ ئٌٝ ٔغبػ اٌّشأح فٟ اٌّشاوض اٌم١بد٠خ ِٓ ٚعٙخ ٔظشن؟ .21
 ِب ٟ٘ اٌمذساد ٚاٌّٙبساد اٌلاصِخ ِٓ أعً أْ رىْٛ اٌّشأح فٟ إٌّبطت اٌم١بد٠خ؟•  
 _________________________________________________
 فٟ ٚاعزّبػ١خ ٠ّىٓ أْ رإصش ػٍٝ اٌّشأح) عغذ٠خ(أْ ٕ٘بن ػٛاًِ فغ١ٌٛٛع١خ ً٘ رؼزمذ  .31
 م١بد٠خ؟إٌّبطت اٌ
 ئرا وبْ ٕ٘بن ، ِب ٟ٘ ٘زٖ اٌؼٛاًِ؟• 
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 __________________________________________________________
 ْ اٌشؼت اٌؼّبٟٔ ٠فؼً اٌّذساء اٌزوٛس أَ الإٔبس؟ ٌّٚبرا؟أً٘ رؼزمذ • 
 __________________________________________________________
 :إرا وبْ اٌّمببً ٌُضج ٌذَه خبشة ببٌؼًّ ِغ أو ٌذي ِذَشاث :سابؼب
 و١ف ع١ىْٛ شؼٛسن ئرا ؽٍت ِٕه اٌؼًّ ِغ ِذ٠شح ؟ .41
 ________________________________________________________________
ً٘ ٠ّىٓ أْ رخجشٟٔ ٌّبرا لا رش٠ذ أْ رؼًّ ِغ [  ٠شغت فٟ اٌؼًّ ٌذٜ ِذ٠شحئرا وبْ اٌّمبثً لا ]            
 اٌّذ٠شاد؟ 
 ________________________________________________________________
 ئرا وبْ ٌذ٠ه خ١بس ً٘ رفؼً اٌؼًّ ِغ اٌّذساء اٌشعبي أٚ إٌغبء؟  .51
ِب أؽزبط ئٌ١ٗ ٘ٛ سأ٠ه ثؾ١بد٠خ . ١ه، أٔب ٌغذ ٕ٘ب لأؽىُ ػٍ حزوشِب ٟ٘ أعجبة اخز١بسن؟ 
 .ٌزا لا رزشدد فٟ لٛي أٞ شٟء. ربِخ
 ً٘ ٌذ٠ه أٞ لظض رشٚ٠ٙب ٌٕب أصشد فٟ ئخز١بسن ؟] : ِغجبس[► 
 ________________________________________________________________
 :خبِضب إرا وبْ اٌّمببً ٌذَه اٌخبشة فٍ اٌؼًّ ِغ أو ٌذي اٌّشأة وّذَشة
 وُ ػذد اٌّذ٠شاد اٌٍٛارٟ ػٍّذ ٌذ٠ٙٓ؟. ٔٗ عجك ٌه اٌؼًّ ِغ ِذ٠شادأٌمذ لٍذ عبثمب  .61
 ________________________________________________________________
ثبٌزمش٠ت وُ ٟ٘ اٌفزشح اٌضِٕ١خ اٌزٟ ػٍّذ ف١ٙب ِغ ِذ٠شاد؟  .71
 _____________________________
 س أَ ئٔبس؟ ِب ٟ٘ الاعجبة لإخز١بسن؟ً٘ رفؼً اٌؼًّ ِغ ِذساء روٛ .81
، ؽذد ِذٜ اٌشػٝ ػٓ ػٍّه ِغ أٚ ٌذٜ إٌغبء  01ئٌٝ  1ثظفخ ػبِخ ، ػٍٝ ِم١بط ِٓ  .91
 ؟"ساع ٌٍغب٠خ" 01، ٚ " غ١ش ساع ػٍٝ الإؽلاق"، وٕذ  ) 1(وّذ٠شاد ثؾ١ش 
 _________________________
فؼً ٌخجشاره فٟ أٟ فُٙ ً٘ ٌذ٠ه أٞ لظض أٚ أِضٍخ رشبسوٙب ِؼٟ ٠ّىٓ أْ رغبػذٟٔ ف .02
 .اٌؼًّ ِغ اٌّذ٠شاد؟ ٘زٖ اٌمظض ٠ّىٓ أْ رىْٛ عٍج١خ أٚ ئ٠غبث١خ
 ________________________________________________________________
ْ رؼًّ ٌذ٠ٙٓ ِشح أخشٜ؟ ٌّبرا أٚ ٌُ ائرا وٕذ لا رؼًّ ؽبٌ١ب ِغ اٌّذ٠شاد ، ً٘ ِٓ اٌّّىٓ  .12
 ؟لا
 .بػذحىُ حخً اِْشىشا جزَلا ٌه ػًٍ ِض
واِْ أود أْ أطشح ػٍُه بؼض الأصئٍت حىي وفبءة . حظهش اٌذساصبث أْ اٌّذَش اٌجُذ هى اٌّخىاصً اٌجُذ
 .الاحصبي ٌذي اٌمبدة
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 وفبءاث الاحصبي ٌذي اٌّذَشَٓ:صبدصب 
 شخبص فٟ اٌّشاوض اٌم١بد٠خ؟ْ رىْٛ ٌذٜ الأاِب ٟ٘ وفبءاد الارظبي اٌزٟ ٠ٕجغٟ  .22
 شاد فٟ عٍطٕخ ػّبْ رّزٍه ٘زٖ اٌىفبءاد؟رؼزمذ أْ اٌّذ٠ً٘  .32
 ٠ه ِبٟ٘ وفبءاد الارظبي اٌزٟ رفزمش ئٌ١ٙب اٌّشأح فٟ إٌّبطت اٌم١بد٠خ؟أفٟ س .42
ِٓ  ف١ٙب ِمبسٔخ ِغ اٌشعبي ، ً٘ رٛعذ وفبءاد ِٚٙبساد ارظبي ،  رؼزمذ أْ اٌّذ٠شاد أفؼً .52
 ؟ اٌّذساء
 ئرا وبٔذ الإعبثخ ثٕؼُ ، ِب ٟ٘؟• 
 د رٛاعٗ طؼٛثبد ػٕذِب رزٛاطً ِغ الاخش٠ٓ؟ً٘ رؼزمذ أْ اٌّذ٠شا .62
 ئرا وبٔذ الإعبثخ ثٕؼُ، ِب ٟ٘ ٘زٖ اٌظؼٛثبد؟ 
 ً٘ رؼزمذ أْ ٕ٘بن اخزلافبد شخظ١خ ث١ٓ اٌشعً ٚاٌّشأح فٟ ػٍّ١خ الارظبي؟ .72
 ئرا وبٔذ الإعبثخ ثٕؼُ، ِب ٟ٘ ٘زٖ اٌظؼٛثبد؟ 
ٔحٓ . شىشا جزَلا. صٍطٕت ػّبٌْمذ وٕج سائؼب فٍ إطلاػٍ ػًٍ آسائه بشأْ اٌّذَشاث فٍ : الأخمبي 
 .ٌُش ٌذٌ صىي ػذد لًٍُ ِٓ الأصئٍت. ٔمخشة ِٓ ٔهبَت اٌّمببٍت اِْ
 اٌخبحّت :صببؼب
 ً٘ رؼزمذ أْ اٌّشأح اٌؼّبٔ١خ رطّؼ أْ رىْٛ ِذ٠شح؟ .82
 
ْ رطّؼ ٌٍؾظٛي ػٍٝ  أدٚاس ل١بد٠خ فٟ أئرا ٌُ ٠ىٓ ، ٌّبرا لا؟ ِب اٌزٞ ٠ّٕغ اٌّشأح ِٓ • 
 ٍٙب؟أِبوٓ ػّ
فٟ عٍطٕخ ػّبْ ِٓ ٚعٙخ ٔظشن ً٘ ٕ٘بٌه رشغ١غ ٚدػُ ٌٍّشأح فٟ اٌذٚائش ٚإٌّظّبد  .92
 ٌزؼًّ فٟ إٌّبطت الإداس٠خ؟
 
 :ئرا وبٔذ الإعبثخ ثٕؼُ • 
 لأٔشطخ؟ٌٙزٖ اٌفىشح؟ ِب ٟ٘ ثؼغ الأِضٍخ ا ظِبرا رفؼً ٌزشٚ٠
 اٌظٕبػبد أٚ فٟ وً ِىبْ؟/ فٟ أٞ لطبػبد ِؼ١ٕخ 
 :ىٓ وزٌه ئرا ٌُ ٠• 
 ِب ٘ٛ اٌغجت فٟ رٌه؟
خشٜ ِٓ ٚػغ اٌؼمجبد فٟ ؽش٠ك اٌّشأح ِٓ أْ رىْٛ أٚ ثأً٘ رؾبٚي ٘زٖ إٌّظّبد ثطش٠مخ 
 فٟ إٌّبطت الإداس٠خ؟ و١ف؟
 
ً٘ رؼزمذ أٔٗ ٠ٕجغٟ ػٍٝ عٍطٕخ ػّبْ ِؾبٌٚخ اٌذػُ ٌض٠بدح ػذد إٌغبء فٟ إٌّبطت . 03
 الإداس٠خ؟
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 ٕؼُ ، ٌّبرا؟ئرا وبٔذ الإعبثخ ث• 
 ئرا ٌُ ٠ىٓ وزٌه ، ٌُ لا؟• 
 
إرا وٕج حفىش فٍ أٌ شٍء آخش ، أو إرا . ٌذَٕب ِىضغ حمذَش وبُش ٍِضبػذحه ه. شىشا جزَلا ػًٍ ولخه
  .وبْ ٌذَه أٌ صؤاي ، فلا حخشدد فٍ الاحصبي بٍ
 
  ____________________: ولج إٔخهبء اٌّمببٍت
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Appendix 5. The interviews participants’ profile 
 
 
N  Gender Educational 
level 
Work  
Experience 
(years) 
Age  
(years) 
Type of 
work 
Manager 
or not 
Overseas 
experience  
No. of 
women 
managers 
worked 
with 
1 M  PhD  19  40  Employee Study 
UK:3 
years 
2  
2 M  PhD  10  33  Employee Study: 
Jordan for 
3 years 
None  
3 F  Master‘s  1  29  Employee Study 
USA: 
bachelor 
for 5 years 
Australia: 
2 years for 
master 
1  
4 M  Bachelor 4 35  Employee No  3  
5 F  Bachelor  13 34  Manager  Jordan: 4 
years 
NZ: 4 
months 
UK: 4 
months 
Study & 
traning 
1  
6 F  Bachelor 3 25  Manager No  4 
7 F  Bachelor 9 years 33 
years 
Employee No None  
8 F  Master‘s  1.5  26 
years 
Employee 1.5 years 
Australia: 
study 
None  
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N  Gender Educational 
level 
Work  
Experience 
(years) 
Age  
(years) 
Type of 
work 
Manager 
or not 
Overseas 
experience  
No. of 
women 
managers 
worked 
with 
9 M  PhD  10 years 46 
years 
Employee Saudi 
Arabia :4Y 
Jordan: 4 
Y 
Australia:  
6 M 
Study 
None  
10 F  Master‘s  4 years 35 
years 
Employee UK: 1 year 
Study  
4 
11 M  Bachelor  11 years 32 
years 
Employee  Egypt: 4 
years  
Study  
2  
12 M  Master‘s  6 years 39 
years 
Manager NZ: 4 
years 
Study  
3  
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Appendix 6. Application for ethical approval 
 
Application for Ethical Approval 
 Outline of Research Project  
                                                         
 
1. Identify the project. 
1.1 Title of Project 
Attitudes towards and Perceptions of Women Managers and Their 
Communication Competencies in the Sultanate of Oman 
1.2 Researcher(s) name and contact information Abdullah Hamed Al-
Mahrouqi                                E-mail: ahka2@students.waikato.ac.nz 
Department of Management Communication 
Address: 9/6 Page Place, Hamilton , New Zealand    Mobile (00964) 0212129255 
1.3 Supervisor’s name and contact information (if relevant) 
 
Dr: Nittaya Campbell                                    E-mail: 
nittaya@waikato.ac.nz 
Department of Management Communication 
      Ph: (9647)   856 2889                  
1.4 Anticipated date to begin data collection  
10 December 2009  
2. Describe the research.  
2.1 Briefly outline what the project is about including your research goals 
and anticipated benefits. Include links with a research programme, if 
relevant. 
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The study aims to investigate the attitudes of Omanis towards women 
managers in Oman and the perceptions of these managers‘ communication 
competencies. The study will also explore factors that may influences the 
attitudes and perceptions, such as gender and experience working with/for 
women managers. 
2.2 Briefly outline your method. 
To collect data, I will use a mixed method consisting of a questionnaire survey 
of approximately 200 participants and an interview of approximately 12. The 
questionnaire will ask participants to complete two scales: the Women as 
Managers Scale (WAMS) and the Communication of Competencies of 
Women Managers Scale (CCWMS). These scales have been used extensively 
in a number of countries (see attached). 
 
I will also interview 12 participants in order to obtain in-depth information 
that will complement survey results and enhance the research. The interview 
protocol attached. 
2.3 Describe plans to give participants information about the research goals. 
I will meet participants in their offices and explain the research project to 
them and ask for their cooperation. If they are interested, I will give them the 
information sheet (see attached) and go through the various sections with 
them. They will be told, for example, what the project is about and what they 
will have to do and how long. They will be assured of anonymity and 
confidentiality and of their rights as participants, such as the right to not 
answer any particular questions, the right to withdraw from the project, the 
right to ask for a summary of the results, etc. They will be invited to ask 
questions to their satisfaction before, during and after their participation.  
2.4 Identify the expected outputs of this research (e.g., reports, publications, 
presentations), including who is likely to see or hear the reports or 
presentations on this research  
 
First, the main output of this research is a four-paper thesis for the University 
of Waikato. My supervisor and the examiner will see the thesis. Once the 
thesis has been passed, it will be available in the department and the library 
for others researchers to access. Second, it is expected that the research will be 
written up and presented at an academic conference and/or submitted for 
publication in an academic journal, in which case other academics and 
researchers are likely to see it.  
2.5 Identify the physical location(s) for the research, the group or community 
to which your potential participants belong, and any private data or 
documents you will seek to access.  Describe how you have access to the 
site, participants and data/documents.  Identify how you obtain(ed) 
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permission from relevant authorities/gatekeepers if appropriate and any 
conditions associated with access. 
 
Data collection will take place at the Ministry of Higher Education and 
Colleges of Applied Science in the Sultanate of Oman. Participants will be 
those who work at the ministry and the colleges. I will seek permission to 
conduct the research by meeting with relevant authorities (such as a 
representative of the ministry and heads of departments at the colleges). I have 
access to these locations because I am employed by the ministry, which also 
gives me a scholarship to study at the University of Waikato, and teach at one 
of the colleges. 
 
I will not be seeking private data or documents. 
3. Obtain participants’ informed consent, without coercion. 
3.1 Describe how you will select participants (e.g., special criteria or 
characteristics) and how many will be involved. 
I will use a convenience sample. Participants will be selected based on their 
availability and their willingness to participate. It is expected that 212 
participants (with roughly equal number of males and females).  
3.2 Describe how you will invite them to participate. 
Once I have obtained permission from the ministry and heads of departments, 
I will approach potential participants face to face in their offices between 10 
December 2009 and 30 January 2010 and ask if they would like to participate 
in the project.  
As mentioned earlier, I will explain to prospective participants the purpose, 
nature, and significance of the study and give them the information sheet to 
provide more details. I will answer any questions they might have to their 
satisfaction. 
 
3.3 Show how you provide prospective participants with all information 
relevant to their decision to participate.  Attach your information sheet, 
cover letter, or introduction script.  See document on informed consent 
for recommended content.  Information should include, but is not limited 
to: 
 what you will ask them to do; 
 how to refuse to answer any particular question, or withdraw any 
information they have provided at any time before completion of data 
collection; 
 how and when to ask any further questions about the study or get more 
information. 
 the form in which the findings will be disseminated and how participants 
can access a summary of the findings from the study when it is concluded. 
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First of all I will identify myself and who I am as a student in the University 
of Waikato doing research into attitude towards as women managers and 
perceptions of and their communication competences. Then I will explain the 
aim of the study and inform them that I need participants to fill in a 
questionnaire. At this stage, if they agree to participate I will give them the 
information sheet to go over together. The information sheet will explain that 
they will be completing a questionnaire and/or be interviewed, that they do not 
have to answer any question without having to give any reason, that they can 
change their mind if they do not want to continue and withdraw any 
information they have provided before completion of data collection, that they 
can ask questions at any time for more information, and that they can request a 
summary of the results at the conclusion of the project. They will be informed 
that the information they provided will be used only for the purpose of writing 
a master‘s thesis and academic papers for a conference or journal.  
To ensure that participants understand the information clearly and completely, 
the information sheet has been translated into Arabic (see attached) and the 
oral explanation will also be in Arabic. 
3.3 Describe how you get their consent.  (Attach a consent form if you use 
one.) 
 
For the questionnaire survey, participation implies consent. For the interview, 
consent will be obtained by asking participants to sign a consent form, which 
has been translated into Arabic (see attached).  
3.4 Explain incentives and/or compulsion for participants to be involved in 
this study, including monetary payment, prizes, goods, services, or 
favours, either directly or indirectly. 
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary. There are no incentives or 
rewards. I anticipate that those who choose to participate will be motivated by 
the desire to have a part in helping to develop a body of research that is 
relevant to the Omani context. 
4. Minimise deception. 
4.1 If your research involves deception – this includes incomplete information 
to participants -- explain the rationale. Describe how and when you will 
provide full information or reveal the complete truth about the research 
including reasons for the deception.   
 
All relevant information will be provided to participants before they start their 
participation. There will be no deception. 
5. Respect privacy and confidentiality 
5.1 Explain how any publications and/or reports will have the participants’ 
consent.  
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It will be explained from the beginning that the outcome of the research will 
be a thesis and academic conference/journal papers and that consenting to 
participate means that participants agree for the information they provide to be 
used for these purposes, unless they have withdrawn before the data collection 
process has finished 
5.2 Explain how you will protect participants’ identities (or why you will not). 
Participants will be informed that their names will not be used in any reports 
or papers and that every attempt will be made to conceal or disguise their 
identities. Consent forms will be kept separately from interview transcripts.  
5.3 Describe who will have access to the information/data collected from 
participants.  Explain how you will protect or secure confidential 
information. 
Data collected will be stored in a secure drawer at my home and only my 
supervisor and I will have access to them.  
6. Minimise risk to participants.   
‘Risk’ includes physical injury, economic injury (i.e. insurability, credibility), 
social risk (i.e. working relationships), psychological risk, pain, stress, 
emotional distress, fatigue, embarrassment, and cultural dissonance and 
exploitation.   
6.1 Where participants risk change from participating in this research 
compared to their daily lives, identify that risk and explain how your 
procedures minimize the consequences. 
The topic has been widely researched and published in different countries 
including Muslim countries such as Turkey Egypt, and UAE. I believe there 
are no risks to participants, either physical, economic or social, or 
psychological.  
6.2 Describe any way you are associated with participants that might 
influence the ethical appropriateness of you conducting this research – 
either favourably (e.g., same language or culture) or unfavourably (e.g., 
dependent relationships such as employer/employee, supervisor/worker, 
lecturer/student).   As appropriate, describe the steps you will take to 
protect the participants. 
I am not associated with participants. However, I am from the same culture as 
the participants, and because of this, I can understand how to make my 
research culturally appropriate and sensitive. I will ensure that questions are 
not offensive by pretesting them with groups of Omani people. I will take 
steps to ensure that procedures are culturally sensitive. For example, I will not 
be administering the questionnaire in private—all meetings will take place at 
the participants‘ offices, which usually have more than one person. Where  
female participants are concerned, I will make sure that the office door is open 
at all times during the meeting, as is the custom in Oman.  
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6.3 Describe any possible conflicts of interest and explain how you will 
protect participants’ interests and maintain your objectivity. 
There are no conflicts of interest. I will protect participants‘ interests and 
maintain my objectivity but using the objective scales mentioned earlier. 
There will be no scope for me to interfere and inject my subjective views. For 
the interview, I will use open-ended questions so as to provide the greatest 
opportunities for participants to talk freely without restriction or coaching 
from me, the interviewer. Leading questions will not be used. 
  
7. Exercise social and cultural sensitivity. 
7.1 Identify any areas in your research that are potentially sensitive, 
especially from participants’ perspectives. Explain what you do to ensure 
your research procedures are sensitive (unlikely to be insensitive).  
Demonstrate familiarity with the culture as appropriate. 
At the beginning, I was concerned that some questions in the scales may be 
deemed potentially sensitive for Omani people, even though the scales have 
been used with a number of Muslim participants in many countries. I have 
ensured that the questions are not inappropriate by pre-testing them with 
groups of Omani people and seeking their opinions. I was prepared to adapt 
the scales to suit the Omani context. As it turned out, the scales were accepted 
without any problems. 
7.2 If the participants as a group differ from the researcher in ways relevant 
to the research, describe your procedures to ensure the research is 
culturally safe and non offensive for the participants. 
 
Not applicable 
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Appendix 7. Research Project Information Sheet 
 Department of Management 
Communication 
Waikato Management School 
The University of Waikato 
Private Bag 3105 
Hamilton, New Zealand 
Telephone 64-7-838 4466 Extn. 6281 
Facsimile 64-7-838 4358 
www.mngt.waikato.ac.nz/mcom 
Email nittaya@waikato.ac.nz 
 
Research Project Information Sheet 
Attitudes towards and Perceptions of Women Managers and Their 
Communication Competencies in the Sultanate of Oman 
Overview 
I am studying for a master‘s degree at the Waikato Management School. As part 
of my degree programme, I am conducting research to be used as the basis on 
which to write my master‘s thesis. 
Who‘s responsible? 
My name is Abdullah Al-Mahrouqi. I am an Omani student at the Department of 
Management Communication, University of Waikato, New Zealand. You can 
phone me at (00964)  21 212 9255, email me at ahka2@students.waikato.ac.nz or 
contact me through Dr Nittaya Campbell, my supervisor, at the address on the 
letterhead.  
What‘s the research study about? 
My research study aims to investigate Omani people‘s attitudes towards women 
managers and their perceptions of the communication competencies of these 
managers. The research will explore the relationship between the attitudes and the 
perceptions as well as the differences due to genders and experience working 
with/for women managers. 
What will you have to do and how long will it take? 
I will either ask you to complete a questionnaire or interview you.  The 
questionnaire contains two scales: ―Attitudes Toward Women as Managers‖ scale 
(WAMS) and ―Communication Competencies of Women Managers‖ Scale 
(CCWMS). The questionnaire will take about 20-30 minutes to complete. If you 
are interviewed, you will be asked to talk about your opinions and experience 
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relating to women in managerial positions. The interview may take about 40-60 
minutes. 
What will happen to the information collected? 
The questionnaires, notes, tapes, and interview transcripts will be kept in a secure 
place at my home and only my supervisor and I will be privy to these. I will 
analyse the data collected and use the information to write my four-paper 
dissertation to be graded by my supervisor and a second assessor. I may also 
present the research results in the form of a conference paper and/or a journal 
article. Once the thesis and conference paper and journal article have been 
written/published, the questionnaires, notes, and interview transcripts will be 
destroyed and tapes erased.    
No participants will be named in research reports unless explicit consent has been 
given, and every effort will be made to disguise their identity.   
Declaration to participants 
If you take part in the study, you have the right to: 
 Refuse to answer any particular question, and to withdraw from the study 
at any time.  
 Ask any further questions about the study that occurs to you during your 
participation.  
 Be given access to a summary of the findings from the study when it is 
concluded.  
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 cibarA ni teehS noitamrofnI tcejorP hcraeseR .8 xidneppA 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 teehS noitamrofnI tcejorP hcraeseR sisehT 495MOCM
 riehT dna sreganaM nemoW fo snoitpecreP dna sdrawot sedutittA
 namO fo etanatluS eht ni seicnetepmoC noitacinummoC
 -:ِمذِت
٠مَٛ اٌجبؽش ثٙزٖ اٌذساعخ اعزىّبلا ٌّزطٍجبد اٌؾظٛي ػٍٝ دسعخ اٌّبعغز١ش ِٓ وٍ١خ الإداسح فٟ رخظض 
ٌٍٚؾظٛي ػٍٝ ٘زٖ اٌذسعخ اٌؼٍّ١خ ٠ٕجغٟ ػٍٝ اٌجبؽش ئػذاد . ئداسح الارظبي ثغبِؼخ ٚ٠ىبرٛ ثٕ١ٛصلأذ
٠شاد ٚاٌزظٛساد اٌغبئذح ػٓ دساعخ ػٍّ١خ ؽ١ش ٠ٙذف ٘زا اٌجؾش دساعخ الارغب٘بد ٔؾٛ إٌغبء اٌّذ
 .وفبءاد الارظبي ٌذ٠ٙٓ
  -:اٌببحذ
ٚأٔب أدسط ؽبٌ١ب فٟ لغُ ئداسح الارظبي ثغبِؼخ ٚ٠ىبرٛ . اعّٟ ػجذالله ثٓ ؽّذ ثٓ خٍفبْ اٌّؾشٚلٟ
أٚ ػجش اٌجش٠ذ الاٌىزشٟٚٔ ) 46900( 552921212ؽ١ش ٠ّىٕه الارظبي ثبٌجبؽش ػٍٝ اٌشلُ  . ٔ١ٛصلأذ
أٚ اٌزٛاطً ِغ اٌذوزٛس اٌّششف ػٍٝ اٌذساعخ اٌذوزٛسح   zn.ca.otakiaw.stneduts@2akha
 .ػٍٝ اٌؼٕٛاْ اٌّشفك ثبٌشعبٌخ llebpmaC ayattiN
 -:اٌهذف ِٓ اٌذساصت
اٌٙذف ِٓ ٘زا اٌجؾش ٘ٛ دساعخ اٌؼلالخ ث١ٓ الارغب٘بد ٔؾٛ اٌّشأح اٌؼّبٔ١خ وّذ٠شح ٚاٌزظٛساد اٌغبئذح ػٓ 
ٌذساعخ ِؼشفخ اٌفشٚق راد اٌذلاٌخ ٌؼبٍِٟ اٌغٕظ ٚاٌخجشح اٌؼٍّ١خ ٌذٜ وّب رٙذف ا. وفبءح الارظبي ٌذ٠ٙٓ
 .إٌغبء اٌّذ٠شاد ػٍٝ ٘زٖ الارغب٘بد
 -:ِب َٕبغٍ ػٍُه اٌمُبَ به  و اٌىلج َضخغشق
" الارغب٘بد ٔؾٛ إٌغبء اٌّذ٠شاد"عٛف ٠طٍت ِٓ اٌّشبسو١ٓ فٟ ٘زٖ اٌذساعخ الاعبثخ ػٍٝ اعزجبٔخ 
فمشح ٚاٌزٟ عززطٍت ِٓ  15ولا اٌّم١بع١ٓ ٠ؾزٛ٠بْ ػٍٝ ". ذٜ إٌغبء اٌّذ٠شادوفبءح الارظبي ٌ"ٚاعزجبٔخ 
ِٛظف  21وّب عٛف ٠مَٛ اٌجبؽش ثّمبثٍخ . دل١مخ ٌلاعبثخ ػٍٝ فمشاد الاعزجبٔخ 03-52اٌّشبسو١ٓ ث١ٓ 
 .دل١مخ 06ِٚٛظفخ ٌغّغ ثؼغ اٌج١بٔبد ٌٍؾظٛي ػٍٝ ِض٠ذ ِٓ اٌزٛػ١ؼ ٚاٌزٞ عٛف ٠غزغشق فٟ ؽذٚد 
  noitacinummoC tnemeganaM fo tnemtrapeD
 loohcS tnemeganaM otakiaW
                                                                                                    otakiaW fo ytisrevinU ehT
 5013 gaB etavirP
  dnalaeZ weN ,notlimaH
 1826 .ntxE 6644 838-7-46 enohpeleT
 8534 838-7-46 elimiscaF
 mocm/zn.ca.otakiaw.tgnm.www
 zn.ca.otakiaw@ayattin liamE
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  ُحذد ٌٍبُبٔبث اٌخٍ صخذٌٍ بهب؟ِبرا ص
عٛف رؾفع عّ١غ الاعزجبٔبد ٚاٌّلاؽظبد ٚ الأششؽخ ٚاٌّمبثلاد اٌّىزٛثخ فٟ ِىبْ آِٓ ٌذٜ اٌجبؽش ٌٚٓ 
وّب عٛف ٠مَٛ اٌجبؽش ثزؾٍ١ً اٌج١بٔبد اٌّغّؼخ ٚعٛف . ٠طٍغ ػٍ١ٙب عٜٛ اٌجبؽش ٚاٌّششف ػٍٝ اٌذساعخ
زٞ عٛف ٠م١ُ ِٓ لجً اٌّششف ػٍٝ اٌذساعخ ِّٚزؾٓ ِٓ خبسط ٠مَٛ ثبعزخذاَ اٌّؼٍِٛبد ٌىزبثخ اٌجؾش ٚاٌ
وّب . وّب أٔٗ ِٓ اٌّّىٓ أْ ٠ؼشع اٌجبؽش ٔزبئظ اٌذساعخ فٟ ثؼغ اٌّإرّشاد ٚاٌّغلاد اٌؼٍّ١خ. اٌغبِؼخ
عٛف ٠زُ ئرلاف عّ١غ اٌّلاؽظبد اٌّذٚٔخ ٚاٌّمبثلاد اٌّىزٛثخ ٚالأششؽخ اٌزغغ١ٍ١خ اٌّغزخذِخ فٟ اٌذساعخ 
 .ش٠زٙبؽفبظب ػٍٝ ع
 :وّب إٔه َحمك ٌٍّشبسن فٍ اٌذساصت ِب ٍٍَ
الاِزٕبع ػٓ ئعبثخ اأٞ عإاي لا ٠شغت الإعبثخ ػٍ١ٗ وّب ٠ؾك ٌٗ الأغؾبة ِٓ اٌّشبسوخ فٟ أٞ  
 .ٚلذ ٠شغت
 .الاعزفغبس ػٓ أٞ عضئ١خ غ١ش ٚاػؾخ فٟ اٌذساعخ أٚ فٟ اأعئٍخ الاعزجبٔخ اٚ اٌّمبثٍخ 
 .الأزٙبء ِٕٙب اٌؾظٛي ػٍٝ ٍِخض ٌٕزبئظ اٌذساعخ ثؼذ 
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Appendix 9. Consent Form for Participants 
Consent Form for Participants 
 
I have read the Information Sheet for Participants for this study and have had 
the details of the study explained to me. My questions about the study have been 
answered to my satisfaction, and I understand that I may ask further questions at 
any time.  
 
I also understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time, or to 
decline to answer any particular questions in the study. I agree to provide 
information to the researchers under the conditions of confidentiality set out on 
the Information Sheet.  
 
 شؾجٌا فاذ٘أث ٟف٠شؼر ُر ذمٌٚ ،شؾجٌا از٘ ٟف ٓ١وسبشٌّبث خطبخٌا دبٍِٛؼٌّا خلسٚ ٟف شور بِ دأشل ذمٌ
 ٓػ خثبعلاا ُر ٗٔا بّو ،خوسبشٌّا خ٠شعٚ خ١طٛظخ ش١ؽ ِٓ شؾجٌا از٘ ٟف ٟزوسبشّث خمٍؼزٌّا تٔاٛغٌاٚ
 بّو ،ٟربجغس كفاٛ٠ بّث بٙزٌأع ٟزٌا دلاؤبغزٌا غ١ّع ذلٚ ٞأ ٟف ياإع ٞأ ٗ١عٛر ٟٔبىِبث ٗٔا ذّٙف ٟٔا
ياإع ٞأ ٓػ خثبعلاا غفس ٚا ،ذلٚ ٞأ ٟف خعاسذٌا ٟف خوسبشٌّا ِٓ ةبؾغٔلاا ٟٕٕىّ٠ هٌزوٚ. 
I agree to participate in this study under the conditions set out in the Information 
Sheet. 
اٚ شؽبجٌٍ دبٍِٛؼٌّا ُ٠ذمزٌ كفاٚأ بٔاشؾجٌا از٘ ٟف خوسبشٌّ ,  دبٔب١جٌا خلسٚ ٟف ءبع بٌّ بمفٚ ؾمف: 
Signed: _____________________________________________ 
Name: _____________________________________________ 
Date: _____________________________________________ 
I agree that while participating in the study my responses and comments may be 
audiotape recorded for the purposes of the research analysis. 
ًملعلا ثحبلا ضارغلأ اهب ًلدأ ًتلا تاظحلاملاو ًتاباجتسلإ  ًتوصلا لٌجستلا ىلع قفاوأ امك :  
Signed: _____________________________________________ 
Name: _____________________________________________ 
Date: _____________________________________________ 
Researcher‘s Name and contact information: 
 
Waikato Management School 
Research Title: Attitudes towards and Perceptions of Women Managers and 
Their Communication Competencies in the Sultanate of Oman 
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Abdullah Al-Mahrouqi.                             Email: ahka2@students.waikato.ac.nz 
ID: 1063871, Mobile (964) 0212129255 
 
Supervisor’s Name and contact information: 
 
Dr Nittaya Campbell                                        Email: nittaya@waikato.ac.nz 
Dept of Management Communication 
University of Waikato                                                               Ph: (64 7)856 2889                 
